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Summary
The aim of this programme of research was to develop a suitable Operating 
System to control a pneumatically powered industrial robot from a micro­
computer.
The result of this work has been to produce a satisfactory servo 
controller for operating an inexpensive, fully-programmable robot which 
has been successfully exploited in Industry. The functional modes of the 
Operating System include a means for teaching, editing and replaying any 
desired workcycle composed of spacial targets, palletising arrays, 
time-delay elements and a means for synchronising the robot with external 
events.
The Operating System is sufficiently flexible that it has been recognised 
to have potential application in any machine requiring the storage and 
replay of a workcycle.
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d+»d- positive and negative tertiary-level drive states
*int interrupt frequency, [sec”*]
fout control action frequency, [sec”*]
J inertial moment, [kgm ]
m index of the degrees of freedom on the robot, 0.<m<2
N interrupt service routine population number
A
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INTRODUCTION
M F Jeffery February 1981
1 Introduction
Industrial manufacture may be regarded as that part of commerce which adds 
value to basic materials. In this process, raw material in one state is 
physically or chemically modified, combined with other suitable materials 
to produce an end product and finally despatched with enhanced commercial 
value’. The hardware required to achieve this aim can be classified un’der 
four basic headings.
.. *
(1) Production equipment which achieves the necessary physical or chemical 
transformations of the raw materials.
(2) Handling equipment which transports the materials within or between 
work stations, at appropriate speeds and in a correct sequence.
(3) Control equipment which ensures that categories (1) and (2) cycle 
automatically. In more sophisticated installations control equipment 
is used to synchronise production and handling equipment.
(4) Computer equipment which provides the necessary scheduling and control 
of the various manufacturing phases, eg: process control computers to 
communicate with the manufacturing machinery and -data processing 
computers to communicate with the personnel associated with the manu­
facturing process.
For any given situation, the systems engineer is faced with an increasing 
number of options when specifying the equipment required to implement a 
specific manufacturing process. Capital appropriations may be spent in' 
any of the four categories of hardware listed above but, under 
profit-orientated management, the proposals put forward must demonstrate 
an expected positive return on investment. In this respect, increasing
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labour * costs have made capital expenditures for all. sorts of 
production-related equipment easier to justify. The modern industrial 
robot is seen as capital equipment which is becoming increasingly 
competitive when compared with other opportunities for the employment of 
capital and as a one to one replacement for the human operator.
The idea of a fabricated creature created in the image ' of man has long 
been part of the human mythology. The word "robot" entered the English 
language in 1922 when Karel Capek applied the Czech word for worker in his 
play "R.U.R", Rossum's Universal Robots [71]. The term robot is 
suggestive of an automaton in the shape of a man but,-in the industrial 
context, the term is used to describe a more mundane piece of equipment. 
Most applications are functionally pick and place operations in which 
there is a process of loading and unloading, positioning, transfer, 
feeding, orientating and manipulation. As such the industrial robot falls 
into the category of handling equipment and it is- within this definition 
that the term "robot" is used in this thesis.
Although the industrial robot does not have the appearance of homo 
sapiens, its motions can.be characterised as those of the fingers, wrist 
and arm. It is a handling device with a control system which, once 
programmed, can repeat the motions required tirelessly and with mechanical 
precision. At the same time its general-purpose nature allows it to be 
easily transferred to another job and quickly reprogrammed to perform a. 
different workcycle.
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V
During.197^, a world-wide survey of robotic activities was conducted in 
the Department by Kennett [21] which indicated that there was available 
from manufacturers a large variety of manipulating machines capable of 
following a prescribed workcycle. At one end of the market are those 
robots which require physical set-up, such as pick and place manipulators, 
relatively simple transfer mechanisms' transporting a workpiece from 
station to station by encountering mechanical stops at the end of each 
linear or rotary travel. No intermediate positions are allowed along any 
particular axis of movement, and reprogramming the workcycle consists of 
changing the positions of the mechanical stops and, possibly, modifying 
the sequencing of operations. Actuation of these pick and place machines 
is provided usually by pneumatic pov/er, but in certain applications, where 
heavy workpieces have to- be moved, hydraulic motors are selected. 
Sequencing of the workcycle is achieved by the use of conventional 
electric or fluidic relay logic, although transistor transistor logic 
(TTL) or high threshold logic (HTL) are also utilised in current designs. 
The sequencing mechanism is either fixed at manufacture and, thus, cannot 
be easily changed, or consists of simple cross-linking on a peg-board to 
allow the inter-connection of logic gates in a limited fashion. This 
latter method leads to a fairly straightforward procedure for 
reprogramming a pick and place manipulator but it is time consuming and 
requires personnel with a specialist knowledge of logic sequencing 
techniques.
At the top end of the market, manipulators are available which can be 
programmed to reproduce any prescribed workcycle by moving along a 
continuous, smooth path from station to station v/hilst carrying relatively
M F Jeffery February 1981
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heavy workpieces (20 kg to 50 kg) [93. Actuation is invariably provided 
by hydraulic or electric servo drives since linear positioning using 
pneumatic techniques is not readily available. The workcycle of the
manipulator is "taught” by stepping the machine through the desired path
and recording the co-ordinates continuously on a magnetic medium such as 
tape, drum or disc [7.8,11,13,2*0. Two alternative techniques for 
teaching the robot can be identified: walk through, in which the
manipulqtor is moved by the operator through the desired workcycle; lead
through, in which the operator uses a control box to command the various
robot axes to move. V/hichever technique is utilised, the taught sequence 
can be reproduced faithfully by accessing the recorded information in a 
replay mode. Robots at this end of the market are very costly selling at 
between £ 60 000 and £ 100.000.
In research institutions sophisticated robots are being developed for 
which the taught workcycle need be only rudimentary in nature; during 
replay the control system manoeuvres the manipulating arm through the 
desired path in a manner which takes account of the immediate enviroment, 
eg: avoiding objects which lie in the path of the robot [3, *1,5, **33. Such
adaptive procedures require that the robot system be fitted with sensory 
elements to examine its immediate surroundings. Advanced techniques, such 
as pattern recognition, using television cameras, and artificial 
intelligence to increase system perception, have been tried but these 
require large computers for data processing and control.
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1.1 Control Systems for Robots
In a review of control systems for industrial robots, Seger [14] 
identified three main groups characterised by the following features.
(1) Electromechanical control of approximately 50 steps using pneumatic 
logic elements.
(2) The positions of the robot and program sequences are stored 
electronically.
(3) Those which perform the functions of group (2) but include the 
ability to investigate the external enviroment of the robot via 
sensory means thus involving pattern recognition, ’ localisation and 
and orientation; the so-called intelligent types.
Another interpretation, by Simons [751, is to view robots, from the 
control point of view, as either non-servo or servo-controlled. 'Non-servo 
robots have fixed or variable mechanical stops and limit switches for 
positioning and informing the controller; hence these are often referred 
to as' "end point", "pick and place", "bang-bang", or "limited sequence" 
robots. The main characteristic features of these machines are as 
follows.
(1) The members of the manipulator move until end stops limit.the 
travel, so there are usually only two positions for each axis to 
assume.
(2) The sequencer allows many motions in a program, but only to the 
axis end points.
M F Jeffery February 1981
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(3) .Deceleration, as the end points are approached, may be provided by 
shock absorbers.
(4) Programming is achieved by setting up the desired sequence of moves 
and by adjusting the axis end stops.
(5) The manipulator is usually small, so high operational speeds can 
be achieved, with a repeatability to within 0.25 mm.
(6) These robots are relatively low-cost, easy to operate and maintain 
and are highly reliable. Conversely, these machines have limited 
flexibility in terms of programming and positioning capabilities.
Servo-controlled robots are further sub-divided into point to point and 
continuous path and have a greater range of capabilities, consequently 
such devices are more expensive and, in some cases, less reliable than 
simpler machines. Simons characterises this class of robot by the 
following features.
(1) The various members can be commanded to stop anywhere within the 
limits of travel.
(2) The velocity, acceleration and deceleration of the members in the 
various axes can be controlled.
(3) Accuracy of operation can be varied by controlling the magnitude 
of the relevant error signals.
(*l) Programming is achieved by human initiation of the signals to the
servo valves as required, and then recording the output of the 
feedback devices into the computer memory.
(5) Smooth motions and high operational flexibility are possible.
(6) Multi-program operation is facilitated.
M F Jeffery February 1981
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(7) Microprocessor or mini-computer based controllers allow the robot 
to select between alternative actions within a program.
1.2 Development of Robot Programming
In 1960, the journal "Automatic Control" [1] described an early attempt by 
the Rodyne division of U.S. Industries to add automatic programming to an 
industrial robot in the atomic energy field. This technique involved the 
use of a panel-board of toggle switches, each vertical column of which 
related to a single sequence of positions to which each axis of the 
machine is driven. A cardboard template was fitted over the switch-panel 
to indicate which switch should be set for a given program; the 
switch-panel constituted the "memory" of the device. By 1969, systems for 
automatic sequencing of mechanisms through logical design were attempted 
by Ashley, Pugh and Woodward [2,6]. These workers showed that careful 
analysis of the sequencing of production processes could result in minimal 
arrangements of logic gates which could then be ‘ realised as electronic 
micro-circuits. This type of approach was efficient for machine 
operations for which a fixed, permanent sequence could be established, but 
re-programming involved re-design of the logic circuits. Other groups 
designed the sequencing logic by using pneumatics: Johns [10]; Jones and
Klink [17]. Alternatively, by 197*1 the hydraulically driven Versatran 
manipulators were programmed by setting potentiometers for each degree of 
freedom and the sequencing controlled by rotating discs or a drum carrying 
slots to indicate the desired work sequence [8,16].
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Attempts to produce flexible sequencing of. machines by easily 
reprogrammable means were pursued at the Metal Box Company and at 
Birmingham University. Atkins [193 describes a technique of 
interconnecting electronic circuits using a matrix plug board; Rooks and 
Tobias [23] advo’cate a matrix. technique using mechanical means.
Many research groups during the 1960's recognised that the digital 
computer is, in many, respects, an ideal machine for dealing with the 
sequencing of robotic devices but that the cost of such an installation 
for industrial use was too high. However, as the mini-computer became
more readily available due to reducing prices during the-late 1960's and 
early 1970's, the use of the digital computer for such means began to move 
out of the laboratory and onto the factory floor. By 197^• Larcombe at 
the University of Warwick [12,15] was advocating the use of inexpensive 
mini-computers for industrial robot control, whilst Driscoll in the USA
[20] was foretelling that by 1980 this type . of processor would be
controlling automatic assembly at a cost of between $50 000 and $60 000
per unit. This interest was also taken up by mainframe manufacturers such 
as IBM v/ho began to examine the application of computer control to 
production robots [28,29]. In addition, many European groups have 
explored the use of mini-computers for robot control; Abt in the German 
Federal Republic [331; Richiardi in Italy [36]; Liegeois et al in France 
[7M]. Interest in the use of mini-computers and mainframe installations 
continues in those areas where large processing power is required for. 
sensory feedback analysis [M3] and for the investigation of robot systems 
which can adapt to the-immediate enviroment [38,56,65].
M F Jeffery February 1981
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In 1971, Intel Corporation announced the first commercially available 
microprocessor chip which was designated as the 400*1. Since that time, 
the application of the microchip to robot control has advanced apace. The
ASEA Company in Sweden based the operating system for their range of
all-electric, DC-driven robots on the Intel 8008 [18,26,273; Weichbrodt 
[35] explains that a typical robot in the ASEA range is programmed by hand 
from a portable programming unit, each position of the robot being stored 
in the computer memory . step by step. The system replays the stored 
workcycle and is able to link in additional program modules loaded from a 
tape recorder. Point to point positioning can be used with the robot arm 
moving at a programmable speed, or a path can be defined .in detail using a 
linear control. A curved path is obtained by programming a number of
points along the path to be joined by straight line movements.
By. 1976 several groups of workers had announced robot control systems
which utilise microcomputers: Drazan and Jeffery at Surrey University
[31,34,54] describe a technique which utilises a logic algorithm for 
sequential control of a point to point manipulator; 'Laerdal of Trallfa 
[32] describes a continuous path robot suitable for paint spraying 
controlled by a microprocessor with bulk storage of the control data on 
magnetic cassette or on diskette. Position recording in such systems can 
be synchronous (for which the sampling frequency is preprogrammed), or 
asynchronous (for which the store command is given by the operator).
Many groups have been conducting research into software .systems to make 
robots more versatile, and more intelligent [38,41,44,453. The early 
physical set-up programming configurations offered little operational
M F Jeffery February 1981
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flexibility; simple open-loop programs instructed the robots to repeat 
the same set of motions continuously without modification. Significant
operational versatility was facilitated by the development of computer 
control capabilities.
Programming a robot by means of walk through or lead through techniques 
has been termed non-textual [75] in the sense that programming a robot by 
the teach mode does not require that the operator writes a program. Any 
user, with or without knowledge of programming, can program in this
way: the user is not required to associate, abstract symbols with
manipulator movements.
In explicit programming, the user requires explicit instructions for every 
action the robot must take. In world modelling, the robot is more 
autonomous and can take decisions according to its knowledge. World
modelling systems, largely at the research stage, tend to require a
considerable amount of computer power but are able to carry out complex 
tasks. Implementation of these software systems have been realised by the 
use of multi-processor configurations [38, *15] but remain, currently, at 
the research stage.
1.3 The Surrey System
It was concluded from the Kennett survey [21] that there was a requirement 
for industrial robots which met some, if not all, of the facilities
provided by the more expensive machines. As a result of this
investigation it was decided to commence a programme of research to
produce practical designs for flexible, programmable robots which are
M F Jeffery February 1981
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relatively inexpensive and can be applied in those industries where the 
replacement of the human operator is both socially desirable and 
convenient. By this, reference is made to certain processes which are 
hazardous, arduous and repetitive in nature but where the introduction of 
a robot would not require an. expensive integration into the technology of 
the production line. Typical examples are provided by those industries 
which involve dangerous radiation, high temperatures coupled with 
potentially lethal gaseous chemicals and simple tasks which involve 
transporting workpieces to fixed stations for machining followed by 
subsequent stacking of the final product.
The aim has been to produce a reasonably sophisticated manipulating robot 
at a cost which a large proportion of Industry can afford and which can be 
applied to. everyday manufacturing requirements. Clearly such an, objective 
could only be met by setting tight constraints on the total design 
strategy. A careful survey of industrial requirements indicated a need 
for an articulated arm arrangement with a maximum lifting capacity of five 
kilogrammes and an extended reach of approximately two metres. The 
articulated geometry allows the arm to reach over obstacles in its path 
and provides a compact arrangement of the device when retracted 
(Figure 1). Each degree of freedom consists of a rotational movement and 
these are referred to as lift, approach and rotation. The upper members, 
rotating in a vertical plane, are constructed from U-channel, mild steel 
sections which provide sufficient mechanical stiffness whilst guaranteeing 
minimal weight and inertia. The dead-weight of the sections is carefully 
balanced and the dry friction of all parts reduced to a minimum as it 
would otherwise increase delays in the response due to the compressibility.
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Figure 1: The Surrey Robot and Control Cabinet
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of air. The power of the motors is thus used essentially to accelerate 
the sections 1591.
The conventional design for robots of this type involves classical
servomechanisms for the power drive, either by hydraulic cylinders 
controlled by servovalves or electric servodrives. This approach, 
although leading to a convenient and accurate control, proves to be very
expensive; in the case of hydraulic drive, for example, a power unit must
usually be provided in addition to the servomechanism itself.
The solution to this problem has been to power each degree of freedom from 
pneumatic motors. Most industrial plants have available, as a standard 
utility, ccmpressed air at up to six bar which avoids the expense of 
providing a local power unit. Analogue-driven valves working at such
pressures are not currently available on the market so it was necessary to 
utilise pneumatic motors which are activated by on-off solenoid valves. 
Rotary-vane motors were selected because these can be connected directly 
to the drive shafts of the individual sections‘which eliminates the need 
for gears with the attendant problems of friction and backlash. In 
addition, these units are relatively inexpensive and involve minimal main­
tenance, an important factor in the industrial enviroment. However, 
despite these advantages, the use of on-off actuation introduces a highly 
non-linear control problem which requires considerable computational power 
to process the signals monitoring the current state of the machine and to 
provide the necessary drive signals for dynamic actuation. A micro­
processor was selected to provide this essential facility in the control 
system, a unique feature of which is that it supplies the feedback link of
M F Jeffery February 1981
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the servo function already noted for hydraulic or electric drive.
To complete this control loop, a means for continuously monitoring the 
current state of the robot had to be selected and this proved to incur the 
greatest single expense of the whole system. Early attempts at analogue 
monitoring, using potentiometers and multiplexed analogue to digital 
conversion, lead to the inherent problem of noise and the software 
overhead due to "hand-shaking" procedures. Current designs of the robot 
utilise shaft encoders which, although expensive, being digital are immune 
to noise and provide, via hard-wired decoding circuits, a latched binary 
signal directly compatible with the computer input ports. The resolution 
achieved by the use of shaft encoders, whether of the direct brush-contact 
or incremental optical-sensing type, varies between 8-bits and 10-bits 
dependant on the accuracy required for each degree of freedom.
The robots developed at Surrey are driven from microprocessor systems, 
based on chips related to the Intel 8080, under the overall supervisory 
control of firmware known by the acronym SUMOS: Surrey University
Manipulator Operating System, which is the subject of this thesis. The 
term "operating system" is used here to describe [25] an eclectic 
collection of shareable software the primary purposes of which are: to
allocate shared resources, such as store and microprocessor time; to 
provide coirmcn service routines, such as device handlers and arithmetic 
operators; and to provide an interface between the user and the computer 
system. The choice of microprocessor was dictated, to a large extent, by 
the availability of expertise and development aids at the inception of the 
project. Early versions of SUMOS were written in the machine code of the
M F Jeffery February 1981
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Intel 8 008 microprocessor until the advent of the more powerful 8080 
allowed larger programs to be coded with greater efficiency. The author 
began using microprocessors during 1972 in connection with problems 
associated with sequential logic, and at that time only the Intel 4004 was 
readily available. All programming and debugging was achieved by using a 
mini-computer specifically configured for software development and for 
which an Intel 4004 cross-assembler and emulator had already been 
written. It was a relatively simple task to upgrade these software tools
for both the 8008 and the 8080, and it was quite natural to write SUMOS in
machine code using the extensive facilities of the mini-computer system.
The primary function of SUMOS is to control the manipulator dynamically 
while it is driven through a workcycle previously established in the 
computer memory. The user first programs the sequence of path locations, 
together with certain additional functions, by manually stepping the 
manipulator along the desired path. At each station in the workcycle, a 
key is pressed to instruct SUMOS to store the co-ordinates of that point 
automatically in the computer memory; this procedure is known as the 
"teach" mode. Once the stored sequence is complete, the user may then 
switch SUMOS into the replay mode when the workcycle will be reproduced 
until an instruction is issued to arrest the manipulator. A further 
feature of SUMOS which can be accessed is a mode to enable the user to 
display and modify, if necessary, any functional element in the taught 
sequence. This process, 'known as "editing", consists of stepping the 
manipualtor through the workcycle and, where appropriate, erasing or 
inserting any desired element.
M F Jeffery February 1981
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A typical operating enviroment for SUMOS would consist of an Intel 8080 
development system with a minimum of eight kilobytes of random access 
memory (RAM), a suitable interface unit to- the manipulator sensors and 
actuators, and a console keyboard and display. SUMOS occupies 
approximately seven kilobytes of memory, the remainder being utilised to 
store control variables and the user-assigned driving sequence. The 
interface consists of 8-bit parallel ports which transfer data to monitor 
the current state of the manipulator, derived from shaft encoders on each 
of the three degrees of freedom and to provide signals to drive the 
manipulator through the desired path. A convenient form of console 
device, which is used currently at Surrey, utilises an hand-held 
terminal; because the keyboard is ASCII coded, this allows considerable 
flexibility in reassigning, through software, the functional significance 
of each key.
M F Jeffery February 1981
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Figure 2: The Surrey Robot
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2.1 Project Outline
For reasons already stated in the Introduction, it was decided to commence 
a programme of research and development tp produce a novel type of robot 
design which could be of practical benefit to Industry. Viewed as a 
systems engineering activity, the project was seen as consisting of • the 
following subsections which would require attention and development.
(1) Mechanical design and methods of fabrication.
(2) Means for interfacing and power actuation.
(3) Design and development of a suitable controller.
Although in the last analysis all sections of the project have to be 
integrated as a final, coherent entity resulting in some necessary design 
overlap, it is the development of the controller which is the principal 
subject of this thesis. .
2.2 Mechanical Design and Fabrication
The general overall appearance of the Surrey robot can be judged from the 
photograph in Figure 2. This robot is designed as an articulated arm with 
three degrees of freedom: a base rotating horizontally and driven by. a
pneumatic torque unit via a rack and pinion; two upper sections, approach
and lift, rotating in a vertical plane and driven by pneumatic rotary 
actuators. The lift and approach sections are constructed on the 
parallelogram principle thus providing a fixed spacial orientation for the 
end section independant of the angles of these two sections of the
M F Jeffery February 1981
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robot. Additional degrees of freedom may be fitted to the end section as . 
required for different applications, eg: a gripper (illustrated in the
photograph by a vacuum suction-pad type), rotary wrist movement, etc.
The main criterion adopted for the mechanical design of the robot were as 
follows.
V
V.,
(1) Sufficient lateral stiffness of the individual sections, which is 
secured in the current design by using mild steel U-channels for 
constructing the approach and lift sections. Two channels, enclosing 
each other, are used for each section which provide a smooth, safe 
structure and guarantees minimum weight and inertia.
(2) Elimination of any backlash, achieved by connecting the actuators 
directly to the drive shafts of the individual sections.
(3) Minimisation of the inertia of the sections.
(4) Elimination of the dead weight of the individual sections by static 
balancing.
(5) Reduction of friction to a minimum.
A typical articulated section may be described by a dynamic equation of 
the form
n
Jf + Tf = Td (2.1)
in which J represents the inertial moment of the section, Td the driving 
torque, and T^. the frictional torque arising from elements due to dry and 
viscous friction and those related to pressures acting on the seal of the
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vane inside the pneumatic actuator.
Dry friction had to be minimised to limit delays in the response of the 
system, and the unnecessary introduction of actuators which are too 
powerful, had to be avoided. The driving torque provided by the pneumatic 
motors had to be used essentially to accelerate the sections; too large
V
an acceleration would ' make the robot appear jerky when any particular 
section is in motion.
2.3 Sensory Interface and Power Actuation
Each rotary degree of freedom on the robot operates as part of a basic 
control loop, as illustrated in Figure 3» The current angular position 
vector, <f, is monitored by shaft encoders attached directly to the axis of 
each section.
Shaft encoders are angular displacement transducers which fall into two 
main classes, dependant on the type of readout: either absolute
indication of position or incremental indication of -movement. In the 
former case, a coded plate (as illustrated in Figure H) is fixed to the 
transducer and the readout sensors are sampled whenever angular 
information is required; the output may be one of various types of 
multi-bit, binary-weighted codes, eg: V-scan or Gray code. The
incremental type of encoder uses mechanical teeth or optical gratings to 
provide electrical pulses proportional to the angular displacement. These 
pulses can be counted and, hence, rate and angular positional information 
deduced electronically.
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Figure 4: An Example of a Coding Disc
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Various types of encoder have been utilised during the development of the 
current robot design: V-scan, Gray and incremental. Whichever is chosen
some form of decoding of the raw data is required before the positional 
information can be fed to the controller. Reduction of the encoder output 
data to a directly usable form could be achieved by software in the 
controller but two factors ruled against this approach.
V
\  _
(1) In the case of an eight-bit V-scan encoder, a total of fifteen data 
lines would have to be input to the computer with a heavy utlisation 
of the available parallel data ports.
(2) The necessary software routine to achieve reduction of the input data 
to positional information would involve a heavy overhead in the micro­
processor activity.
To overcome these problems, the encoder data-processing is achieved by 
means of suitable decoder circuits which provide parallel, natural 
binary-weighted outputs of appropriate resolution for direct input to the 
computer. In the current design a V-scan encoder is used to monitor the 
lift section and incremental encoders are used on the approach and base 
rotation axes. Details of the decoder circuits are shown in Appendix A2.
The output signals from the controller enter the drive circuit interface 
and are amplified by solid state relays before energising the on-off 
solenoid valves which distribute air to the pneumatic motors of the 
robot. The combination of solenoid valve and motor introduces one of the 
major causes of dead-time delay in the control loop and so considerable 
effort has been expended to limit this effect. The switching time of the
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solenoid valve is minimised by using short-term, high-energy driving 
pulses; the initial voltage applied when switching on the valve is higher 
than the design specification (50 volts as against the nominal operating 
voltage of 24 volts). Once the valve has been switched to the open state 
(within, typically, 6 milliseconds), the holding voltage is reduced to a 
low level (approximately .5 volts); a reduction of this hold-on signal to
V
zero causes the valve to close off. The overall effect of this design is 
to speed up the switching time (from, typically, 15 milliseconds to 6 
milliseconds) and to reduce the hold-on power consumption of the valve 
together with its heat dissipation. An example of a circuit design, is 
shown in Appendix A2-3.2.2.
Minimisation of the dead-time delay introduced by the solenoid-valve, 
pneumatic actuator combination has been further realised by maximising the 
valve operating orifice and reducing the length of the piping between the 
valve and the actuator by placing these units close together.
2.4 Design of the Controller ‘
The design of the controller had to meet the following specifications and 
constraints.
(1) The cost of the final product had to be kept to a minimum whilst 
achieving the global requirements of the basic design.
(2) The controller had to provide the following basic functions.
(a) A convenient means for the operator to specify any desired robot 
workcycle and to store all the necessary information to drive the 
robot through that workcycle; this procedure to be known as the
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TEACH mode of operation.
(b) A means to drive the robot through the stored workcycle in a
fully automatic manner; this procedure to be known as the REPLAY 
mode of operation.
(c) To provide a means to step the robot through the workcycle so
that the stored.information can be checked and, if necessary,
\
modified in as simple a manner as possible: this procedure to be
known as the EDITOR mode of operation.
(3) To minimise the amount of monitored information required to control 
the robot, ie: limit the basic monitoring of the current state of the 
robot to a single parameter per degree of freedom.
(4) To utilise simple on-off signalling as a means of power actuation.
(5) Maximise the potential number of degrees of freedom capable of being 
controlled simultaneously by the controller.
To achieve these objectives it was decided that the controller would be 
designed as part of a software operating system based on a suitable 
microprocessor. This decision was dictated by two major factors.
(1) Microprocessors, and the wide range of peripheral chips associated 
with these devices, provide a relatively inexpensive means of con­
figuring a flexible computer system specifically designed for the task 
in hand.
(2) The author had already gained sufficient experience in this type of 
electronic device to ensure that an operating system could be de­
signed, constructed and brought successfully to the commissioning 
stage.
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At the inception of the research programme the Intel 8080 microprocessor
was rapidly becoming an industrial standard and with the author’s previous
experience with Intel products it was decided that this was the most
appropriate microchip to form the basis of . a suitable operating
system. During the preliminary design stages it was recognised that the
operating system (SUMOS) would occupy approximately three to four kilo­
's
bytes of read-only memory (ROM). Ttiis size of program prohibits the use 
of direct machine code translation so that some form of assembler or 
compiler had to be used. At that time no suitable utility software 
(cross-assembler or cross-compiler) was available on the University
main-frame computer or on any of the mini-computers within the 
Department. It was realised, that if SUMOS was to be programmed and 
debugged within the projected time-scale of the research programme, a 
suitable development system had to be established with as many aids to 
program preparation as possible, eg: editor, assembler or compiler,
machine code dump, file handling, file listing, etc.
A solution was found by utilising a Departmental Minic-M minicomputer 
system which, in its later configuration, had a hard-disc drive, a 
resident multi-user Disc Operating System providing access to standard 
utility software, serial ports for data dumps and a fast matrix printer 
for rapid listing of code. The major disadvantage was that no
cross-product suitable for translation of source code to 8080 machine code
was available. However the author had already.written, in the machine 
code of the Minic-M, a cross-assembler for the Intel *40014, a four-bit 
microprocessor and the first to be fabricated by that manufacturer. With 
this experience it was decided that a suitable assembler, written in
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Minic-M machine code, could be designed specifically for the generation of 
SUMOS and that this would prove the most efficient way to program, 
commission and maintain the robot operating system.
2.5 The Interface between SUMOS and the Robot
Since the mid 1960's, and above a certain minimal level of sophistication, 
the Engineer involved in the design of'- an operating system for robot 
control would consider the introduction of a digital computer as the 
central or peripheral controller in his scheme. Until recently, the cost 
effectiveness of such a proposal was restricted by the hardware but with 
the advent of the microprocessor this is no longer a limitation. The many 
advantages of microcomputer control - the flexibility of the operating 
system design, the variety and sophistication of the data capture and out­
put drive capability, the reliability and noise suppression features of 
digital drive systems, etc. - make the introduction of such a unit into 
the system design very attractive.
In order that a microcomputer may be programmed to automatically control a 
robot system, there must be some means to introduce data to it so that the 
current state of the system is known; similarly, the microcomputer must 
be able to output commands so that appropriate changes to the state of the 
system under control may be made. The following sections outline the main 
features of a microcomputer system which were given especial attention 
when the design of the interface units between SUMOS and the robot was 
under consideration; particular emphasis is given to the interfacing of a 
central processor unit to its external enviroment.
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2.5.1 The Architecture of a Basic Microcomputer System
Before considering the problem of interfacing the selected microcomputer 
with SUMOS, it was instructive to consider some of the physical aspects of 
the hardware involved. The simplest type of microcomputer which may be 
considered from this point of view consists of three distinct, inter­
related parts.
V -
( 1) A central processor unit (CPU), which supervises all activities in the 
system and undertakes the manipulative tasks of the machine. This 
unit can usually be identified as the microprocessor chip.
(2) A memory unit, which stores information and can be accessd by the 
central processor unit.
(3) An interface for conrounication to peripheral devices, which allows the 
system to access data from its external enviroment.
2.5.1.1 The Central Processor Unit
This part of the microcomputer is a complex unit fabricated on a single 
LSI silicon chip .and consists of the following six basic components.
( 1) A clock, a source of regular, electronic pulses to control the order 
in which information flows around the computer system.
(2) Status lines, to specify to internal and external devices what 
' activity is being undertaken currently.
(3) A canmunication highway or highways, on which data can be transferred 
aroind the CPU or to the external devices.
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(4) A number of dynamic registers, which can:
(a) specify the location in memory of instructions to be executed,
(b) hold temporary information in the form of a local scratch-pad 
memory,
(c) hold the address of data in memory,
(d) maintain the status of condition flip-flops to be utilised in 
decision-making activities. \
(5) A decoding, unit, which can interprete an instruction code as a 
sequence of specific operations.
(6) An arithmetic unit, which, when so instructed, can undertake elemen­
tary arithmetic and Boolean algebraic manipulation. This unit is 
usually referred to as the arithmetic logic unit (ALU).
2.5.1.2 The Memory Unit
This part of the microcomputer consists of a number of cells each of which 
has a unique address specified by the contents of the CPU location counter 
register. To access one of the memory cells, the CPU puts out the 
specific address of that cell onto its communication highway and gates the 
contents into one of its scratch-pad registers for subsequent 
processing. The memory of a microcomputer is normally made up of semi­
conductor devices, integrated circuits each capable of storing several 
thousand bits (binary digits). . There are two main types of semiconductor 
memory - ROM and RAM. The term ROM (read only memory) is applied to a 
semiconductor memory device containing fixed information which can only be 
read by the CPU. The data in a ROM cannot be destroyed or overwritten by 
the normal signals of the microcomputer. The term RAM (random access 
memory) refers to a form of semiconductor memory into which information
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can be written under program control, and read from it. Most available
RAMs lose data when power is switched off, which does not apply to ROM
devices.
2.5.1.3 The Interface to Peripherals
Under most circumstances, it is necessary for the human operator of SUMOS
\
to communicate with the CPU, for example, to input data which the
operating system requires from time to time; to initialise certain 
actions; and to interrupt the progress of the program. The most 
convenient peripheral for this purpose is the Teletype console or the
visual display unit (VDU). These are bi-directional devices which can 
transmit character codes to the CPU when the operator presses a key, or 
receive and print on the system medium (paper roll or monitor screen) when 
transmitted by the CPU.
In addition to the human operator interface, it is necessary to transmit
various types of signal to and from the CPU, for example,
(1) analogue voltages which specify a position or rotational state, or a
drive signal to a suitable actuator;
(2) a binary signal which can specify the state of an external system, the 
contents of a counter register, or a rotational state via a shaft 
encoder;
(3) a serial pulse train transmitted at a known rate which can be inter­
preted as a character from or to a keyboard-orientated device such as 
a VDU, or the output from specialist types of electronic monitoring 
systems such as optical arrays, TV camaras, etc.
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SUMOS in its current form makes use of types (2) and (3) but later ver­
sions could utilise both analogue monitoring and actuator drive.
The microcomputer is digital-register orientated and, ideally, prefers to 
receive data from external sources in this form. Thus it is necessary to 
transform the raw input signals into a digital mode to be transmitted to 
the CPU and then encoded into an appropriate form for manipulation by the 
resident operating system. This task is assigned to the interface unit in 
the system and is accomplished by means of analogue-to-digital (ADC) and 
digital-to-analogue (DAC) conversions for analogue signals, simple voltage 
level buffering for digital . signals and serial-to-parallel,
parallel-to-serial conversions utilising shift registers and digital 
clocks for serial signals.
2.5.1.4 The Microcomputer Communication Highways
The CPU communicates with memory and the peripheral interface via multi­
bit, parallel-line highways on bus configurations varying from 
single-function to multi-function time-shared buses consisting of 4, 8, 
12, 16 or more lines, the number of buses and lines per bus depending on 
the sophistication of the system. Each line carries one of two possible 
voltage levels which correspond with logic states true or false (1 and 
0). The choice of which voltage level corresponds to which logic state is 
set by the microprocessor designer. If the more positive voltage state is 
defined as true and the more negative as false, the convention is called 
positive logic.
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2.5.2 Data Acquisition and Control by Microcomputer
34
A microcomputer is a sequential machine, ie: it can only deal
operation at a time, therefore it is not particularly well 
monitor and control events that change dynamically in real time, 
important features of a microcomputer which make it suitable 
control are: \ .
(1) the operating speed of the machine, which is sufficiently high so that 
it is capable of handling many jobs in sequence in a relatively short 
time;
(2) the memory, where data (constants) can be stored together with the 
firmware (software on ROM) which constitutes the operating system.
In order to connect the microcomputer to the robot system operating in 
real-time, it is clear from the previous sections that some form of 
interface must be introduced to make suitable adjustments between the 
format of the raw process signals aftd the particular digital configuration 
and protocols of the microcomputer system adopted. In general, variables 
that are present in a process may be classified as digital or analogue 
sources or sinks. Digital signals can assume only one of two possible 
states such as the output of a flip-flop, the contact state of a relay, 
and the opening and closing of process valves. Analogue signals vary 
continuously with respect to time, adopting values within a fixed range.
In order that the microcomputer may monitor digital signal sources, these 
must first be converted into voltages at levels which can be further 
processed by the computer interface. The design of most microprocessors
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is based on the voltages associated with transistor-transistor logic (TTL) 
gates, ie: zero and +5 volts, so that each digital input signal must be
adjusted to these levels, and converted to the appropriate digital logic 
(positive or negative) of the associated interface unit.
The simplest digital input which may be considered in this context is that
\V
associated with the simple toggle switch, set open or closed. In the open
•0+5 volts
IkO
Logic 1, open
To computer interface
Toggle switch
Logic 0
-o Ground
state, the line to the microcomputer interface is held at +5 volts by the 
pull-up, 1 kohm resistor. If positive logic prevails, then this would be 
equivalent to the logic 1 state. Closing the switch pulls the interface 
line down to ground, equivalent to the logic 0 state.
The simple switch, in practice, is replaced by logic gates which are 
directly compatible with the electronic circuitry of the computer 
interface. The familiar flip-flop circuit is a common example of such a
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digital source and may also be used to buffer a toggle switch to avoid the 
hazards caused by contact bounce.
In addition to single-line inputs, a large class of digital sources is 
that associated with multi-bit, binary-weighted inputs. Common examples
of direct digital monitoring are found with angular displacement
\ -
transducers already discussed in Section 2.3. Direct actuation, in its 
simplest form, is represented by an electromechanical relay powered 
directly from the microcomputer interface or directly via suitable
amplifiers.
2.5.3 Interruption
The concept of interrupt is very important in any computer system 
operating in a real time mode; through such a facility, microprocessors 
provide an efficient method for governing asynchronous events that occur 
external to the processing system. Consider two programs, OL and 3 , 
stored in the memory of a microcomputer; program a is currently being 
executed and {3 is not. At some particular instant in time, determined by
an occurance external to the processing system, it is required
that 3 should be executed as soon as possible, but without loss of the
results generated by a to date. The problem is to interrupt the 
execution of a , to execute 3 , and then to resume Gt at the point of 
interruption.
As noted in Section 2.5.1.1, a microprocessor is a clocked sequential 
circuit and its execution of either program, a or£ , must necessarily 
proceed in phase with the clock, which must be unaffected by the interrup­
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tion. However, the CPU operates by repeating an instruction cycle 
consisting of a variable number of states. If interruption were allowed 
at any clock pulse, that is at any phase in the instruction cycle, then 
there would be an extremely difficult problem to arrange the resumption of 
any partially executed instruction, interrupted at any stage. Clearly,
if 3 can be made to wait until the current instruction cycle is complete
\
before it is serviced, the problem would be simplified.
The basic process of interruption can be envisaged as follows.
(a) A signal indicates to the CPU that the a program being executed is to 
be interrupted.
(b) The CPU completes the execution of the current instruction cycle.
(c) The CPU stores away the contents of the program counter on the memory 
stack.
(d) The CPU receives (from the data bus) information enabling it to begin 
execution of the interrupting program P .
(e) Execution of 3 can proceed normally. If 3 ends ‘ with a "return" 
instruction, the interrupted program will be resumed immediately after 
the point of interruption
This process is analogous to the processing of a subroutine call (Section 
2.5.5) with a as the main program and 3 as the subroutine except that 
the call of 3 is invoked, not by an instruction within a, but by an 
external signal. If it is to cause no damage to a it must be arranged 
that all the information belonging to a - register contents, states of 
flags - which may be required to enable a to continue correctly after the
M F Jeffery February 1981
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interruption, must be preserved throughout the execution of 3 and 
restored before a is resumed.
2.5.4 Arithmetic Processor Unit
In common with many microprocessor-based systems, SUMOS requires extensive
support to perform basic multi-byte arithmetic operations in the on-line
mode. Such a function, realised in software terms, is highly time
consuming because of the extensive management of various data-bit shifts
to adjust the position of the radix point in the real number structure.
This problem has been overcome by utilising a specialised arithmetic
processor chip, or coprocessor, operating concurrently under the control
of the master microprocessor. This arithmetic processor unit (APU) is
capable of performing such basic operations as addition, subtraction,
multiplication, division, exponentiation and square root extraction, all
in fixed or floating point number representations.
* ■
A description of the specific APU used in this project is given in 
Appendix A2-2.1. The APU is configured to communicate with the micro­
computer in input/output mode as shown in Figure 5. Using this 
configuration, the microprocessor polls the APU "ready" status until the 
APU completes execution of an instruction and becomes ready to accept the 
next instruction together with arguments.
2.5.5 Programming the Microcomputer
In a microcomputer, each instruction which the Central Processor Unit 
(CPU) can execute is identified by a unique binary encoded word known as 
an instruction code or operation code; the total of such instructions
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constitutes the instruction set of the CPU. A list of all instruction
codes for an Intel 8080/8085 type microprocessor is shown in Table I. The 
CPU fetches an instruction in two phases:
(1) the CPU transmits the address in the location counter to the computer
memory;
(2) the memory unit returns the addressed word to the CPU.
The CPU stores this instruction word in a register known as the 
instruction register, and uses it to direct activities during the
remainder of the instruction execution.
The cycle of operations comprising the execution of an instruction is as 
follows.
(1) The instruction counter is incremented so that the next instruction 
can be accessed after the current activity is completed; in the case 
of a JUMP instruction, the updated address in the location counter is 
overwritten in the next phase of operations.
(2) The operation specified by the operation code is executed, the inform­
ation contained in the argument part of the instruction being used as 
required by the operation, eg: for a memory-transfer operation, the 
address part specifies a memory cell; for an input/output operation 
the appropriate channel or port is specified.
In terms of the hardware, the decoded instruction is used to selectively 
activate one of a number of output lines. Each line represents a set of
M F Jeffery February 1981
DATA TRANSFER GROUP ARITHMETIC AND LOGICAL GROUP
i r
MOV-
MOV-
MOV-
MOV-
Move
A,A 7F 
A.B 76 
A.C 79 
A.D 7 A 
A.E 7B 
A,H 7C 
A.L 7D
A.M 7E
B.A 47 
B.B 40 
B.C 41 
B.D 42 
B.E 43 
B.H 44
B.L 45 
LB.M 46
C,A 4F 
C.B 48 
C.C 49 
C.D 4A 
C.E 4B 
C.H 4C 
C.L 4D
C.M 4E
D.A 57 
D.B 50 
D.C 51 
D.D 52 
D.E 53 
D.H 54 
D ,l 55 
D.M 56
MOV-
MOV-
MOV-
MOV-
XCHG
Move (cont)
E.A 5F 
E.B 58 
E.C 59 
E.D 5A 
E.E 5B 
E.H 5C 
E.L 5D 
E.M 5E
H.A 67 
H.B 60 
H.C 61 
H.D 62 
H.E 63 
•H,H 64 
H.L 65 
H,M 66
LA  6F 
L,B 68 
LC  69 
LD  6 A 
LE 6B 
LH  6C 
LL 6D 
LM  6E
M.A 77 
M,B 70 
M.C 71 
M.D 72 
M,E 73 
M.H 74 
_M,L 75
EB
Move
MVI-
LXI —
Immediate
A, byte 3E
B. byte 06
C, byte 0E
D, byte 16
E, byte 1E
H, byte 26
L  byte 2E
M, byte 36
Load
Immediate
B. dble 01
D, dble 11
H. dble 21
SP, dble 31
Load/Store
LDAX B OA 
LDAXD 1A 
LHLD adr 2A 
LDA adr 3A
STAX B 02 
STAX D 12 
SHLD adr 22 
STA adr 32
byte = constant, or logical/arithmetic expression that evaluates to an 
6-bit data quantity. (Second byte of 2-byte instructions). 
; dble ■ constant, or logical/arithmetic expression that evaluates to a 
16-bit data quantity. (Second and Third bytes of 3-byte 
instructions).
adr “ 16-bit address (Second and Third bytes of 3-byte instructions).
* ■= all flags (C. Z. S, P, AC) affected.
** = all flags except CARRY affected: (exception: INX and DCX
affect no flags), 
t * only CARRY affected.
All mnemonics copyright ©Intel Corporation 1976.
ADD'
ADC-
SUB-
SBB -
DAD'
Subtract*
‘ A 97
B 90
C 91
D 92
E 93
H 94
L 95
.M 96
' a 9F
B 98
C 99
D 9A
E 9B
H 9C
L 9D
M 9E
ouble Add
B 09
D 19
H 29
.S P 39
Increment*
A 87 A 3C
B 80 B 04
C 81 C OC
D 82 INR - D 14
E 83 E 1C
H 84 H 24
L 85 L 2C
M 86 . M 34
A 8F ' b 03
B 88 INX - D 13
C 89 H 23
D 8A SP 33
E 8B
H 8C
L 8D Decrement**
M 8E
DCR-
DCX-
A 3D
B 05
C 0D
D 15
E 1D
H 25
L 2D
M 35
B 0B
D 1B
H 2B
SP 3B
Specials
DAA* 27
CMA 2F
STCt 37
CMCt 3F
Rotate t
RLC 07
RRC OF
RAL 17
RAR
ANA-
XRA-
ORA-
CMP-
Logical*
’ a A7
B A0
C A1
D A2
E A3
H A4
L A5
.  M A6
' a AF
B A8
C A9
D AA
E AB
H AC
L AD
. M AE
' A B7
B B0
C B1
D B2
E B3
H B4
L B5
-  M B6
' a BF
B B8
C B9
D BA
E BB
H BC
L BD
M BE
Arith & Logical 
Immediate 
ADI byte C6 
ACI byte CE 
SUI byte D6 
SBI byte DE 
ANI byte E6 
XRI byte EE 
ORI byte F6 
CPI byte FE
BRANCH CONTROL
GROUP
I-------“ I
Jump
JMP adr C3 
JNZ adr C2 
JZ adr CA 
JNC adr D2 
JC adr DA 
JPO adr E2 
JPE adr EA 
JP adr F2 
JM adr FA 
PCHL E9
Return
RET C9
RNZ CO
RZ C8
RNC DO
RC D8
RPO EO
RPE E8
RP F0
RM F8
Restart
Call 0 C7
CALL adr CD 1 CF
CNZ adr C4 2 D7
CZ adr CC RST- 3 DF
CNC adr D4 4 E7
CC adr DC 5 EF
CPO adr E4 6 F7
CPE adr EC .  7 FF
CP adr F4
CM adr FC
I/O  AND  
M A C H IN E  C O N TR O L
I ' I
Stack Ops
PUSH-
POP
XTHL
SPHL
B C5
D D5
H E5
. PSW F5
'  B C1
D D1
H E1
.  PSW* F1
E3
F9
Input/Output
OUT byte 
IN byte
D3
DB
Control
F3
FB
Dl 
El
NOP 00 
HLT 76
INTEL® 8080/8085
INSTRUCTION SET REFERENCE TABLES 
IN TE R N A L REGISTER O R G A N IZA TIO N
I A Reg. (8) | B Reg. (8) C Reg. (8)
d 7 f l a g  BYTE op
D Reg. (8) E Reg. (8)
H Reg. (8) L Reg. (8)
Program Counter (16)
s | z | x | a c | x | p | x | c | Stack Pointer (16)
L CARRY 
PARITY 
AUX. CARRY 
ZERO 
SIGN
X. UNDEFINED
REGISTER-PAIR  O R G A N IZA T IO N
PSW _______
| A (8) | FLAGS (8)1
NOTE: Leftmost Byte is high-order 
byte for arithmetic operations and 
addressing. Left byte is pushed on 
stack first. Right byte is popped first.
B (B/C) (16)
D (D/E) (16)
H (H/L) (16)
Prog. Ctr. (16)
Stack Ptr. (16)
Table I: Intel .8080/8085 Microprocessor Instruction Set
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activities associated with execution of the particular instruction code. 
The enabled line can be combined with selected timing pulses to develop 
electrical signals which initiate specific tasks. This translation of 
code into action is performed by the instruction decoder and by its 
associated circuitry.
A set of instructions defining a complete, self-contained task for the 
computer to carry out is called a program. The instructions of a small 
program are normally stored in a block of consecutive memory 
locations; because of conditional and unconditional jumps, the 
instructions are not necessarily obeyed in the order in which these are 
stored. It is useful to distinguish between the static (or textual) order 
of the instructions, and the dynamic sequence in which these are obeyed.
When a small program segment is to be used repeatedly in a main program, 
it can be treated as a unit of code called a subroutine. The fundamental 
hardware problem with implementing a subroutine is to "remember” the 
return point to the main program while executing the subroutine. A 
subroutine is called at a location a in the main program, the processor 
executes the instructions within the subroutine, and then returns to the 
next location after a in the main program. The transfer from a main 
program to a subroutine is accomplished by a subroutine call instruction. 
Conceptually, a subroutine call is nothing more than a jump instruction 
with a return linking mechanism which, in the case of the Intel 8080 type 
microprocessors, invokes the stack.
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A stack structure consists of temporary storage locations for a collection 
of data within the main memory of the microcomputer. The addressing of 
the storage locations is accomplished by a two-byte register, known as the 
stack-pointer, which indicates the next available location at the top of 
the stack. On receiving a subroutine call instruction, the processor 
loads (or pushes) the contents of'the program counter onto the stack and 
writes the subroutine address into the program counter. Now the processor 
has effectively implemented a jump instruction but with the return address 
to the next instruction in the main program stored on the stack. The 
return is accomplished by executing a return instruction at the end of the 
subroutine. The function of this instruction is to read (or pop) the last 
item entered on the stack and write this into the program counter, thus 
implementing a jump back to the correct location in the main program.
A machine-code instruction achieves only a very small, primitive step in a 
computational or data-processing task. The purpose of a program is to 
organise the small steps taken by machine-instructions into larger, more 
sophisticated tasks.
Making reference to each instruction by its binary word combination, even 
if a higher base radix (such as hexadecimal) is utilised, is a tedious 
method of writing a program. Therefore each instruction code is referred 
to by means of a mnemonic, which typically consists of a limited number of 
letters signifying a specific operation. Using these mnemonics, also 
known as symbols or symbolic codes, a programmer can write his program, 
one statement at a time, in the form of a source language with its own 
syntax. A translation program, loaded and running in a computer, can then
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be used to interprete each statement at a time in terms of its equivalent 
binary code; such a program is called an Assembler. The resultant object 
code, after being loaded into the processor memory, can then be executed.
The advantages of assembler programming go beyond the relatively simple 
task of translating, on a one-to-one basis, the mnemonic codes of the 
instruction set. An Assembler will also allow the programmer to 
optionally label each instruction with his own symbols so that he may 
refer to that particular instruction at any point in his program. This is 
especially useful when using jump instructions which change the normal 
sequencing of the processor location counter. Another advantage of an 
Assembler arises when a run-time error or bug is discovered in the user's 
program and it becomes necessary to remove or include instructions within
the original sequence. In the hand-coding procedure, it would be
\
necessary to modify all the code at addresses higher than that of the 
error location as well as extracting or inserting new codes. This is a 
tedious and time-consuming exercise; an Assembler will automatically 
carry out the re-assignments.
The usual procedure in assembler programming is to prepare the so-called 
source code, in mnemonic format, on a suitable medium (paper tape, 
magnetic tape, floppy disc, etc.) which is acceptable to the 
Assembler. The programmer usually has to specify the start address for 
the resultant object code when it is loaded into the memory of the 
destination processor, and also has to inform the Assembler that no more 
code is to follow. Such directives within the source program are usually 
given appropriate mnemonics of their own, eg: LOC for the program
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location counter setting; END for the "end of code for assembly", etc.
The source code is then run through the Assembler program which, if well 
constructed, will trap any errors of syntax, eg: wrong type of argument
for an instruction code, use of an undefined mnemonic string, etc. If the 
assembly is successful, the resultant object code is loaded directly into 
the computer memory and run. If there are any programming errors these 
will show up as the program proceeds and an experienced operator can 
diagnose the nature of the bugs and prescribe the necessary modifications 
to the original source code to produce a cure.
Whether the errors are those due to syntactic or run-time bugs, it is 
usually necessary to correct the source program, which should always be 
retained on the original source medium, and then to re-assemble. To 
undertake such corrective actions, use is made at this stage of another 
system resource known as an Editor. This software utility allows
specified character strings in th'e source text to be modified, or whole
blocks of new code to be inserted; a well-written Editor is an important 
feature in any assembly procedure. Indeed, it is quite usual to start the 
whole process of source code generation by utilising the Editor since the 
text can be held in the memory of the host computer until the programmer 
has convinced himself that what he has keyed in is valid code to present
to the Assembler. The process of preparing and running a program may be
viewed as an iterative procedure, as shown in Figure 6.
The object code is usually in a format which necessitates the use of a 
special loader program which can check the validity of the data actually
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EDIT AND 
RE-ASSEMBLEEDITOR
SOURCE CODE
....
ERRORS OF SYNTAX
ASSEMBLER
OBJECT CODE
LOADER
RUN PROGRAM IN RAM
-------------- <3---- <
RUN TIME BUGS PRESENT 
INCORRECT CODE
CORRECT CODE
Figure 6: Procedures for Generating and Testing Assembler Code
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loaded into the processor memory; because of this intermediate stage 
before the program can be run and tested, and since the various utilities 
are not usually resident in the development system at the same time, it 
can be seen that it is not necessary for the Editor and the Assembler to 
be run in the same machine as the object code, or even in the same type of 
computer. If the host computer for the assembly is different from that in 
which the object code is actually run,>then the Assembler is known as a 
Cross-Assembler. This is the type of Assembler which was designed for the 
coding of SUMOS and was assigned the acronym INTSEM80 (INTel asSEMbler 
8080).
2.5.5.1 The Syntax of an Assembler
Assembler languages differ in detail from each other but all have some 
features in conmon. In particular, each source statement consists of some 
of the following four items of information which are individually coded in 
sub-statements known as fields.
(1) A Label (optional). .
(2) An Operation Code (usually mandatory).
(3) Operand or Argument of item (2), if any.
(4) Comments (optional).
The label, or symbolic name, is used when required as a reference by other 
statements. The label may define a location in the program, a name for a 
storage element common to the whole program, a data storage area to be 
used by the program, or a constant. Each label is unique within the
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program module; two or more statements may not have the same 
name.
The operation code field contains the instruction code, such as ADD, IN, 
OUT, LDA, and JMP, or actual data specified explicitly.
V\ /
The operand or argument field may contain an expression consisting of a 
character, an integer, a specific symbol, or any of these combined with 
standard arithmetic operators such as + for addition or / for 
division. The interpretation of the argument field depends on the type of 
operation code used in the operand field.
The comment field can be used to provide remarks concerning the program 
code; full utilisation of this facility, as in SUMOS, enables the 
programmer, or anyone else, to understand more fully the intended function 
of the code at some future time. It should be noted that the Assembler 
will disregard any character codes placed in this field.
2.5.5.2 Procedure for Coding a Computer Program
The first step in writing a program such as SUMOS is to devise an overall 
plan of attack. This is viewed as a step-by-step procedure; such a 
functional description of the task in hand is known as an algorithm.
The technique applied in SUMOS to accomplish this first stage is known as 
flow charting which is a #schematical representation of the flow of 
information required to accomplish the desired task. The algorithm will, 
in general, consist of a number of software modules representing
48
symbolic
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different, discrete operations to be performed by the various hardware 
components of the system. The different operations are performed in a 
pre-determined sequence represented by a connecting series of modules or 
boxes. Each of the modules represents a particular group of 
operations. When that module is completed, a connecting line leads to
another module whose group of operations is in turn executed.
\
In practice, the software designer first draws up the broadest possible 
flow chart, and then gradually refines this as the specification is 
treated in more detail. Symbols are used which distinguish between the 
various classes of operations. The most commonly used symbols used in 
this thesis are listed in Figure 7.
2.6 The Cross-Assembler, INTSEM80
INTSEM80 is a two-pass cross-assembler designed specifically for 
translating SUMOS source code into the object code destined for operation 
in the microprocessor computer system within which the operating system 
will reside. The source program consists of statements coded in 
even-parity ASCII with a syntax described in Appendix A3. The resultant 
object code is non-relocatable and complies with the format specified for 
the standard Intel system loader and as described in Appendix A3-7.
The Assembler runs under the standard disc operating system in a Minic-M, 
one of the mini-computers manufactured by Micro Computer Systems Limited, 
a former subsidiary Company of the Kent Group. INTSEM80 is written in 
Minic-M machine code and occupies approximately eight kilobytes of core 
memory, but in addition requires sufficient storage to contain all user-
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N.B. The size of symbol used is not important, only the shape 
conveys meaning.
A process or step in the algorithm
A decision
C_J A terminal, eg* stop/start points
A pre-determined process, eg: a subroutine
Input or Output
A document
Figure 7: Standard Flowcharting Symbols
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specified symbols and the contents of certain input buffers. Typically, • 
the Assembler requires a total of 16 kilobytes of memory and six minutes 
of processor time to assemble the version of SUMOS described in this 
thesis.
The source code must be scanned twice by the Assembler: during the first
pass, a symbol table is constructed-Which contains information regarding 
all user-specified symbols; during the second pass, each source statement 
is converted into the corresponding object code values, on a one-to-one 
basis, utilising the information stored on the symbol table. In addition, 
the Assembler constructs a map specifying the memory to be occupied in the 
destination microcomputer system; this map may be optionally displayed at 
the end of pass one. During both passes each statement is checked for 
syntactic errors and a coded diagnostic two-letter flag is output to the 
system listing file if an invalid statement is encountered. Very few 
diagnostic traps are fatal to the assembly which normally continues with 
default values after an error is detected.
The Assembler wiil optionally provide, during pass two, a listing of the 
source program together with an hexadecimal representation of the object 
code dump In addition, at the end of the assembly, an autosort of the 
symbol table may be requested which displays, in the output file, all 
user-defined symbols as an alphabetically ordered list; INTSEM80 sorts 
all symbols in SUMOS within approximately 1.3 minutes.
INTSEM80 provides most features of a modern assembler but was designed 
specifically for the translation of SUMOS source code. Thus only those
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properties of an assembler which were required for this research programme 
have been included. During the design stage it was decided that the 
following features found in some assemblers were not to be included in 
INTSEM80.
(1) Macro-assembly. This is not essential for the efficient coding of
V
\ s
SUMOS since there is little repeated code; subroutine entry with
parameter passing has been used as a technique almost exclusively
throughout.
(2) Conditional assembly. Although desirable during the early development 
of SUMOS and for assembling different versions of the package, the 
addition of such a feature in the Assembler was considered to be 
unnecessary and too time consuming within the research programme.
(3) Production of linking symbols in the object code dump. Since SUMOS
occupies approximately 7.5 kilobytes of ROM and takes eight minutes to 
assemble, it would -be convenient to produce code in distinct modules 
which could be linked together automatically at load time. However, 
the Loader used in the destination system (Appendix* A3-7) is not a 
linking loader and it would have been necessary to code linking 
features into both the Assembler and the Loader, a task which it was 
considered would have occupied too much time in the research 
programme.
One feature of the Assembler which was included, and is not present in 
most classical assemblers, is the use of multi-statements within a textual 
line of the source code. This has proved a most useful property since 
SUMOS could be written in phrases rather than as a list of single.
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primitive statements. The objective has been to make the source code of 
SUMOS as self documenting as possible through the use of multi-statement 
lines and the free use of coranent fields.
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3 Theory of Controller Action 
3*1 The SUMOS Compensator
The compensator in SUMOS regards the mechanical system of the robot as
three independant axes of rotational motion which can be modelled by the
\
dynamic equations: ^
JA  + Tfm = Tdm 5 “ = “-I* 2 '<3.D
where J inertial moment, [kgn£]
m
d rotary position, [rads]m
T_ frictional position, [Nm]
in
T ^  driving torque, [Nm]
The compensation is based on the classical "look-ahead" controller which 
is usually implemented by using dedicated analogue circuits.
In one form the controller algorithm calculated an error vector from which 
a Boolean actuator signal, B, is derived, using an estimate of the 
velocity for each component.
? = C - a q (3.2)a
0 e >oam
B = ^  m r 0,1,2 (3.3)
. n
1 e < oam
where C components of the actuator error vectoram
components of the current error vector
A
q^  velocity estimate components
velocity term coefficientm
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For any axis of rotation, the effect of this algorithm is to modify the
actual error term, C , such that, for a > 0, q >0, the target appearsm m * Mm
to be closer than is in fact the case. The controller will operate in a
manner such as to reduce the error term, 6 , to a minimum; the control
action will terminate when the mechanical system is stationary, q^ = 0,
for which € = € r 0. For € X> a q full control actuation willam m m v/m m
occur. As € -> 0, the effect of the velocity term will begin to dominate
m
the actual error as a function of the magnitude and direction of q
m
The controller drives the mechanical system via two on-off solenoid valves' 
which, in turn, operate to pressurise either side of the pneumatic 
motor. Thus four possible operating states are realisable.
d+ positive drive, on or off 
d_ negative drive, on or off
The interpretation of d+d = 00 or 11 is that the pressure applied to each 
side of the pneumatic motor are equal, either atmospheric or the full 
operating pressure.
signal, B , and the drive 
m
The translation between the SUMOS controller 
signals d+d is as follows;
am
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The compensating action of the controller can be seen more clearly from a 
phase plane diagram in which equations (3.2) are represented as straight 
lines seperating each plane into two zones.
Target
When the controller is in the zone for which B =0, the actuator signalm
is set to drive the system in a positive direction along the $ axis;
when B = 1, the system is driven in a negative direction. Thus the m
seperating line can be viewed as a switching interface between the two 
driving states.
The control algorithm can be further enhanced by including the effect of 
estimates of acceleration for each component of the error vector.
= £ - a q - F r (3«^ )
where r estimates of the acceleration for each component, mm
(3 acceleration term coefficients
b
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With such a controller representation, the phase plane diagram becomes a 
three-dimensional figure in which the switching line of (3*2) becomes a 
switching surface, dividing the diagram into two volumes.
3.2 Estimation of Velocity and Acceleration
The velocity vector, q, of equations (3.2) and (3.^ ) could either be
measured directly by suitable velocity sensors or the velocities could be 
estimated from the positional vector If by a process akin to 
differentiation with respect to time. The second approach has been 
adopted in SUMOS to avoid the need for sensors other than those for 
position.
In principle the velocity vector q may be obtained as the difference
between two consecutive positions,
" *n-l >•
A 4> f r > r \
=2TE (3,5)
where n is the index of the consecutive readings sampled at At intervals.
To improve the estimation accuracy, positions are sampled at a high rate 
with respect to the control action and accumulated over a population 
N; an estimate is then calculated utilising the consecutive populations 
as follows.
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/s
q =
r  At
N
i-l M+i i-l
(3.6)
The technique adopted in SUMOS to produce such estimations of velocity is 
to use a regular one millisecond clock to interrupt the controller 
algorithm giving access to the population update routines. The positional 
components <|>m ; m = 0, 1,2, are read in turn and the co-ordinate
populations accumulated 
N 
E
i-l 1 J m -0,1,2
sums
to
On
produce the population
every Nth r sample, the two latest
N N
populations are subtracted to generate the difference £ a . - 2 6*
_ N+i i_i 1
This resulting difference is then made available to to the control 
algorithm as a scaled version of the velocity estimation.
In order to determine a suitable value for N, the amount of processing 
which can be undertaken by the microprocessor on-line must be 
considered. The maximum clock frequency for the system interrupts was set 
by the basic computer interval timer (At = 10~-? sec.). The number of 
samples of positional information which can be allowed before the velocity 
estimates could be updated is determined by the frequency at which the 
system has to be controlled; this output sampling rate is determined, in 
turn, by the cut-off frequency of the system which, for the Surrey robot, 
is approximately 50 Hz. Thus an update of the velocity estimates, q^ , 
must occur within a maximum time interval of 20 milliseconds.
The available time interval of 20 milliseconds is shared by the interrupt 
service routine and by the replay section of the program which includes 
the control algorithm. . A few criteria have to be observed to obtain a 
satisfactory time sharing arrangement. First, the individual interrupt
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routines and, in particular the Nth routine, which takes more time due to 
completing the velocity estimation, must not exceed the input sampling 
interval t^n^ = 1 millisecond. Second, as seen from Figure 9»
all N interrupts which are part of one estimation, must be accomplished 
within one output sampling interval t  ^ » *e: 20 milli­
seconds, to ensure that an updated estimation of velocity is available for 
the next control interval. This criterion determines the interrupt
frequency f as 
lnt
f. A > N. f x (3.7)
m t  out
Third, sufficient time must be allowed to process the control algorithm as 
indicated in the following relationship
N
t + 2 t. . < t , (3.8)c max  ^ m t  out
where t is the maximum total time required to process the controlc max K
loop.
From such considerations, experiment has established that a value of N=16 
will produce an optimal controller frequency whilst maintaining the 
inequality (3.8).
It is clear from equation (3.6) that there is a lower limit to the 
estimate of velocity associated with each component: if 2 ?M+i = 2 V
then q^ =0; if 2 = £ $ ± 1, then ^  = 1/N2 . At. Thus all
other estimates of velocity calculated by this algorithm are multiples of
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2
the minimal value 1/N .At.
Typical values for such a minimal value of velocity may be ascertained by 
examining the rotational axis of the robot. The bit resolution of the 
encoder associated with this degree of freedom is 1 in 2^  for a rotation 
of 2tt radians; since N=16, a single bit shift is therefore equivalent to
0.012 rads.sec"* . The maximum velocity of the rotational axis, when
driven at full pressure, has been found, by experiment, to be
approximately 1 rad.sec * , so that the quantum estimate of velocity is
1.2^ of the highest likely rotational speed.
Equivalent figures for all three degrees of freedom are as follows.
m l/N2. At q as % of maximum um
steady-state velocity
Lift 0 0.012 1.5
Approach 1 0.012 1.5
Rotation 2 0.012 1.2
Thus equation (3.6) yields a reasonably accurate algorithm for velocity 
estimation assuming that there are no rapid accelerations associated with 
each axis of rotation.
Estimates of acceleration are calculated in SUMOS from consecutive values 
of estimated velocity using the equation
1r = --
M.At
(3.9)
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Such estimates are updated at the end of each N At period; clearly, 
errors in the velocity estimates q, will be accumulated by the acceler­
ation estimation algorithm. The quantisation effect will be such as to
-2
give a minimal indicated acceleration estimate of 0.75 rad.sec. for the 
rotational axis.
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AF A r r a y  File
MA Main Array
SA Subarray
Figure 10: Command Structure of SUMOS
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4 Description of the Operating System
67
4.1 General Description
The Surrey University Manipulator Operating System (SUMOS) enables the 
user to efficiently develop and maintain the robot workcycles as data 
files resident in main memory. It provides all the necessary software 
support to drive the robot through the memory-resident workcycle and to 
modify one or more of the basic elements of the extant data files. 
Furthermore, the data files can be offloaded from memory to a bulk storage 
device and subsequently recovered to drive the robot through the original 
workcycle.
The Operating System (referred to in this chapter as the System) is 
controlled by the operator through a device called the system console. 
The devices which can be so used are described in Section 4.5.1. SUMOS is 
designed to act upon directives received from the operator through single 
key entry at the system console. The System examines each keyed 
instruction for an acceptable command and logs an appropriately coded 
message if the keyboard interpreter detects a System error. SUMOS is 
designed to enable the operator, if it should be necessary, to recover 
control from any lower level and return to the SUMOS command level (SCL), 
each facility in the System being accessed from this primary level as 
illustrated in Figure. 10. If SUMOS accepts the operator request, then 
processing of that command will continue, any further information required 
by the System being logged at the system console.
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The version of SUMOS described in this chapter is loaded on four 
read-only-memory (ROM) chips each with a capacity of two kilobytes. These 
reside on a single board computer described in Appendix A2. To activate 
SUMOS power must be applied to the computer system when an automatic entry 
to the initialisation routines is made; if these procedures are 
successful an identification message is displayed at the system console.
SUMOS S80R 12-ddrrmyy 
*
where S80 indicates that this version of SUMOS runs in an Intel
SYSTEM80 based computer;
R12 indicates that the maximum resolution of the input
positional data is twelve bits; 
ddmmyy is the day, the month, and the year of creation of the
current version of SUMOS;
* is the SUMOS command request prompt indicating that the
System is ready to accept a command.
Alternatively, SUMOS may be loaded from an external source into the RAM 
area of the computer system which enables the operator to undertake 
debugging, via the computer system monitor, during software 
development. Such a procedure is desirable, for example, if new control 
strategies are to be explored in experimental sessions.
When the System is first activated, all system files are initialised with
%
null arrays and the command level of SUMOS is entered. At this stage the 
first task is to teach the System a workcycle before either the replay or
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SCL Directory (continued)
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editor mode may be entered. In the teach mode functional elements are 
entered into a sequential array in memory by depressing appropriate keys 
at the system console. Representative of these elements are the 
following.
(1) Co-ordinate elements, both fine and coarse, the arguments of which 
are generated automatically by SUMOS.
(2) Input and output interlock control elements, which allow external 
control of the manipulator during replay.
(3) Subarray access, which allows the user to insert, as a seperately 
taught array, a repetitive sequence of co-ordinate elements only 
differing by small spatial displacements; this facility is useful 
when a workcycle includes some form of palletising operation.
(M) Variable time-out element, where a small delay is required in a 
workcycle before the next element is accessed and obeyed.
Once all the necessary array files have been created by .the user, SUMOS 
allows access to the other facilities including replay and editing. When 
replay is activated, the user is requested to place the robot in a primary 
position which is regarded as "safe" from the operational point of 
view. Once this condition is satisfied, then the robot is automatically 
locked in position and the user may then instruct the System to proceed to 
the established workcycle. If necessary, at each of these start-up 
stages, including the final replay mode, an emergency stop action may be 
invoked by the user which de-pressurises all actuators to produce a 
manipulator-safe state.
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During replay, each functional element in the workcycle array is accessed 
in turn and satisfied in all respects before the next in sequence is 
obeyed. The most frequently accessed array element is the co-ordinate 
element, treated during replay as coarse or fine. SUMOS loads the current 
co-ordinate into specific locations in memory where this data is treated 
as a spacial target for the robot to drive towards under the action of the 
control algorithm. In the case of a fine co-ordinate element, the target 
data must be simultaneously satisfied at full resolution before SUMOS 
accesses the next sequential element in the array. When a coarse 
co-ordinate element is encountered, the stored data is required to be 
satisfied only to within a specific region surrounding the target which is 
determined by masking the least significant part of the input data word.
Input interlock elements are satisfied when an external signal is set into 
a specific state, thus allowing equipment external to the immediate 
enviroment of the robot to control the progress of the workcycle. 
Similarly, output interlock elements allow SUMOS., at an appropriate stage 
in the workcycle, to activate signal lines attached to external equipment 
or to the robot structure, eg: activation pf a gripper; 90° rotation of
a wrist; etc.
Once SUMOS has been taught a new workcycle, it is often necessary to 
modify this in some specific detail in the light of experience. This 
might be to include an additional sequence of elements, to change an 
element (especially a co-ordinate element) or even to eradicate an element 
or elements from the array. In the editor mode of SUMOS, the user may 
dynamically step the robot through its workcycle, each element in turn
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being displayed by the hardware. If a particular element requires to be 
inserted into the array, the user steps through to that element 
immediately following the new one, requests an insertion and presses the 
appropriate element key. To erase an element, the user first displays 
that element and then requests an erasure; to change an element, an 
erasure is first requested, as described above, immediately followed by an 
insertion. These editing facilities have proved to be an asset to the 
SUMOS user and are regarded as an important feature of the operating 
system.
SUMOS also provides a comprehensive error trapping service; if an illegal
procedure is attempted, a coded dignostic message is logged at the system
console which informs the user of his mistakes. For example, an attempt 
to replay a workcycle which has not been taught would be trapped and 
flagged, control then being returned to SCL.
A full listing of the SUMOS source code is included in this chapter; the
listing is self documenting but further elucidation is given in the 
following sections. References to symbolic names are made together with 
the number of the sheet where the symbol is defined in the SUMOS listing, 
ie: (symbol/sheet number).
M.2 File Structures in SUMOS
The workcycle files in SUMOS are of two types: main array and
subarray. SUMOS can maintain one main array and as many subarrays as are 
necessary for the adequate operation of the System; in the current 
version of SUMOS this number is restricted to four.
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The main array file contains all necessary elements to drive the robot
through a workcycle and is created automatically during a main array teach
session. Subarray files are used to. store a sequence of co-ordinate 
positions which are accessed in turn each time the main array cycle is 
processed. These files are referred to in the main array as a subarray 
element with an appropriate argument; each subarray can be referred to 
only once in any configured main array. A specific subarray file is 
created automatically by SUMOS during a subarray teach session.
The main array and all subarrays maintained by SUMOS can be created by the 
operator at any time and in any order. The System generates three tables 
to keep track of the position of all work cycle files within RAM: the
main array vector (MAV); the subarray list (SAL); and the main array
subarray access list (MAS).
The main array vector is a two-byte table containing the address of the
start of the main array file in RAM.
The subarray list is structured as follows:
’ Sq fhaddr ,laddr; ’ a^  thaddr,laddr;......; ’a^haddr, laddr;...... ;#
where 'a is the nth subarray identifier expressed as an ASCII coded
n
number
haddr,laddr are the higher and lower address%bytes of the 
subarray file
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The list file is terminated by the ASCII rubout character (if); entries on
this list file can be in any order with respect to the argument a .
n
The main array subarray access list contains those subarrays which have 
been requested during a main array teach session. Each entry is 
identified by a single byte containing the argument of the subarray coded 
as an ASCII character; the list is terminated by the ASCII rubout 
character (if). This list is used during main array generation to ensure 
that duplicate reference to any specific subarray cannot be allowed (cf. 
Section 4.4.8).
4.2.1 The Main Array File Structure
The main array file consists of a series of elements identified by type 
and, in most cases, carrying an appropriate argument. Each entry on the 
array file begins with an ASCII character which identifies the element 
type as follows.
Element ASCII No. of bytes 
identifier • per element
C
F
I
L
0
S
T
Z
Element function
Coarse, co-ordinate 
Fine co-ordinate 
Interlock input control 
Workcycle loop control 
Interlock set output control 
Subarray access control 
Dynamic time-out control 
Interlock reset output control
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In the case of co-ordinate elements, the argument consists of three 12-bit 
co-ordinates associated with, in order, the lift, approach, and rotation 
axes. For the interlock control elements, the single-byte argument 
specifies one of the eight bits associated with the interlock input/output 
ports. The single-byte argument of a time-out control element specifies 
the number of required time-out units, where a unit is 0.1 seconds. The 
ASCII coded argument of a subarray access element specifies one of the 
system subarrays.
A main array file is terminated by the workcycle loop element, L, which 
carries no argument.
4.2.2 The Subarray File Structure
A subarray file is heralded by three bytes containing control
information. The first byte indicates that the following file is not a
main array; this formulation has been generalised so that any future
addition of a non-main array file structure can be incorporated with
ease. The ASCII character "A" is recognised by SUMOS as a subarray file
herald, and this is followed by the subarray argument as specified for the
subarray list table. The third byte in this file is used by SUMOS as a
counter to increment along the positional information during the replay
mode (cf. Section 4.3.1). The following bytes of the file consist of the
standard element entries, as in a main array file, except that these are 
•
restricted to one of the following two types.
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Element ASCII No. of bytes Element function
identifier per element
L 1 Subarray loop element
P 7 Co-ordinate element
The argument of the co-ordinate element has the same specification as that 
for a C or F element in a main array. A subarray file is terminated by 
the single-byte ASCII "L" character representing the loop control element 
for this type of file.
All array files start at location AF in the RAM space of SUMOS and occupy 
progressively higher addresses; the terminating character for all files 
is the ASCII null character, coded as zero.
AF -> increasing address in RAM
File 1 'L •t File 2 ’L;..... File n *L
This collection of files will be referred to as the Array File Library.
4.2.3 The SUMOS Garbage Collector
SUMOS allows the operator to create, modify and delete all necessary 
workcycle files in any order convenient to the task in hand. During an 
editing session, it is possible to delete from the RAM record individual 
elements in a file or the whole file. To give the operator total 
flexibility, SUMOS reassigns any RAM space freed by a deletion procedure 
(technically known as ’’garbage”) so that it may be used for insertion of 
further elements or array files. This has two effects: a minimum of RAM
can be used in a specific configuration of SUMOS; the possibility of
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exceeding the RAM capacity of SUMOS for data entry is minimised.
In order to achieve this design feature, a subroutine is 
SUMOS which is known as the Garbage Collector (GC/27). 
two major functions.
(a) During a deletion procedure, the RAM space previously occupied by the 
element or array file to be eliminated from the Array File Library is 
overlayed by the remaining elements of the array files lying in 
higher memory locations.
(b) . GC scans the whole of the Array File Library updating the MAV and SAL
tables.
Procedure (b) can be used as an alternative subroutine entry (GC/27) 
whenever there is a requirement to update the MAV and SAL tables, 
eg: when an element is inserted into an array file, or a new Array File
Library is loaded from an external bulk storage device.
4.3 The SUMOS Controller
The controller algorithm in SUMOS (CA/37) performs three basic functions.
(a) To sequentially access the elements in the main array file and to 
interprete the function of each in turn.
(b) To dynamically satisfy the current value of the target position
set-point vector by utilising the compensator equation (3*^ )
€ = € - a q - ra
incorporated in 
This routine has
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(c) To continuously estimate values of the velocity and acceleration 
vectors associated with the three degrees of freedom of the robot.
CA has been designed as a subroutine so that it may be accessed by both 
the editor display function and the replay mode. Although it has a single 
point of entry, there are six possible return addresses, the one selected 
depending on the particular main array element being processed. This 
structure has been adopted to allow different types of treatment dependant 
on the calling operation: editor display or replay mode.
The control algorithm routine in SUMOS (Section 4.3.2) has been organised 
and memory mapped so that it can be overlayed in RAM if different types of 
control strategy are to be explored. Under these circumstances, the 
System is assembled by INTSEM80 with the symbol CAL/5 assigned a value 
such that the algorithm will be loaded into a RAM area of the computer 
system. Care must be exercised if new ccntrol algorithms are written for 
SUMOS to ensure that all protocols of the "standard” CAL are fully 
understood and satisfied.
Another feature of SUMOS which is important when new algorithms are under 
consideration is the timing test port (TEST/6). A number of critical 
routines in SUMOS are provided with short procedures which output to an 
appropriate bit on the timing port narrow pulses, at TTL levels, both on 
entry and exit. This enables the experimenter to determine the time spent 
by SUMOS in processing information within the selected routines 
(CA/44;CEP/48;ISR/5 1).
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Interlock Output Element Actions
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Loop Element and Time-Out Element Actions
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Subarray Element Actions
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Subarray Element 
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Subarray Element Actions (continued)
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BTSj routine to selectively provide a brake time-out setting of five
clock pulses. Each degree of freedom is checked for its zero error 
condition after the new co-ordinate targets have been established 
from the appropriate array file. Only if the zero error flag (ZEFn; 
n - 0,1,2) is currently non-zero will that brake be released five 
clock pulses before control action for the actuator commences; this 
procedure is to allow for brake stiction which might otherwise 
produce too violent an action as pressure builds up in the actuator 
before friction is overcome. The flow chart illustrates the n 
degree of freedom procedure.
PEV
- o 1 >
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PEVj routine to calculate the positional error vector.
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CEMt routine to calculate the value of em, the positional' error, at
the current resolution. The routine also establishes the status 
of the zero error and brake zone flags.
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CEM (continued)
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XL* routine to explore a list for a specified array.
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*1.3.1 Element Access and Functional Interpretation
The controller algorithm maintains a two-byte word in RAM which contains 
the address of the element currently being accessed in the main array file 
(RAV/57). This word is automatically incremented when the next element is 
to be interpreted. The first character of the element (Section *1.2.1) 
determines the type to be interpreted and these are stored in the
controller algorithm directory (CADIR/37) together with the address of the
service routines.
A co-ordinate element is processed (CAOC/38;CAOF/38) by updating the 
target position set-point vector (PS0/55;PS1/56;PS2/56) from the argument 
bytes of the element in the main array file, a task undertaken by the 
subroutine to initialise a co-ordinate element (ICE/31!). A distinction is 
drawn between the two types of co-ordinate element, coarse (C) and fine 
(F) by utilising the resolution mask word (RMK/57). A coarse co-ordinate 
element masks out the five least significant bits of the stored argument 
(CSM/6) whilst a fine co-ordinate accepts its argument at full resolution 
(FNM/6). ICE is also used during start-up when the robot must be manually 
placed in a "safe" position (Section *1.4.6) and for this purpose a start
zone mask (SZM/6) is used which masks the seven least significant bits of
the element argument.
During replay, the controller in SUMOS drives the robot towards the target 
position until the positional error vector is reduced to zero. When this 
condition is satisfied, both sides of the actuator for each degree of
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ICE (continued)
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freedom is energised, as explained in Section 3.1. In addition, a 
pneumatically operated brake is applied to each of the lift, approach and 
rotation axes which mechanically lock the robot rigidly into the desired 
target position. When the next element is accessed, SUMOS will proceed to 
move the robot to a new target position only if that element involves a 
change in co-ordinates; .otherwise the brakes and motor actuators will 
remain activated. If the next element is a co-ordinate element, then the 
robot brakes will be selectively released only for those degrees of 
freedom where a change in position is required.
As far as the drive actuators are concerned, where appropriate these will 
not be energised for a small time delay (approximately 0.1 seconds) after 
the brake circuits are de-activated to ensure that the brake linings have 
mechanically released that particular axis of movement. Experience has 
shown that if the brake and actuator signals are processed simultaneously 
this can lead to violent movement of each degree of freedom and 
consequently difficulty in controlling the robot arms; this applies 
particularly if sequential co-ordinate positions are spacially close 
together. The reason for this phenomenon appears to be due to the 
stiction effect of the brake linings; a high differential pressure builds 
up rapidly in the actuator motor until the stiction torque is suddenly 
overcorae.
The interlock input and output elements are treated in a similar manner 
(CkOI/38;CkOO/39\CkOZ/UO). The argument of these elements is a binary 
number denoting the particular bit to be processed (Section 4.2.1); the 
servicing routine (RIB/38) rotates a bit in the accumulator to its correct
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position for subsequent treatment by the controller. In the case of an 
output element, the appropriate port is activated and the next' element in 
the main array file is accessed; for an input element, the appropriate 
bit pattern is written to the interlock input byte (11/57) and further 
processing in the control algorithm continued.
V
\_-
A subarray element is processed by CA to gain access to the specified 
subarray of co-ordinate elements (CAOS/39). The service routine first 
ensures that the subarray file specified in the element argument is extant 
in RAM by examining the subarray list file (Section 4.2). The counter 
byte in the appropriate subarray file (Section 4.2.2) is then interrogated 
so that the next (P) co-ordinate element in sequence can be accessed. The 
stored data is then loaded into the SUMOS positional set-point vector and 
control returned to the calling routine. When a loop element is 
encountered in a subarray, the co-ordinate element counter is 
re-initialised so that 'the first such element can be accessed and the 
subarray cycle re-started.
A time-out element is treated by SUMOS as an operator-requested time delay 
at this particular point in the robot workcycle; however, during the 
delay the hardware must be maintained in dynamic control. Such an element 
is serviced by CA (CA0T/40) to gain access to the argument, which is 
treated as an eight-bit binary number signifying the number of time-delay 
units required (Section 4.2.1). This byte of data is converted into the 
necessary information for subsequent processing and the time-out element 
flag (TOEF/57) set. Once the time-out service routine has requested the 
delay mechanism to be activated, this is processed by the System interrupt
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service routine (Section *1.3.3).
*1.3.2 The SUMOS Control Algorithm
Once an array element has been accessed by SUMOS, the control algorithm 
(CA0/*J*U is activated which strives to achieve two basic tasks.
\  - 
\
(a) The controller will continuously attempt to produce zero positional 
error and velocity vectors.
(b) The controller will attempt to satisfy the current element; this 
element may or may not be a co-ordinate element.
First, the positional error vector is calculated at the current resolution 
(PEV/*J 1;CEM/42). The shaft encoders on the robot are interrogated in turn 
and the positional error, ■€, for each degree of freedom, m, (Section 3.1) 
calculated at the current resolution determined by the type of positional 
element currently being, processed; this information is stored in RAM at 
the positional error vector locations (EPSILONO/55;EPSILON1/56; 
EPSIL0N2/56). In addition, two flags for each degree of freedom are 
established by PEV; the zero error flag (ZEFM/55) and the brake zone flag 
(BZFM/55). The zero error flag is used by SUMOS to establish whether or 
not the particular degree of freedom is currently on target (the flag is 
reset for a zero positional error).
It has already been noted (Section *1.3.1) that when a positional target 
vector is satisfied, then a pneumatically operated brake is applied to all 
the axes of the robot; activation of the brake can also occur when the 
positional error is non-zero. For each degree of freedom, a symmetrical
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brake zone is established with respect to the target position; the width 
of the zone is different for each axis and these are known as the brake 
zone masks (BZM0/55;BZM1/56;BZM2/56). Within the brake zone, the braking 
action is applied if, and only if, the velocity vector is non-zero. It is 
the function of the brake zone flag to indicate, at the appropriate 
processing stage, whether or not the robot is within the brake zpne.
\  r
Once PEV has calculated the current positional error vector, then each of 
the zero error flags are interrogated in turn; if all three axes are on 
target, then the actuator and brake signals are set high, so locking the 
robot into the target position. Before continuing to access the next 
element in the main array file, SUMOS interrogates, in turn, the interlock 
input byte (11/57) and the time-out element flag (TOEF/57). If the 
interlock input byte is set, then the interlock input port is examined to 
decide whether or not the appropriate bit is set; if the condition is not 
satisfied, then a return to the calling routine is made. If the interlock 
input is satisfied, the II byte is reset and the time-out element flag is 
interrogated. If this flag is not set, then a return to the calling 
routine is made; if TQEF is set, then the next element in the main array 
file is accessed for processing since any requested delay has been 
"timed-out" by the interrupt service routine (Section 4.3.3).
If any one of the three degrees of freedom has a zero error condition, 
then the control algorithm compensator is activated for that axis of 
movement. This task is accomplished by a routine (CEP/48) which 
calculates the actuator error component, ■€, (Section 3.D»
■€ = - 6 - a q - { 3 r  (4.1)
am m m m  m m
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SUMOS Control Algorithm (continued)
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and derives from this the positive or negative driving, signal for the 
actuator being controlled.
CEP processes Equation (4.1) by utilising the floating point algebraic 
functions of the Arithmetic Processor Unit described in Appendix A2 
(Section 4.5.4). ^
4.3.3 The SUMOS Interrupt Service Routines
During initialisation, SUMOS triggers an interval timer within the 
computer hardware which proceeds to generate a train of evenly spaced 
pulses known as the interrupt clock. The period of this clock is 1.042 
milliseconds and when interrupts are enabled in the replay mode, access is 
made to the SUMOS interrupt service routine (ISR/5D.
The primary function of ISR is to produce estimates of velocity and 
acceleration for use in the control algorithm routines. A secondary 
function is to examine the status of the time-out element flag and to 
decrement the time-out element counter if the flag is set; once the 
counter has been decremented to zero, then TOEF is reset.
Whenever an interrupt occurs, each of the encoder ports associated with 
the three degrees of freedom is interrogated and the data on the ports 
added into the running summation locations S0K,S1K and S2K. Counters for 
each axis are decremented by one at each interrupt until one of these 
becomes zero when a branch to the appropriate estimation routine 
occurs. The estimation algorithms for velocity and acceleration are based 
on Equations (3.6) and (3.9) of Section 3.2.
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1 *
m
\
for the mth degree of freedom.
In order to achieve maximum processing speed full use is made in these 
routines of the only 16-bit arithmetic operation code of the Intel 8080 
microchip; the double add instruction DAD rp. The 16-bit number in the 
specified register pair (rp) is added to the 16-bit number held in the H 
and L registers using two's complement arithmetic. The result replaces
the contents of the H and L registers.
It should be noted that the stored estimates of velocity and acceleration
(QCAPM/55;RCAPM/55) are scaled values of q and r , the actual values
m m
being N2 Atq and N^(At)^r respectively; account of these scaled values m m
is made in the coefficients and 3m (ALPHAM/55;BETAM/55) which are 
stored in floating point format (Section 4.5.*D.
^ ^  SUMOS Commands
The repertoire of facilities which may be accessed at the SUMOS command 
level is as follows.
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ISR (continued)
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ISR (continued)
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ISR (continued)
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D de-activate all pneumatic power signals on the robot hardware
E access to a main array editor session
H SUMOS "help” facility
I input an Array File Library from the cassette data recorder
0 output the current Array File Library to the cassette data recorder 
R enter the SUMOS replay mode
S subarray facility which allows access to either editor or subarray 
teach modes by use of a secondary command input 
T access to a main array teach session
The following sections describe in detail each of the above 
conmands. When a command requires a numerical argument, this is keyed in 
at the system console as a string of hexadecimal digits terminated by 
"carriage return". Only the last two digits entered are accepted by 
SUMOS; default digits are treated as zeros.
4.4.1 De-activation of all Pneumatic Power Signals (D)
This facility has been included in SUMOS because situations can occur on 
leaving certain routines and returning to SCL when the current state of 
the robot hardware cannot be guaranteed. The de-activation facility 
automatically places all pneumatic signals into the reset state by calling 
the de-pressurising routine (DPPS/12).
4.4.2 Main Array Editing (E)
If a main array file is not extant in RAM then the service routine for the 
editor in SUMOS (X0E/13) will deny the operator entry to this facility, an 
appropriate error message will be logged at the system console, and
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control returned to SCL. A successful entry will be indicated by the 
display of the mnemonic MAE (main array editor) which is used as the 
editor command request prompt throughout the remainder of the current 
session.
During the editing procedures, SUMOS keeps track of the array element
\
currently being examined by using Nthe element number (ENO/13) and the
editor array vector (EAV/13). These are modified appropriately as the
editing session progresses along the array file, and elements are 
displayed, deleted or inserted. In addition, the System monitors the 
nature of the primary element in the main array to ensure that this cannot
be a non-co-ordinate element (Section 4.4.6); this task is controlled by
the primary element flag (PEF/13).
The command sub-set of the SUMOS editor is as follows.
D display the next element in the main array file 
E erase the currently referenced element
I insert an element in the main array file
Q quash the current main array file
R return control to SCL
4.4.2.1 Editor Display Command'(D)
This command allows each element of the main array, file to be displayed at
the system console and also to be simulated in action on the robot
hardware. When the editor mode is initialised the first element in the 
main array is stored as the "current element". This parameter is
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incremented automatically by successive use of the D command; when the 
loop element is encountered in the array file, then further use- of the D 
command will always produce this element. To restore the first element as 
the current element it is necessary to return to SCL and to re-enter the 
editor.
V
\ „ . y
Each element is displayed at the system console by its letter code 
followed by an argument, where appropriate. A fine co-ordinate element, 
for example, is displayed as
F:h i l*h i l:h,i 1,. where h i 1 are the higher, intermediate and lower 
0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2  m ra m
nibbles of the m th degree of freedom 
co-ordinate.
When an element has been displayed, then the System awaits the operator to 
press any key at the system console to enter the simulation mode. In the 
case of a co-ordinate element, the robot hardware is operated as it would 
be in the replay mode; once the target vector is dynamically satisfied,
then movement is arrested and the robot brakes are applied to lock the
three degrees of freedom into position. The System then returns control 
to the MAE level for further command input.
All other elements are treated similarly with the exception of the
interlock input and time-out control elements; these elements are
displayed but there is no simulation of either an input signal mode nor a 
time delay.
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During the simulation mode, the operator may escape from these procedures 
by making use of the replay mode User Interrupt (UI/49) abort actions
will allow the simulation to proceed; and the S command will allow the 
System to return to SCL.
4.4.2.2 Editor Erase Command (E) ^
The service routine for this editor conmand (EOE/19) accesses the 
currently referenced main array element as specified by the contents of 
the element number byte (ENO/13). Use is made of the editor utility 
routine ERASE/22 which seeks the appropriate element (SK/21) in the main 
array file, determines the type of element to be erased and sets up 
appropriate parameters to overlay that element with the contents of the 
file in higher memory locations. This latter task is accomplished by 
establishing three "pivoting” locations within the file before the upper 
file locations are moved as a block.
AF Element to be erased •
On completion of the overlay procedure, the garbage collector (GC4/27) is 
initiated to complete the erasure operation (Section 4.2.3).
Note that the element number is decremented by one before control is 
returned to the MAE level; thus, the currently referenced array element
(Section 4.4.6): any character will arrest the simulation; the P command
L{0
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is the one vhich previously lay ahead of the erased element. Use of the 
editor display corrmand D will give access to the following element which 
would not be the case if ENO had not been decremented.
4.4.2.3 Editor Insert Command (I)
This editor corimand allows the operator to insert any of the main array 
elements (Section 4.2. 1) into the maih-array file immediately ahead of the 
currently referenced element, unless an erasure procedure has just been 
completed (Section 4.4.2.2) in which case the insertion will occur before 
the immediately following element.
The editor insertion command service routine (EOI/19) is primed by 
de-pressurising the robot actuator pneumatic signals to enable the system 
operator to move the robot arms manually to the new position if a
co-ordinate element is to be inserted. The specific element to be
inserted is then keyed in at the system console using the appropriate 
letter code together with any required argument; the element, in correct 
SUMOS format (Section 4.2.1), is stored in the insert buffer (IB/75). The 
insert routine then seeks the element in the main array file ahead of
which the new element in IB will be inserted. Block move pivots are
established, as for an element erasure (Section 4.4.2.2), and knowing the 
length of the insert element (determined from the element type), space is 
made in RAM for the insertion operation. This is accomplished using the 
array move routine (MV/26); all files are moved upwards in memory from 
the first character byte of the element ahead of which the insertion will 
be made.
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AF Insert element
length
—<
......  ■" ..  1.. . ...
! ;
Insert element
length
/---- *AF
•
.
. i •Lsfc
Next, the insertion routine places-"into the vacant space in RAM the 
contents of the insert buffer, and finally the garbage collector (GC/27) 
completes the insertion operation (Section *1.2.3) before returning to the 
MAE level. The element number byte (ENO/13) is incremenetd by one so that 
the currently referenced element is still the same one as before the 
insertion request.
A combination of the sequence of operations erase (E) and insert (I) has 
the global effect of changing a single selected element in the array file.
*4.*4.2.*4 Editor Command to Quash the Current MAF (Q)
The quash conmand service routine (E0Q/20) utilises the garbage collector
(GC/27) (Section *4.2.3) to erase from the Array File Library the whole of
the main array file. An automatic return to SCL is made when this command 
is invoked.
*4.*4.2.5 Editor Command to Return to SCL (R)
At the termination of an editing session, the operator may return to SCL
by use of the R command.
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H.4.3 SUMOS "Help" Facility (H)
SUMOS provides within its structure instructions to help the operator to 
use the corimand structure of the System. This facility is invoked by use 
of the H command and is serviced by the routine XOH/31 which consists of
of a series of message string dumps.
v\ _ /
The "help” routines first list all the conmands available at the SUMOS 
command level, as follows.
SUMOS Facilities
D - depressurise all actuators 
E - main array editor mode 
H - SUMOS "help" facility
I -input array file from cassette data recorder 
0 - output array file to cassette data recorder 
N - no more detail required, return to SCL 
R - replay mode 
S - subarray entry to
(1) editor mode
(2) teach mode
T - main array teach mode
The System then asks if more detail is required. If the operator does not 
require further assistance then a return to SCL is accomplished by 
answering "no” with the N command. Otherwise, by pressing the character 
key associated with any of the above tabulated facilities at the system 
console, further detail will be listed as follows. The one exception to
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this is that the use of the D character key will produce a listing of 
SUMOS diagnostic codes.
(D) SUMOS diagnostic codes
Code SUMOS diagnostic
- \ .
0 illegal digit syntax-"
1 argument out of range
2 subarray already configured
3 keyed data not an entry on directory
4 main array already configured
5 illegal array element encountered
6 element referenced out-of-bounds
7 null array
8 subarray not configured
9 duplicated request for a subarray in the main array
(E) Main Array Editor Facilities 
D - display array elements 
E - erase current element
I - insert specified element as listed under main array 
teach, before current element 
Q - quash current array
(R) Replay mode procedures
Move manipulator to start-up position - "ready" indicates can proceed. 
Request "proceed" (P) or "return to SCL" (R).
the
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Arrest replay with any character at keyboard; stop and return to SCL 
with "S".
Replay will proceed after an arrest by use of "P"; "S" will engender
a return to SUMOS. ccmmand level (SCL).
(S) Subarray entry procedures 
Identify subarray command required.
Identify subarray to be entered.
Once entry gained, proceed as appropriate.
Editor facilities
As for main array editing
Subarray teach facility 
L - loop element 
P - co-ordinate element
(T) Main array teach facility
C - coarse co-ordinate element 
F - fine co-ordinate element 
I - interlock input element 
L - loop element
0 - interlock output set element 
S - subarray entry element 
T - time-out element 
Z - interlock output reset element
Any other character code than the above which is keyed in by the operator
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SCL
E (MAE)
R (replay)-
T (MAT)
depressurise all actuators 
D display next element
E erase element
I (MAI) insert element into array 
Q quash MAF
R return to SCL
\ ■
P proceed to replay
R return to SCL
E (SAE) —  (arg) as for MAE
-L loop element
T (SAT) — (arg)-
C,F
I
L
0
S
T
Z
P positional element 
co-ordinate elements 
interlock input element 
loop element
interlock set output element 
subarray entry el-ement 
time-out element 
interlock reset output element
MAF: main array file
Table II: Summary of the SUMOS Command Structure
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will be regarded by the System as an illegal entry and a return 
made to the ’’more detail?” request level.
A sunmary of SUMOS ccmmands is shown in Table II.
4.4.4 SIM)S Command to Input an AFL from Bulk Storage (I)
This command allows the operator to load an Array File Library from an
external bulk storage device, such as a cassette data recorder; the 
Library must be stored in the format discussed in Section 4.4.5. The 
service routine for this command (XOI/32) calls a subroutine (AFL/68) 
which loads the array file via a serial communication port; this
subroutine performs check-sun tests on the file as it is read from the 
external source. The file is loaded into the computer system RAM space
starting at the array file location (AF/75)t thus overlaying any extant
Array File Library.
At the completion of the loading procedure, the System garbage collector
(GC4/27) is accessed so that the new Array File Library will be recognised
by SUMOS.
4.4.5 SUMOS Command to Output an AFL to Bulk Storage (0)
Once a suite of array files has been established in RAM as an Array File 
Library (Section 4.2.2), it is often convenient to offload this
information to a bulk storage device so that it can be recovered at some
future time for subsequent replay. This is particularly important after a
computer system shut down since the data in all RAM locations are lost
when power is switched off, and such a storage procedure allows rapid
130
will be
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recovery of the original Array File Library.
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Such a facility is provided in SUMOS by the Output command which makes use 
of a serial communication port on the computer system (cf. Appendix 
A2). The System writes to any destination device that conforms to the 
asynchronous transmission protocols of a RS232C interface unit, operating 
at 2400 baud, but in this thesis it is assumed to be a suitably configured 
cassette data recorder utilising standard audio magnetic tape cassettes as 
the bulk storage medium.
The service routines for this command (X00/32;AFD/69) first check that an 
Array File Library is extant in RAM. A prompting message is then logged 
at the system console which requests that the cassette data recorder 
should be switched on. Once the operator is satisfied that the receiving 
device is ready for transmission to begin, then by activating any key at 
the system console the file will be transferred; use of the R command, 
however, will return control to SCL, thus providing a means to abort these 
procedures. .
The Array File Library is transmitted in the same format as that adopted 
in the object code dumps from INTSEM80 (Section 2.6), and which is 
formally defined in Appendix A3. This file structure includes check-sum 
characters in the data stream thus providing a means of ensuring the 
reception of valid data when the file is read using the input command 
(Section 4.4.4).
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The SUMOS Replay Mode (R)
Access to this mode is allowed only if the Array File Library contains an 
extant main array file, otherwise an error message is logged at the system 
console and coinnand control returned to SCL.
The start-up procedure for the SUMOS replay mode (Sheets 31 - 3*0 is 
designed to ensure that the robot is in a "safe” position before- the 
hardware is driven dynamically. This position is one which the operator 
can determine during a main array teach session (Section 4.^.8) and is the 
first element in the main array file; the first element in the workcycle 
must be positional (C or F) otherwise SUMOS will generate an appropriate 
error status and return conmand control to SCL.
On entering the replay mode, SUMOS logs the following message string at 
the system console.
*R
START-UP
The operator is then expected to move the robot manually to the start-up 
position which should be such as to avoid any physical hazard to either 
the hardware or the human operator. Once SUMOS recognises that the 
start-up zone has been entered, the brake associated with each degree of 
freedom on the robot is switched on, the message "READY" logged at the 
system console and the System now awaits the operator instruction to 
proceed. If the start-up position cannot be found, or there is any reason 
to abandon the replay procedures, then a request to return to SCL can be 
made by depressing "S" at the system console keyboard.
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Once SUMOS is satisfied that the robot is in the programmed start-up 
position, it will await a sub-command (P) from the operator to proceed
with the workcycle; to return to SCL at this stage the "R" key should be
activated at the system console. SUMOS accepts a request to proceed by
logging the following message strings at the system console.
*R
START-UP READY
*REPLAY
Once SUMOS enters the replay mode, the controller algorithm is entered as 
described in Section 4.3* This will continue to drive the robot through 
the extant workcycle until the operator requests a return to SCL.
During replay SUMOS calls a routine (UI/49), on each loop of the 
controller algorithm, which interrogates the status of the system console 
in order to service a user interrupt. In this mode, the system console 
acts as the means to arrest the workcycle of the robot in an emergency, or 
to return to SCL in an orderly manner; the operator has the option, after 
arresting the robot, to proceed with the workcycle * or to return to 
SCL. Since the user-interrupt routine is part of the controller algorithm 
it is also available to the editor display function thus enabling the 
operator to abort this latter mode if the need should arise (Section
4.4.2.1).
4.4.7 The SUMOS Subarray Entry Command (S)
On requesting a subarray access, the operator is required,'via the system 
console, to specify which sub-command is required; editor session entry
(E); teach session entry (T); or return to SCL (R). The service routine
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UIj routine to interrogate the system console for user interrupts to 
the on-line mode. Any key pressed at the console will arrest re­
play* subsequent use of the ”p" key will allow the replay mode to 
proceed. The "S" key will stop the replay mode and return control 
to SCL via a "safe” procedure.
~£N CNirt
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for subarray entry (XOS/28) transfers control to the specified sub-level 
service routine (SX0E/28;SX0R/28;SX0T/63) and then requests the operator 
to specify the argument of the subarray to which access is 
required. Since the number of subarrays allowed in the current version of 
SUMOS is four (Section *1.2) the argument must be in the range 0 to 3» 
otherwise an appropriate error code will be logged at the system console.
4.4.7.1 Subarray Editor Mode (E)
The prompting message strings logged at the system console by the service 
routine (SXOE/28) for this subarray access mode appears as follows.
SCL
*SA CMD = [E] SA ARG =
where [E] is the operator response for entry to the subarray editor mode. 
An argument, which is in the correct range 0 to 3, is is looked for on the 
subarray list table (Section 4.2) to ensure that the specified subarray is 
extant in RAM; a return to SCL is engendered if the subarray has not 
already been generated by means of a subarray teach session.
Once entry is gained to the subarray editor mode, then the same subcommand 
structure utilised by the main array editor (Section 4.4.2) is available 
to the operator.
4.4.7.2 Subarray Teach Mode (T)
The prompting message strings logged at the system console by the service 
routine (SXOT/63) for this subarray access mode are the same as for the 
subarray editor access except that T is keyed in by the operator instead 
of E. The subarray specified by the operator is looked for on the
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subarray list table (Section 4.2) to ensure that the the subarray is not 
already configured in RAM, otherwise entry to the teach mode is denied.
During a subarray teach session, the operator manually drives the robot 
arm through the desired array of positions, keying in each specific 
element with the P command (STOP/64); the end of a subarray teach session
V
is indicated to the System by keying in-' the loop element, L (STOL/64) 
(Section 4.2.2).
4.4.8 The SUMOS Main Array Teach Command (T)
The service routine for the main array teach command (XOT/59) first checks 
that a main array file has not already been configured in RAM; an error 
message is logged at the system console if a file is extant and command 
control returned to SCL. If this should be the case, then the operator 
must quash the existing main array file, using the main array editor 
facility, so that a new file can be taught, and the teach command 
re-entered at the system console.
Once access is gained to the teach mode, SUMOS searches RAM in the System 
to find space for the new array file entry, stores the start address in 
the main array vector table MAV, and opens the main array subarray access 
list table SAL (Section 4.2); the prompt string used by SUMOS throughout 
a teach session is "MAP’. The operator can then drive the robot arm 
manually through the desired workcycle, taking care, that the first element 
to be taught must be a co-ordinate element and will be regarded by SUMOS 
as the "safe” start-up position (Sections 4.1, 4.3.1 and 4.4.6).
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The operator can generate the required main array workcycle using 
the element recognition codes listed below (Section 4.2.1).
Element ASCII Element function
identifier
Coarse co-ordinate 
Fine co-ordinate 
Interlock input control 
Workcycle loop control 
Interlock set output control 
Subarray access control 
dynamic time-out control 
Interlock reset output control
A co-ordinate element request (C or F) will be serviced by a routine 
(RCA/60) which automatically reads the co-ordinates of the current 
position of the robot arm via the shaft encoders and writes these into the 
array file. All other elements, except L, require an appropriate argument 
to be specified by the operator via the system console 
keyboard. Interlock input/output elements (1,0,Z) require an argument 
specifying a bit position, while the argument of a subarray element (S) 
must determine which subarray is to be accessed at that particular stage 
in the workcycle. Each subarray can be specified only once in the main 
array because otherwise more than one subarray will' be causing an 
incrementation of the positional element counter (Section 4.4.5) during 
replay. Therefore SUMOS checks the keyed argument of a subarray during a
C
F
I
L
0
S
T
Z
.140
any of
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teach session to ensure that duplicated references are not made. This 
interrogation procedure (SAAC/61) (Section 4.2) produces an error code 
logged at the system console if duplication of subarrays is detected.
A teach session is terminated by keying in the loop element request code 
(L); command control is then returned to SCL.
4.5 SUMOS Utility Routines
To support SUMOS as an operating system a number of frequently accessed 
routines have been coded as a general utility module which can be shared 
by all the facilities of the System; such a module is sometimes known 
technically as the resident monitor or supervisor. This collection of 
routines includes: device drivers for specific peripherals; a dumper for
outputting message strings coded in standard format onto the system 
console; the keyboard interpreter, which receives user conmands, inter- 
pretes the specific function requested and directs control to the 
appropriate service routine; and routines for handling numeric 
information, including access to floating point hardware.
The following sections describe the major features of the utility module 
in SUMOS.
^•5-1 The System Console
It was recognised at the design stage of SUMOS that the type of device 
selected for the system console was critical for the efficient operation 
of the System. In the laboratory, it is convenient to use a KSR Teletype 
(which provides hard copy) or a visual display unit (VDU) which is capable
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of operating at high baud rates; in a strictly industrial enviroment a 
much more rugged form of system console is desirable consisting of push 
buttons for comnand input and light emitting diodes (LED’s) for 
display. In the former case, great flexibility is provided both in the 
number of potential command codes that can be accessed (eg: up to 64
ASCII graphic character codes on a KSR Teletype) and the amount of 
information that can be displayed. In the latter case, the flexibility of 
expanding the command character set is lost, and the display is very 
limited.
In the version of SUMOS dealt with in this thesis a compromise was arrived 
at by constructing the keyboard interpreter (Section 4.5.1.2) for single 
key entry, ie: once a key is depressed at the system console, that
specific character is treated as a command request; thus it would be a 
relatively easy task to modify the keyboard input routine to accept
commands from a simple push-button control box. In fact the keyboard and
display of the system console can be assigned quite flexibly in practice
because the associated drivers (SCI/66;SCO/66) operate via a serial 
conmunication port using a limited form of the EIA RS232C protocol. Thus 
the various types of console that have been used successfully include: a
KSR Teletype operating at 110 baud; an hand-held pocket terminal 
operating at 300 baud; and a 24x80 character display VDU operating at 
9600 baud. The latter choice is particularly useful if the ’’help" command 
is to be used extensively (Section 4.4.3).
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.4.5• 1 • 1 The SUMPS Message Dumper
To be of practical application SUMOS must be configured to reside in a 
limited RCM space within the computer system (Section 4.1). Since message 
strings represent a large data base in SUMOS (typically, 2.2 kilobytes) 
the formulation of the message dumper routine (MSG/66) is of some 
importance in SUMOS.
The message strings are stored as ASCII strings in sequential locations in
memory and terminated by the null ASCII character code.
M
n
A0;A1;..... Ai...... ;0
where M^ is tha address of the start of the n ^  message string, A^  is the
thi ASCII character in the string; this type of data structure is 
generated by the TEXT directive in INTSEM80 (Appendix A3-3). Before the 
message dumper is called, the address Mn must first be loaded into the H,L 
register pair; the string will be output to the system console until the 
zero code is found when a return to the calling routine is made. The 
message dumper recognises a tabulation code (9) three characters wide and 
translates the code 80 hexadecimal into the ' carriage return, line feed 
sequence.
4.5.1.2 The SUMOS Keyboard Interpreter
Whenever the keyboard interpreter is called in SUMOS, there is a locally 
defined directory associated with the call to service the keyed command 
eg: XDIR/12. For each item on this directory, two units of information
need to be stored: the single byte code representing the keyed
character; a two-byte address for the servicing routine. Such a
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directory could be constructed using three bytes per item, but since there
are a large number of directories in SUMOS, this would iead to a
substantially sized data base for this purpose alone. In order to save as
much ROM space as possible a compaction of the directory structure was
designed into SUMOS by combining the character code byte with the higher
address byte of the service routine. This was achieved by establishing
the following protocols: all directories and associated service routines
must lie within the same four kilobyte block of ROM such that the upper
nibble of the addresses is the same; the total number of character codes
II
recognised by SUMOS must be restricted to sixteen (2 ).
The keyboard interpreter (KI/67) accepts a character from the system 
console and then looks for this on the SUMOS character directory (SCD/73); 
associated with each recognised ASCII character code is a SUMOS code in 
the range 0 to F16- The interpreter then scans the specific service 
routine directory looking for the SUMOS character code in the upper nibble 
of the most significant address byte.of each item on the table. If found, 
then the address nibbles are stripped out and a programmed jump to the
appropriate service routine is made.
This searching procedure can also be used by routines which are accessing 
a file in RAM and looking for characters on a directory, eg:
CA/37;CADIR/37; for such a purpose the service routine is entered at a 
point immediately following the keyboard input routine (SUD/67).
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4.5.1.3 Bulk Storage Handling Routines
SUMOS will allow the operator to transfer Array File Libraries from RAM to 
bulk storage (Sections 4.4.4 and 4.4.5). The specific device used in the 
current version of SUMOS is a cassette data recorder communicating with 
the computer system over a serial data transfer link; alternative bulk 
storage devices might be considered, eg: since the computer system has a
direct memory access (DMA) controller as a standard feature (Appendix 
A2-2.1), then a floppy disc drive with a DMA interface unit could be a 
contender for this function. This latter solution might be more expensive 
than the cassette data recorder unit, but it should be noted that the 
whole of SUMOS could be held on a single diskette and ’’booted" into RAM on 
power-up, thus saving on EPROM’s.
The drivers for the bulk storage link (CDRI/68;CDR0/70) are identical to 
the system console drivers (SCI/66;SC/66) since similar serial communica­
tion ports are used in both circumstances.
4.5.1.4 Initialisation of SUMOS Parameter Blocks
The control algorithm coefficients and (Section 4.3.2) associated with 
each degree of freedom on the robot are transferred from ROM to RAM
locations, during initialisation of SUMOS. The service routine (EP/7D 
transfers the blocks of data representing the coefficients as fixed point 
quotients; 16-bit numerator and 16-bit denominator. Each of these 
coefficients is then converted to floating point formatted values, using
the arithmetic processor unit (Section 4.3.2), so that the SUMOS control
algorithm (Section 4.3.2) can access the coefficients in the correct
format with a minimun of conversions on-line.
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JJ.5.1.5 The Arithmetic Processor Unit Drivers
During the on-line modes, SUMOS utilises an arithmetic processor unit 
(Section 2.5.^; Appendix A2-2.1) to perform a number of arithmetic 
operations whilst processing the control algorithm (Section 4.3*2). The 
utility routines required to handle the APU have a relatively simple 
structure because the specific chip selected for SUMOS (the Am9511) 
operates via input/output ports associated with the computer system bus.
All transfers (including arguments, results and commands) take place on 
the data bus. Arguments are pushed onto an internal 8-level, 16-bit wide 
data stack within the APU and a command is issued to perform operations on 
the data in the stack. Results are then retrieved from the stack, or 
additional conmands may be entered.
Transfers to and from the APU are handled by SUMOS (TRAN/72;CFPC/72) as 
input/output read and writes. Upon completion of each command, the APU 
issues an end-of-execution signal that is interrogated by the routine 
APUS/72.
The APU handles arguments in both fixed point and floating point 
formats. Within the internal stack, data is logically organised as 16-bit 
or 32-bit arguments as shown in Figure 11. The data stack operates as a 
true first-in/last-out (FILO) stack; the data first written in is the 
last data read out. Within each stack entry the least significant byte is 
entered first and retrieved last. Since all words are entered as 8-bit 
bytes, data must be entered into the stack in multiples of the number of 
bytes appropriate to the chosen data format.
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Figure 11: Arithmetic Processor Unit Data Stack and Word Formats
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Fixed point arguments can be represented in either single (16-bit) or 
double (32-bit) precision formats. These arguments are always represented 
as binary, twos complement values. The single precision and double 
precision fixed point word formats are shown in Figure 11. The sign of 
the argument is located in the most significant bit position. Positive
values are represented by a sign bit of 0; negative values are
\
represented by a sign bit of 1. The range of values that can be expressed 
by the single precision format is -32 768 to +32 767. The double 
precision value range is from -2 147 483 648 to +2 147 483 647.
The 32-bit floating point format is shown in Figure 11. Bit 31 indicates
the sign of the mantissa; the next seven bits form the exponent, with bit
30 representing the exponent sign. Bits 0 through 23 form the mantissa
value. The mantissa is a sign-magnitude number with an assumed binary
point just to the left of the most significant mantissa bit (bit 23). The
exponent is interpreted' as a power of two and is expressed as a twos
- 64- +63complement value having a range of from -64 to +63 (2 to 2 **0.
• %
All floating point values must be normalised such that bit 23 is always 
equal to 1 except when representing a value of zero. The number zero is 
represented with binary zeros in all 32 bit positions.
M F Jeffery February 1981
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CHAPTER 5
ASSESSMENT OF THE OPERATING SYSTEM
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1 Assessment of the Operating System
As discussed in Chapter 2, the research programme was initiated in order 
to produce a novel type of robot design which could be of practical 
benifit to Industry. The three objectives set out in Section 2.1 have 
been substantially achieved.
V
(1) The mechanical design and fabrication was accomplished within the 
University workshops.
(2) The necessary interfacing and power actuation circuitry have been 
designed and fabricated by utilising Departmental facilities.
(3) The operating system, and in particular, the controller was 
successfully developed, tested and installed as part of the total 
system.
The Operating System has been under continuous trial by Pendar Technical 
Associates Limited since October 1980 during which time the only major 
modification requested has been .the addition of the bulk storage 
facilities (Sections and 4.J4.5) into the command structure.
Pendar have undertaken a product evaluation exercise on the Surrey robot, 
under the marketing title of "Placemate", with a view to exploiting the 
basic design commercially. The robot has been demonstrated to a wide 
range of industries both in Britain and on the Continent, and the device 
has had some medium coverage in the Press [81] and on Television. The 
type of applications the Company has in mind includes: electrostatic
spraying, spot welding, loading and unloading of components, stacking and 
palletising, and automatic assembly.
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5. 1 Timing Check3
During replay SUMOS operates in a time-sharing mode and so it is essential 
to ensure that adequate time slots are provided to compute both control 
action and the estimates of velocity and acceleration (Section 3.2). As 
discussed in Section *1.3i an important feature of SUMOS is the provision 
of timing pulses at an output port\_ori the hardware. These are con­
veniently monitored by an oscilloscope and measured on a d.c. coupled 
timer/counter. The results of such an experiment are shown in Figure 12.
The first photograph shows the timing involved during the interrupt 
procedures: each interrupt , updating the summation term &j>^ m » lasts for
250 microseconds; the time required to update the velocity and 
acceleration estimates for any one degree of freedom is 350 microseconds.
The second photograph shows the phase relationship between the basic 
interrupt procedures (upper trace) and the time spent computing the 
control algorithm when all three degrees of freedom are ,in the non-zero 
error condition.- Timing measurements have been made for non-zero error 
associated with a single degree of freedom: 1 120 microseconds; two
degrees of freedom: 6 000 microseconds; and three degrees of
freedom: 11 000 microseconds. It should be noted that these times
include the periods spent in servicing the interrupt procedures.
It is concluded from this latter experiment that when all three degrees of 
freedom are operating in a non-zero error condition simultaneously, the 
controller is looping with a basic period of 11 milliseconds, ie: a
frequency of 90.9 Hz. Since the cut-off frequency for the Surrey robot is
M F Jeffery February 1981
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approximately 50 Hz. (Section 3*2), the controller output frequency is 
well within tolerance.
5.2 Dynamic Tests
In order to check the validity of SUMOS as a servo controller and to 
provide a means for testing different control algorithms in a flexible 
manner, a laboratory-based experimental rig was constructed, consisting of 
the basic mechanical ingredients of a single degree of freedom on the 
robot together with a derivative of the Operating System coded without the 
considerable overhead of the teach and edit modes. The experimental rig 
consists of the basic quadrant rotational actuator, an arm carrying an 
adjustable inertial load which can be representative of any one of the 
three degrees of freedom, a 10-bit shaft encoder and a disc brake; these 
features constitute the major mechanical attributes of each degree of 
freedom on the robot. The operating system (entitled SAMOS: Single Arm
Manipulator Operating System) provides a fixed workcycle consisting of two 
target positional elements ( ancl 300^  ) seperated by interlock input
elements. During replay . the operator may drive the arm on the
experimental rig between the two target positions by changing the.signal 
status of the interlock input port. By such procedures the dynamic 
trajectory of the arm can be studied for different settings of the 
controller coefficients a and 0 .
The experimental rig and SAMOS are described with further detail in 
Appendix A2-6.
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In order to store and plot the trajectory during the dynamic testing of 
SAMOS, a data acquisition system was constructed based on an Intel 8080 
microcomputer. The operational firmware for this system was written in 
INTSEM80 assembler code and was given the acronym DAOS: Data Acquisition
Operating System. Details of this operating system are given in Appendix 
A2 6.2. -
Data stored by DAOS can be transferred to the University PR1ME-based 
mainframe computer so that the resident GINO plotting facilities may be 
fully utilised to provide a graphical record of all transients.
An experiment was undertaken to examine the effect of changing the 
coefficient in the SAMOS/SUMOS servo controller algorithm and the results 
are shown in Figures 13 to 17.
Figure 13 shows a time transient for a =0.9, 3=0; the lower traces show 
the controller signals to one of the actuators and the brake, repectively.
Figures 14 to 17 are phase-plane diagrams for progressively increasing 
values of a. The velocity in each case is estimated from a knowledge of 
the positional information and the DAOS sampling interval (2 milli­
seconds); this analysis was computed by a FORTRAN program written on the 
University PRIME system.
As a is increased from 0.5 to 1.0, the controller action is seen to 
change from a state of undercontrol with overshoot, to optimal control 
action (OC =0.7, 3 =0), and then to overcontrol (tt =1.0,3 =0).
M F Jeffery February 1981
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Figure 13: Position-time transient for 6 = 6 - 0.9q
Si
Two-level solenoid interface; positional resolution 0.0031
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Figure 14: Phase-plane plot for = 6 - 0.54
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Figure 15* Phase-plane plot for 6 = e - 0.64a
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These experiments illustrate that the servo algorithm in SAMOS/SUMOS is 
capable of providing a tunable compensating action.
1.3 Tests of the Estimation of Velocity and Acceleration in SUMOS
The velocity and acceleration estimating routines in both SUMOS and SAMOS 
have upper frequency limits beyond which it is not possible for the 
specific microprocessor involved to process the interrupt requests. In 
order that the estimation feature of the operating system could be 
examined in detail in an experimental mode, it was decided to construct a 
test facility which would enable the experimenter to run the velocity and 
acceleration estimation procedures in an independant computer system and 
thus avoid the heavy overhead of processing the control algorithm in a 
time-shared mode. A detailed description of the software package designed 
to carry out this task is given in Appendix A2-7.
A series of experiments were undertaken to illustrate the ability of the
velocity and acceleration algorithms developed in Section 3.2 to produce
accurate estimates of these variables. The results of the first two
experiments are shown in Figures 18 and 19. For these tests the estimator
was set up to be driven at the same interrupt frequency which is used in
SUMOS and SAMOS (Section *K3.3)t ie: 0.960 kHz. Observations of the
single degree of freedom rig used in SAMOS (Section A2-6.1) suggested that
the arm, when driven under full pressure, would traverse at approximately
V/ 2 radians sec"* (equivalent to 2 ^  bits) therefore the same clock source
driving the interrupts in QR was used to operate the position emulator
circuit, (Section A2-7). Figure 18 shows that the velocity estimates of
2 2
256io are as predicted from the expression N .At.§ = 16 .At/At (Section
M F Jeffery February 1981
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4.3.3) and, since the velocity is constant, the estimates for acceleration 
are seen to be zero.
Figure 19 shows velocity and acceleration estimates for a constant
-2
acceleration of. 11 000 bits sec as determined by the ramp input to the 
voltage control frequency (VCF) terminal of the positional data generator 
(Section A2-7). The specific value of acceleration was selected because a 
preliminary experiment, utilising SAMOS (Section A2-6.1) and recording the 
estimates on a memory trace stack, indicated typical maximum values of 
11 000 bits sec for the acceleration of the arm, equivalent to
"•2 Aapproximately 18 rads sec" . A plot of velocity estimate, q, against 
time interval in Figure 20 shows the linear increase in velocity as 
indicated by the upper trace of Figure 19; the lower trace indicates a 
mean estimate of acceleration, *?, of 43 with a standard deviation of 
±6.
Figures 21 and 22 show the effect of a ten-fold increase in the sampling
A  A
frequency in QR; the frequency at which q and r are updated was 
maintained at the same value as in the earlier experiments by increasing 
the population number, N, from 16 to 160. The estimator was subjected to 
the same positional data as before, and these results indicate a mean 
acceleration estimate of 443 with a standard deviation of il8.
These series of experiments confirmed that an improvement in the 
performance of the velocity and acceleration estimators,in SUMOS could be 
achieved by utilising a higher sampling (ie: interrupt) frequency. The
formulation of QR is such that this system could operate in conjunction
M F Jeffery February 1981
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Estimation of the Residual Variance, V(e) = S' = 76.45
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The interval is m + 1.95 6^/ £(x - x)^  = 42.9 ±0.1
Figure 20: Plot of q against time for lower interrupt rate
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bits’
Time, sec x 10“ ^
o / o Oo So 110
Line of Regression:1 y = 441.3x + 3316.9
Estimation of the Residual Variance, V(e) = = 204.75
9% Confidence Interval for the Gradient of the Regression Line.
The interval is m + 1.95 ^ / t  (x - i f  = 441.3 ± 1.5
Figure 22: Plot of q against time for higher interrupt rate
M F Jeffery February 1981
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mode; the strobe pulse at the output stage of QR might be used to 
interrupt SUMOS and thus to allow the passing of the estimates of velocity 
and acceleration into its RAM memory bank. This would occur at such a 
rate as to update SUMOS at the output sampling frequency of the 
controller.
\
\
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CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION OF THE OPERATING SYSTEM
M F Jeffery February 1981
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6 Discussion of the Operating System
The main objective of this research programme has been to produce an
operating system for an inexpensive, industrial robot using simple on-off 
pneumatic valves. This aim has been attained as the successful commercial 
exploitation by Pendar Technical Associates Limited (Section 5) has
indicated; the Surrey manipulator\has proved to be of interest both to a
Company willing to manufacture and market the robot system, and to a
number of industries anxious to purchase standard and specifically 
configured versions of the basic model.
The controller servo function has proved to be adequate for simple pick 
and place applications, but the reproducibility of the the target 
positioning needs to be improved; overshoot of the spacial target should 
be avoided in a number of critical applications. Further development of 
the control algorithm, with the inclusion of feedforward modelling of the 
mechanical system under control, should be pursued.
The Operating System has been written entirely in INTSEM80 assembler 
code; modifications and additions to this program could prove to be 
difficult if a team of programmers and engineers was engaged on expanding 
the System. It is therefore suggested that SUMOS might best be re-coded 
using a suitable high level language (HLL), such as PASCAL, FORTH, RTL/2 
or ADA, since it is now generally accepted that there a number of 
advantages to be gained, as follows.
M F Jeffery February 1981
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(1) Much tedious machine detail is hidden from the programmer, thus 
increasing productivity.
(2) Program source texts are much shorter than the equivalents in 
assembler programming, reducing the data preparation load and 
minimising the scope for. errors.
(3) Programs are much more readable and easy to understand, minimising
V\_/
the cost of maintenance and enhancement.
(*D Modern disciplines, such as structured programming, are much easier 
to implement and maintain.
Of course, it may well be necessary to continue to write some especially 
time-critical or highly machine dependant parts of SUMOS in INTSEM80, but 
it is unlikely that this proportion would exceed 10% of the total program 
size. The comparatively small size and speed disadvantages of high level 
code are usually more than compensated for by the enormous improvement in 
programmer productivity.
Although SUMOS was designed specifically as a means for programming and 
controlling the Surrey pneumatically powered robot, it was recognised that 
the Operating System had a potential application for any robotic-related 
mechanism. The positioning capability of the servo controller could be 
exploited, for example, to operate a linear pneumatic cylinder or a rotary 
actuator at any point in its travel.
M F Jeffery February 1981
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(1) SUMOS is a flexible Operating System for programmable robot control 
which includes means for teaching, editing and reproducing any 
desired workcycle.
(2) The servo algorithm in SUMOS gives adequate control for simple pick
\
and place manipulation. N-'
(3) The Operating System has been used successfully for industrial robot 
control during a product evaluation exercise.
(4) The Operating System, developed to control .the Surrey robot, could be 
applied to a number of differently powered manipulators or in any 
mechanism requiring the storage and replay of a workcycle.
Recommendations for Future Work
(1) Further enhancement of the servo control algorithm in SUMOS should be 
pursued, especially with a view to include some form of feedforward 
modelling.
(2) The Operating System should be re-coded in a suitable high level 
language to enable a team of researchers to make additions to the 
basic package in as flexible a manner as possible.
M F Jeffery February 1981
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SUMOS Listings
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SUMOS
AN OPERATING SYSTEM UTILISING (1) THE LIFT AXIS? (2) THE 
APPROACH AXIS AND (3) THE ROTATIONAL AXIS OF THE UNIVERSITY 
OF SURREY MANIPULATOR TO BE APPLIED IN THE ON-GOING ROBOT 
RESEARCH PROJECT.
PROJECT LEADER:
PROGRAMMER:
DATE:
VERSION:
CROSS-ASSEMBLER: 
SUPPORT SOFTWARE 
HARDWARE:
P.J.DRAZAN? 
ENGINEERING?
DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL 
UNIVERSITY OF SURREY?
GUILDFORD? SURREY? GU2 5XH.
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3 SUMOS S80R12-241280
VERSION NOTES.
THIS PACKAGE IS DESIGNED TO BE A STAND-ALONE OPERATING 
SYSTEM UTILISING A VISUAL DISPLAY UNIT FOR COMMAND INPUT-
THIS VERSION RUNS IN REAL TIME-WITH INDEPENDANT? 
INTERNALLY-GENERATED INTERRUPTS GIVING ACCESS TO 
THE VELOCITY AND ACCELERATION ESTIMATION ROUTINES.
12-BIT DATA INPUT IS ASSUMED.
CONTROL STRATEGY.
THIS VERSION OPERATES UNDER A CONTROL ALGORITHM BASED ON 
A MODIFIED ERROR SIGNAL? EPSILON* ?
EPSILON* = EPSILON - ALPHA*QCAP - BETA#RCAP
WHERE ALPHA AND BETA ARE CONSTANT COEFFICIENTS.
IF EPSILON = 0? THE ACTUATOR IS PRESSURISED ON BOTH INLETS 
AND THE BRAKE IS APPLIED.
TERMINOLOGY UTILISED IN SUMOS.
CURRENT POSITION?
POSITIONAL SET-POINT?
POSITIONAL ERROR?
PREVIOUS ESTIMATE OF VELOCITY? 
CURRENT ESTIMATE OF VELOCITY? 
ESTIMATE OF CURRENT ACCELERATION? 
POPULATION NUMBER.
WHERE INDEX <M> DEFINES AXIS AS FOLLOWS:
M=0 REFERS TO THE LIFT AXIS?
M=1 REFERS TO THE APPROACH AXIS?
M=2 REFERS TO THE ROTATIONAL AXIS.
P<M>
PS<M>
EPSILON<M > 
QCAP< M >X 
GCAP<M>Y 
RCAP<M>
N
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L SUMOS COMMAND REPERTOIRE.
C CMD E OR T COMMAND*
C D DE-ACTIMATE ALL PNEUMATIC POWER SIGNALS*
C E ARRAY EDITOR ACCESS? MAIN ARRAY BY DEFAULT*
C H SUMOS "HELP" FACILITY*
C I INPUT ARRAY FILE FROM CASSETTE DATA RECORDER*
C 0 OUTPUT ARRAY FILE TO CASSETTE DATA RECORDER*
C R ENTER REPLA'X MODE *
L S<CMD> SUBARRAY HERALD*
C T ENTER SELECTED TEACH MODE.
C
C SUMOS SUBFILE LIST.
c ----------------------
C SUBFILE FUNCTION
L ---
C 1
L 2
C 3
L 4
C 5
C 6
C 7
I
C BEFORE SUMOS CAN DRIVE THE MANIPULATOR IT REQUIRES TO BE
C TAUGHT A SEQUENCE OF MOVEMENTS AND CONTROL ACTIONS* THE
C RECORD BEING STORED AS ARRAYS OF ELEMENTS IN STANDARDISED
C FORMATS. DURING REPLAY THE POSITION SET-POINT IS CHANGED
C DYNAMICALLY UNDER THE CONTROL OF THE CO-ORDINATE ELEMENTS*
C AND CORRECT SEQUENCING IS DICTATED BY THE APPROPRIATE
C CONTROL ELEMENTS. REFERENCE SHOULD BE MADE TO THE SERVICE
C ROUTINES FOR FURTHER DETAILS.
EXECUTIVE
.EDITOR - MAIN ARRAY 
EDITOR - SUBARRAYS 
REPLAY MODE 
CONTROL•ALGORITHM 
TEACH MODE 
UTILITY ROUTINES
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PARAMETER ASSIGNMENTS,
<1) MEMORY MAPPING FOR SUMOS.
DEBUG=0
CAL= 2 2000+DEBUG 
RAM= s 3000 
ROM-O+DEBUG
C BASE LOCATION FOR SUMOS DEBUG SESSION, 
C MEMORY MAPPING FOR CONTROL ALGORITHM.
C MEMORY MAPPING FOR SUMOS VARIABLES.
C MEMORY* MAPPING FOR SUMOS EXECUTIVE.
(2) PACKAGE VERSION IDENTIFIERS,
DY0='2?DY1=’4 
MT0=,1tMT1=,2 
YRO=,r 8 5 YR1= 9 0
C DAY OF WEEK.
C MONTH OF YEAR, 
I YEAR OF ENTRY,
(3) PARAMETERS ASSOCIATED WITH THE AM9511 ONBOARD 
THE AM95/4005/21.
BUSY= 2 80 
COMMAND=SCI
DATA=
FDIV=
FLTS=
FMUL=
FSUB=
SMUL=
CO
13
ID
12
11
6E
STATUS=:C1
L AM9511 "BUSY" MASK.
C AM9511 COMMAND PORT.
C AM9511 DATA TRANSFER PORT.
C CODE FOR FLOATING POINT DIVIDE.
C CODE FOR SINGLE-PRECISION "FLOATING" OF 
C CODE FOR FLOATING POINT MULTIPLY.
I CODE FOR FLOATING POINT SUBTRACTION.
C CODE FOR 16-BIT FIXED POINT MULTIPLY.
C AM9511 "READ STATUS" PORT.
(TO
(4) PARAMETERS ASSOCIATED WITH THE AM9519 ONBOARD 
THE AM95/4005/21.
CRPA=:C3
DRPA=:C2
C COMMAND REGISTER PORT ADDRESS 
C DATA REGISTER PORT ADDRESS.
i
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(5) MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS.
APPR=$00001100
BM0=$001
BM1=$010
BM2=$100
CL==: 80
CNIN=PCIDB
CNOUT=PCIDB
CONST-PCICUR
CR=: D
CRLF=s 80
CSM=$111111100000 
DF=3
DRNEG=$10
BRP0S=$01
ENCODEROL=PORTB
ENCODEROH=PORTC
ENCODER1L=P0RTE
ENCODER1H=P0RTF
ENCGBER2L=P0RTD
ENC0DER2H=P0RTH
ES=$010
FNM=*111111111111
IICH=PORTI
IOB==:DO
ITIM=$00000001 
ITIMR=I0B+3 
LF=: A
LIFT=$00000011
MBRCH=PQRTA
MDRCH=PORTG
MIOCH=PORTJ
N=:10
NB=8
NS=4
RBR=$10
R0T=$00110000
S=$100
SBM=BMO!B M1!BM2
SDM=LIFT!APPR!ROT
SIP=PORTF
SPC=5 20
STACK==: 5000-1
SZM=$lllilOOOOOOO
TAB= :9
TEST=PORTL
TRDY=$01
ZER0=0
E BIT ASSIGNMENT FOR THE APPROACH ACTUATORS.
E BRAKE MASK’ FOR M=0.
E BRAKE MASK FOR M=l.
C BRAKE MASK FOR M=2.
L SUMOS "CARRIAGE RETURNr LINE FEED" CHARACT 
I SYSTEM CONSOLE INPUT PORT.
C SYSTEM^ CONSOLE OUTPUT PORT.
E SYSTEM CONSOLE STATUS PORT.
C ASCII "CARRIAGE RETURN" CHARACTER CODE.
C SUMOS CHARACTER CODE FOR "CARRIAGE RETURNy 
C COARSE CO-ORDINATE MASK.
E NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FRFEDOM FOR REPLAY MOI 
E "NEGATIVE" DRIVE SIGNAL.
E "POSITIVE" DRIVE SIGNAL.
E LIFT AXIS LEAST-SIGNIFICANT DATA INPUT POR 
E LIFT AXIS MOST-SIGNIFICANT DATA INPUT PORT. 
E APPROACH AXIS LEAST-SIGNIFICANT DATA INPUT 
E APPROACH AXIS MOST-SIGNIFICANT DATA INPUT F 
E ROTATIONAL AXIS LEAST-SIGNIFICANT DATA INF*
E ROTATIONAL AXIS MOST-SIGNIFICANT DATA INPU 
E "EMERGENCY STOP" BIT MASK.
E FINE CO-ORDINATE MASK.
E INTERLOCK INPUT CHANNEL.
E SBC-104 I/O BASE ADDRESS.
E INTERVAL TIMER INTERRUPT MASK.
C TIMER AND INTERRUPT MASK REGISTER.
E ASCII "LINE FEED" CHARACTER CODE.
E BIT ASSIGNMENT FOR THE LIFT ACTUATORS.
E MANIPULATOR BRAKE CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT.
E MANIPULATOR DRIVE CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT.
E MANIPULATOR I/O DRIVE CHANNEL.
C SUMOS POPULATION NUMBER.
E NUMBER OF INPUT/OUTPUT PITS.
E NUMBER OF POTENTIAL SUBARRAYS IN SUMOS.
E SYSTEM CONSOLE USART RECEIVER BUFFER READY 
E BIT ASSIGNMENT FOR THE ROTATIONAL ACTUATOR 
E "STOP" BIT MASK.
E SUMOS BRAKE MASK.
E SUMOS DRIVE MASK.
E "STOP" INPUT PORT.
E ASCII "SPACE" CHARACTER CODE.
E SUMOS STACK ADDRESS.
E START ZONE MASK FOR REPLAY MODE.
E ASCII "TABULATION" CHARACTER CODE.
E SUMOS TIMING TEST PORT.
E SYSTEM CONSOLE "TRANSMITTER READY" MASK.
C 16-BIT EVALUATION OF ZERO.
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C (6 ) PARAMETERS TO INITIALISE THE AMC 8255 PPI'S ONBOARD
c    —
C THE AM95/4005/21.
C DATA PORTS FOR THE PPI'S.
PORT A = :E4 5 PQRTB=:E5 ?PORTC=:E6 
PORTD= = E 85PORTE=s E9 5PORTF=:EA
L CONTROL WORD REGISTERS V O R  THE PPI’S.
CWR1=:E7 5CWR2=:EB
C CONTROL WORDS TO CONFIGURE THE AM95/4005/21 PARALLEL
C INPUT/OUTPUT STRUCTURE AS FOLLOWS:
L PORTA - MODE O f OUTPUT
C PORTB - MODE O f INPUT
E PORTC - MODE O f INPUT
L PORTD - MODE O f INPUT
I PORTE - MODE O f INPUT
C PORTF - MODE O f INPUT
L CONTROL WORD FOR PORTS
CW1=$10000000!$10000010!$10001001 
I CONTROL WORD FOR PORTS DfE AND F-
CW2=$10010000!$10000010!$10001001
C PPI *1. 
C PPI S2.
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C (7) PARAMETERS TO INITIALISE THE INTEL 8255 PPI’S ONBOARD
c  -
C THE SBC-104 °
C DATA PORTS FOR THE PPI’S.
P0RTG=I0B+4?P0RTH=I0B+5rP0RTI=I0B+6 C PPI *1.
P0RTJ=I0B+8;P0RTK=I0B+?fP0RTL=I0B+sA C PPI *2.
<
C CONTROL WORD REGISTERS^FOR THE PPI’S.
CWR3=I0B+7rCWR4=I0B+:B
CONTROL WORDS TO CONFIGURE THE SBC-104 PARALLEL 
INGUT/OUTPUT STRUCTURE AS FOLLOWS:
c PORTG - MODE Or OUTPUT
c PORTH - MODE Or INPUT
c PORTI - MODE Or INPUT
c PORTJ - MODE Or OUTPUT
c PORTK - MODE Or INPUT
c PORTL - MODE Or INPUT(UPPER NIBBLE)
c CONTROL WORD FOR PORTS GrH AND I.
CW3= $ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ! $ 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 ! $ 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
L CONTROL WORD FOR PORTS JrK AND L.
AND OUTPUT(LOWER NIBBLE
CW4=$10000000!$10000010!$10001000
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C (8) PARAMETERS TO INITIALISE THE AM9551 PCI ONBOARD
£ ---------------------------------------------------------
L THE AM95/4005/21•
L ----------------- -
L PCI DATA BUFFER.
PCIDB=:EC
L COMMAND WORD REGISTER ^ O R  THE PCI.
PCICWR=:ED ,
C CONTROL WORDS FOR THE PCI.
PCIRCW=$01000000 C PCI RESET COMMAND WORD.
PCIMIW=$11001110 E PCI MODE INSTRUCTION WORD.
PCIC1W=*00110101 C PCI COMMAND INSTRUCTION WORD.
C (9) PARAMETERS TO INITIALISE THE INTEL 8251 USART ONBOARD
£  ^  ---------------------------
C THE SBC-104•
C CASSETTE DATA RECORDER DATA PORT.
CDRDP=IOB+:C
L CONTROL WORD REGISTER FOR THE CASSETTE DATA RECORDER USART.
CDRCWR=IQB+ s D
C CONTROL WORDS FOR THE CASSETTE DATA RECORDER.
CDRMI=$11001111 C CDR MODE INSTRUCTION.
CDRCI=$00100111 C CDR COMMAND INSTRUCTION.
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EF'
I
L
SUMOS ENTRY POINT.
LOC ROM 
DI
PACKAGE INITIALISATION PROCEDURES.
INITIALISE THE PPI’S ONBOARD THE AM95/4005/21 AND SBC-104.
MOI AyCUl 
MOI A y CUI2 
MOI AyCU3 
MOI A y CW4
OUT CWR1 
OUT CUR2 
OUT CWR3 
OUT CUR4
INITIALISE THE UNIOERSAL INTERRUPT CONTROLLER ONBOARD 
THE AM95/4005/21.
RESET THE AM9519.
LOAD MODE BITS MO -> M4.
LOAD MODE BITS M5 -> M7. 
PRESELECT ACR FOR WRITING. 
AUTO CLEAR BIT 7.
PRESELECT RESPONSE MEMORY? T 
"UNCONDITIONAL CALL" INSTRUCT 
INTERRUPT SEROICE ROUTINE 
ENTRY ADDRESS.
CLEAR BIT 7 IN IRR AND IMR. 1
XRA a ; OUT c r p a I
MOI A t$10000000 OUT CRPA C
MOI Ay$10100001 OUT CRPA C
MOI A y$11000000 OUT CRPA L
MOI A y $ 10000000 OUT DRPA C
MOI Ay$11110111 OUT CRPA C
MOI AyCALLy OUT DRPA L
MOI AylSRy OUT DRPA C
MOI Ay <ISR y OUT DRPA I
MOI Ay$00011111; OUT CRPA L
SET INTEROAL TIMER INTERRUPT MASK AND RE-SET INTEROAL TIMER
MOI AyITIM y OUT ITIMR
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C P A C K A G E  I N I T I A L I S A T I O N  P R O C E D U R E S  (CONTINUED).
c ----------------------------------------
C I N I T I A L I S E  T HE S A M O S  S T A C K  P O I N T E R .
LXI S P f S T A C K
C I N I T I A L I S E  THE P R O G R A M M A B L E  C O M M U N I C A T I O N S  I N T E R F A C E
I  ( A M 9 5 5 1 ) O N B O A R D  THE A M 9 5 / 4 0 0 5 / 2 1 .
X RA A; OUT P C I C W R ? O UT PCICWR? OUT P C I C W R  L  R E S E T  T H E  A M95
MOI A t P C I R C W  ? OUT P C I C W R
MOI A tP C I MIW? OUT P C I C W R
MOI A > P C I C I W ?  OUT P C I C W R
X R A  A
EPO DC R  A? JNZ EPO
IN P C I D B
C S I G N - O N  M E S S A G E  DUMP.
LXI HrMO? C A L L  M SG
C I N I T I A L I S E  THE C A S S E T T E  DATA R E C O R D E R  U S A R T  O N B O A R D
L  THE S B C - 1 0 4 .
MOI A r C D R M I ? O UT C D R C W R  
MOI A j C D R C I ? OUT C D R C W R
C D E - P R E S S U R I S E  ALL M A N I P U L T O R  A C T U A T O R S  AND THE
C O U T P U T  C H A N N E L .
C A L L  D P P S
C I N I T I A L I S E  A N U L L  M A I N  A R R A Y ? N U L L  S U B A R R A Y  A N D  A
C N U L L  A R R A Y  FILE.
LXI HrANC? S H L D  MAO ? MOI A>£? S T A  S A L
XRA A ? S TA AF
C I N I T I A L I S E  S U M O S  P A R A M E T E R  B L O C K S  IN RAM.
J MP EP1
S H E E T 12 S U M O S  S 8 0 R 1 2 - 2 4 1 2 8 0
C
C
S U M O S C O M M A N D  L E V E L  ( S C L ) .
SCL D I t LXI H t M35 C A L L  MSG
C S U M O S C O M M A N D  I N PUT ROUTINE. INPUT IS A N T I C I P A T E D
C F R O M T HE S Y T S E M  C O N S O L E : E A C H  C H A R A C T E R  IS C H E C K E D
C FOR V A L I D I T Y  A ND T H E N  A B R A N C H  TO THE A P P R O P R I A T E
rt_ S E R V I C E  R O U T I N E  IS MADE.
E P 2 LXI S P i S T A C K
LXI H j X d i r ; c a l l  k i
C A L L ERR 3  r JMP S C L
C S U M O S  E X E C U T I V E  D I R E C T O R Y .
XDI R X OD r < X O D & :F + A S D C D E - A C T I V A T E  ALL P N E U M A T I C  SIG
X O E  ? < X O E & : F + A S E C M A I N  A R R A Y  E D I T O R  A C C ESS.
XO H  ? < X O H & : F + A S H L S U M O S  "HELP" F A C I L I T Y .
xoi; < X O I & :F + A S I L INPUT A R R A Y  F I L E  TO C A S S E T T E .
XOO? < X O O & :F + A S O L O U T P U T  A R R A Y  F I L E  TO C A S S E T T
XO R  ? < X OR& : F + A S R L R E P L A Y  MODE.
xos; < X O S & : F + A S S C S U B A R R A Y  H E RALD.
XOT? < X O T & : F + A S T C M A I N  A R R A Y  T E A C H  MODE.
C N U L L A R R A Y  C H A R A C T E R .
A N C JL * JLit f nr
L
r
X DIR C O M M A N D  S E R V I C E  R O U T I N E S IN A L P H A B E T I C A L  ORDER.
L
c
c
R O U T I N E  TO D E - A C T I V A T E  ALL P N E U M A T I C  P O W E R  S I G N A L S .
X O D  C A L L  D P P S  5 J MP S C L
D P P S  XRA A? CMAJ OUT M I O C H
MVI A*SBM? MVI B 9 ZERO? C A L L  U B C S  
MUX A i S DM r MUI B r Z E R O  r J MP UDCS
EOT
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C * * # * * # * * # * * * # # # * * # * # * * * a * * * * * * * # # # * * * * * * # # * # # * * # # # # * * * # # * # # * # # 3 
C 3
C EDITOR - MAIN ARRAY 3
C 3
C*************a*******************************************#*#**3
C FIRST CHECK THAT THERE IS A MAIN ARRAY CONFIGURED IN RAM.
XOE LHLD MAV? MOV ArM? CPI JNZ X2E
E1D CALL ERR7 y JMP SCL
C INITIALISE THE ELEMENT COUNTER TO ZEROy THE LOOP ELEMENT
C FLAGy THE CHANGE FLAG* THE PRIMARY ELEMENT FLAG AND THE
C EDITOR ARRAY VECTOR.
X2E XRA A y STA ENOy STA CHFJ STA LEF
MVI A y ’O? STA PEF 
SHLD EAV
I ELEMENT NUMBER AND ELEMENT NUMBER COUNTER BUFFER.
e n o =r a m ;e n o c =e n o + i
C EDITOR ARRAY VECTOR.
EAV=ENQC+1
C THE CHANGEy LOOP ELEMENT AND PRIMARY ELEMENT FLAGS.
CHF=EAV+2yLEF=CHF+1?PEF=LEF+1 
RAMO=PEF+l
C INITIALISE THE REPLAY MODE FUNCTIONS AND ALL SUB-ARRAY
C COUNTERS TO ZERO.
CALL IRMF? STA SLF
L PROMPT THE SYSTEM CONSOLE AND KEY-IN THE REQUIRED COMMAND.
X1E DI? LXI HyM55 CALL MSG
LXI HyEDIRy CALL KI
C IF CHARACTER KEYED IN ERRORy DISPLAY DIAGNOSTIC ERROR CODE
C AWAIT ANY CHARACTER INPUT AT KEY-BOARD TO CLEAR.
CALL ERR3 y JMP X1E
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EDITOR DIRECTORY.
EDIR e o d ; < E O D & :F + A S D L
e o e ; < E O E ^ : F + A S E L
EOIf < E O I & :F + ASI L
e o q ; < EOQ&:F + ASQ I
e o r ; < E O R & :F + ASR L
DISPLAY NEXT ELEMENT IN MAIN ARRAY, 
ERASE CURRENTLY REFERENCED ELEMENT, 
INSERT ELEMENT IN MAIN ARRAY.
QUASH THE CURRENT MAIN ARRAY. 
RETURN TO SCL.
I EDITOR COMMAND SERVICE ROUTINES IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER.
L -----------------------------------------------------------------
C ROUTINE TO DISPLAY ON THE SYSTEM CONSOLE THE CURRENTLY
C REFERENCED ARRAY ELEMENT AND TO SIMULATE THE REPLAY MODEy
C ON THE HARDWAREy STEP BY STEP.
EOD CALL EDI 5 JMP E1D? JMP E3Dy JMP E2D 
PUSH D? LDAX Dr LXI HyDBIRy CALL SUD
C EOD SERVICE ERROR CONDITIONS.
E2D CALL ERRS y JMP XIE
E3D CALL ERR6 y JMP X1E
C EDITOR DISPLAY DIRECTORY.
DDIR DOCy <DOC&:F+ASC C COARSE CO-ORDINATE ELEMENT.
DOF? <DOF&:F+ASF C FINE CO-ORDINATE ELEMENT.
DOIy < DOI&:F+ASI C INTERLOCK INPUT CONTROL ELEMENT.
DOL? <DOL&:F + ASL C LOOP CONTROL ELEMENT.
DOOy <D00&: F+ASO C INTERLOCK SET OUTPUT CONTROL EL.EMEN
DOS; <DOS&:F+ASS C .SUBARRAY CONTROL ELEMENT.
DOTy < DOT &:F+AST C TIME-OUT ELEMENT.
DOZ; <DOZ&:F+ASZ C INTERLOCK RESET OUTPUT CONTROL ELEM
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DOC
Dll
C
C
EDI
C
C
DYC
DYCO
DDIR ELEMENT SERVICE ROUTINES IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER-
COARSE CO-ORDINATE ELEMENT.
POP Hr PUSH Hr CALL DYC 
POP Hr CALL SRMr JMP D1T
ROUTINE TO INITIALISE THE EDITOR DISPLAY COMMAND.
XRA A? STA CHFr LXI HrENOr INR M 
JMP SK
ROUTINE TO DISPLAY A CO-ORDINATE ON THE SYSTEM CONSOLE,
CALL SPACES 
MOO CrMr CALL SCO 
MVI CrSPCr CALL SCO 
MVI BrDF
MVI Cr»:; CALL SCO
INX Hr INX Hr MOV ArMr ANI :Fr CALL HXD
DCX Hr MOV ArMr CALL LBYTEr INX H
DCR Br JNZ DYCO
INR BJ JMP DSPC
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C DDIR ELEMENT SERVICE ROUTINES IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER (CONT.
c --------------------------------------------------------------
C FINE CO-ORDINATE ELEMENT.
DOF=DOC
C INTERLOCK INPUT CONTROL ELEMENT.
DOI CALL SPACES
p o p  h ; p u s h  h ; m o v  c >m ; c a l l  s c o
MVI CrSPC? CALL SCO; MVI C>':; CALL SCO 
INX H; MOV ArM; CALL LBYTE 
D1S MVI B*i; CALL DSPC? JMP Dll
C -------
C ROUTINE TO DISPLAY SPACE CHARACTERS ON THE SYSTEM CONSOLE
C AND THEN HOLD ON SYSTEM KEYBOARD. INPUT PARAMETER:
C (B) <- NUMBER OF SPACE CODES REQUIRED.
DSPC MVI C fSPC? CALL SCO
DCR b ; JNZ DSPC 
JMP SCI
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I DDIR ELEMENT SERVICE ROUTINES IN ALPHABETCAL ORDER (CONT.).-
c   --------------------
C LOOP CONTROL ELEMENT.
DOL POP Hr CALL DYL? JMP D1T
I ROUTINE TO DISPLAY THE LOOP ELEMENT ON THE SYSTEM CONSOLE.
DYL LXI HrM8 ? CALL MSG
LXI HrENO? DCR Mr MVI Ar'Lr STA LEF 
JMP SCI
C INTERLOCK SET OUTPUT ELEMENT.
DOO=DOI
C SUBARRAY CONTROL ELEMENT.
DOS POP Hr PUSH Hr CALL DAE? JMP D1S
C TIME-OUT ELEMENT.
DOT POP Hr CALL DYT
BIT LDA PEFr CPI 'Or JNZ D2T
MVI Ar'lr JMP D3T 
D2T CPI '1? JNZ X1E
MVI A r '2 
D3T STA PEFr JMP X1E
C INTERLOCK RESET OUTPUT CONTROL ELEMENT.
DOZ=DOO
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C ROUTINE TO DISPLAY ARRAY ELEMENT AND ARGUMENT ON
C THE SYSTEM CONSOLE.
DAE CALL SPACES
MOO C jM t CALL SCO
MOI C »SF’C ? CALL SCO? MOI C>':? CALL SCO
INX Hr MOO CtMt JMP SCO
C -------
C ROUTINE TO DISPLAY A TIME-OUT ELEMENT.
DYT CALL SPACES
MOO CrHr CALL SCO
MOI C tSPC? CALL SCO? MOI C>’:? CALL SCO
INX H? MOO A t M ?  CALL LBYTE
MOI B tI? JMP DSPC
C ROUTINE TO OUTPUT TWO SPACE CHARACTERS TO THE SYSTEM CONSO
SPACES MOI CrSPC? CALL SCO? JMP SCO
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C EDITOR COMMAND SERVICE ROUTINES (CONTINUED).
L   ----------------
C ROUTINE TO ERASE THE CURRENTLY REFERENCED MAIN
C ARRAY ELEMENT.
EOE CALL.ERASE; JMP E3D? JMP E2D
LXI HrENOr DCR Mr MVI Ar'Cr STA CHF 
JMP X1E
C ROUTINE TO INSERT A NEW ELEMENT BEFORE THE. CURRENTLY
C REFERENCED ELEMENT IN THE MAIN ARRAY.
EOI LXI H » M13r CALL Eli
LDA PEFr CPI ’2r JZ E2I
LXI HrPEIDIRr CALL Kir CALL ERR3
JMP Ell
C PRIMARY ELEMENT INSERT DIRECTORY.
PEIDIR PEIOC? <PEIOC&:F+ASC C COARSE CO-ORDINATE ELEMENT. 
PEIOFr <PEIOF& 5 F+ASF C FINE CO-ORDINATE ELEMENT.
r r T
PEIOC MVI Ar '2? STA PEFr JMP IOC
PEIOF= PEIOC
E2I LXI HrIDIR r CALL KI r CALL ERR3
Ell CALL EIT r JMP X1E
C
C
INSERT DIRECTORY.
IDIR ioc; <ioc& :F+ASC C COARSE CO-ORDINATE ELEMENT.
i o f ; < IOF& :F+ASF C FINE CO-ORDINATE ELEMENT.
i o i ; <IOI& :F+ASI C INTERLOCK INPUT CONTROL ELEMENT.
IOLr <IOL& --F + ASL C LOOP CONTROL ELEMENT.
100 r <I00& :F+ASO I INTERLOCK SET OUTPUT CONTROL ELEMENT
I OS r <IOS& :F+ASS C SUBARRAY CONTROL ELEMENT.
IOTr < 10T& :F+AST C TIME-OUT ELEMENT.
IOZr <IOZ& :F+ASZ C INTERLOCK RESET OUTPUT CONTROL ELEME
C ROUTINES TO INITIALISE THE INSERT COMMAND
Eli CALL MSG
LDA CHFr CPI 'Cr JNZ EIIO
LXI HrENOr INR M 
EIIO CALL DPPS; RET 
EIT LDA CHFr CPI 'C? RNZ
LXI. HrENOr DCR M 
XRA Ar STA CHF r RET
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C IDIR ELEMENT SERVICE ROUTINES IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER.
IOC CALL CDi; JMP I1C; JMP I2C? JMP Ell
I1C=E3D 
I2C=E2D
I CO-ORDINATE INSERT ROUTINE.
CDI LXI DfIB? CALL RCA 5 JMP IE
IOF=IOC
101 LXI DrlB? CALL IIOAr JMP Ell
CALL IE5 JMP H i ;  JMP I2i; JMP Ell
I1I=E3D 
I2I=E2D
IOL LXI B tIB? MOV ArC? STAX B
CALL IEr JMP i i l ; JMP I2L; JMP Ell
I1L=E3D
I2L=E2D
100=101
IOS LXI D>IB; CALL SAA? JMP Ell
CALL SAAC? JMP Eli; CALL IE; JMP IIS; JMP I2S; JMP Ell
I1S=E3D 
I2S=E2D
i o t l x i D tIb ; c a l l  t o a ; j m p  e h
call ie; jmp iit; jmp 12T; jmp e h
I1T=E3D
I2T=E2D
IOZ=IOO
L ROUTINE TO QUASH THE CURRENTLY CONFIGURED MAIN ARRAY.
EOQ LHLD MAV; CALL GC; JMP SCL C GARBAGE COLLECT.
C ROUTINE TO RETURN CONTROL TO SCL.
EOR=SCL
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**************************************************************3
3
UTILITY SUBROUTINES FOR THE ARRAY EDITOR MODES 3
3
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 3  
ROUTINE TO SEEK AN ELEMENT IN AN ARRAY-
OUTPUT PARAMETERS: <RA) <- NULL ARRAY* (RA+3) <- ELEMENT
REFERENCED OUT-OF-BOUNDS* (RA+6) <- ILLEGAL ELEMENT 
ENCOUNTERED r (RA+9) <- ELEMENT FOUND IN RAM.
SK LHLD EAVr MOV ArM* CPI Sr RZ
LDA LEFr CPI *Lr JZ SK3
x c h g ; d c x d
LXI Hr END? MOV ArMr CPI Or JNZ SKO 
MVI Mrlr MOO ArM 
SKO STA ENOC
SKI LXI Hr ENOCr INX Dr DCR Mr JZ SR9Xr LDAX D
PUSH Dr LXI HrSKDIRr CALL SUD 
SK2 POP Dr JMP SR6X
SK3 CALL SECAr XCHG r JMP SR9X
SEEK AN ELEMENT" DIRECTORY.
SKDIR SKOCr
s k o f ;
SKOIr
SKOLr
SKOOr
SKOPr
SKOSr
SKOTr
SKOZr
t r t
< SKOC&
< SKOF&
< SKO I (x
< SKOL&
< SKOO&
< SKOP&
< SKOS&:
F+ASC 
F + ASF 
F + ASI 
F + ASL 
F+ASO 
F + ASP 
F+ASS
< SKOT&.: F+AST
< SKOZ&:F+ASZ
C COARSE CO-ORDINATE ELEMENT.
C FINE CO-ORDINATE ELEMENT.
C INTERLOCK INPUT CONTROL ELEMENT.
C LOOP CONTROL ELEMENT.
C INTERLOCK SET OUTPUT CONTROL ELEMEN 
C SUBARRAY CO-ORDINATE ELEMENT.
I SUBARRAY CONTROL ELEMENT.
C TIME-OUT ELEMENT.
C INTERLOCK RESET OUTPUT CONTROL ELEM
SKDIR ELEMENT SERVICE ROUTINES IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER.
SKOC POP D? INX Dr INX Dr INX Dr INX Dr INX D
SKII INX Dr JMP SKI
SKOF=SKOC
SKOI POP Dr JMP SKI I
SKOL POP Dr JMP SR3X
SKOO=SKOI
SKOP=SKOF
SKOS=SKOI
SKOT=SKOI
SKOZ=SKOO
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C ROUTINE TO SIMULATE THE REPLAY MODE STEP BY STEP.
C INPUT PARAMETER: (HrL) <- ARRAY ELEMENT TO BE ACCESSED.
SRM DCX Hr SHLD RAV? CALL DSIM
MVI BrlOr PUSH B
SRMO CALL CA
SRM1 JMP SRM2 C CO-ORDINATE ELEMENT SATISFIED.
JMP SRM3 C INTERLOCK OUTPUT ELEMENT SATISFIED.
JMP SRM3 C INTERLOCK INPUT ELEMENT SATISFIED.
JMP SRM3 C INTERLOCK INPUT ELEMENT NOT SATISFI
JMP SRM2 C SUBARRAY CO-ORDINATE ELEMENT ENCOUN
SRM3 POP Br RET
SRM2 POP Br DCR Br RZ
SRMAEO PUSH Br LXI HrSRMlr PUSH Hr JMP CAO
C ALTERNATIVE ENTRY TO SRM TO AVOID CA.
SRMAE CALL DSIMr MVI BrlOr JMP SRMAEO
C DELAY SIMULATION FOR APPROXIMATELY 1/2 SECOND WHILST
C PRESSURISING THE MANIPULATOR DRIVE ACTUATORS AND BRAKES.
DSIM MVI ArSBMr MOV BrAr CALL UBCS
MVI ArSDMr MOV BrAr CALL UDCS
MVI Br25r CALL CKP 
Elr RET
ROUTINE TO ERASE AN ELEMENTr SPECIFIED BY THE CONTENTS 
OF ENOr FROM THE CURRENTLY REFERENCED ARRAY.
OUTPUT PARAMETERS: <RA) <- ELEMENT REFERENCED OUT-OF-BOUND
(RA+3) <- ILLEGAL ELEMENT ENCOUNTEREDr (RA + 6 ) <- ERASURE 
COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY.
ERASE CALL SKr JMP SCLr RETr NOPr NOPr JMP SR3X 
PUSH Dr LDAX D? LXI HrERDIRr CALL SUD
ER0=ERASE+6
"ERASURE" DIRECTORY
ERDIR EROC <EROC&:F+ASC C
EROF <EROF&:F+ASF C
EROI < EROI&:F+ASI C
EROL < EROL^t: F+ASL L
ER\QO < EROO&:F + ASO I
EROP <EROP^:F+ASP C
EROS < EROS&:F + ASS C
EROT <EROT&:F+AST C
EROZ <EROZ&:F+ASZ C
rl T
COARSE CO-ORDINATE ELEMENT.
FINE CO-ORDINATE ELEMENT.
INTERLOCK INPUT CONTROL ELEMENT. 
LOOP CONTROL ELEMENT.
INTERLOCK SET OUTPUT ELEMENT. 
SUBARRAY CO-ORDINATE ELEMENT. 
SUBARRAY CONTROL ELEMENT.
TIME-OUT ELEMENT.
INTERLOCK RESET OUTPUT CONTROL ELEM
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C ERDIR ELEMENT SERVICE ROUTINES IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER.
c ---------------------------------------------------------------
EROC LXI B»DF*2+1
ER1I POP Hr PUSH B? PUSH Hr CALL SVSOr POP By POP Br PUSH H
PUSH Dr POP Hr DAB Br POP B
C THE MOVE PIVOTS ARE NOW PREPARED.
ERIC MOV ArLr CMP Cr JNZ ER2C
MOV A y H y CMP B? JZ ER3C
ER2C MOV AyMy STAX Dr INX Dr INX Hr JMP ERIC
ER3C LDAX By STAX Dr CALL 6C4 C GARBAGE COLLECT AND
ER1L JMP SR6X C RETURN TO CALLER.
EROF=EROC
EROI LXI By2 y JMP ER1I
EROL POP D5 JMP ER1L
EROO=EROI
EROP=EROF
EROS POP Dy PUSH Dy INX D? LDAX D 
LXI HyMAS 
ER1S CMP M? JZ ER2S
INX H; JMP ER1S 
ER2S PUSH H? POP D
ER3S INX Dy LDAX Dy CPI Sr JZ ER4S
MOV MrA? INX H? JMP ER3S 
ER4S MOV My A? JMP EROI
EROT=EROI
EROZ=EROO
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ROUTINE TO INSERT A SELECTED ELEMENT CURRENTLY HELD IN 
THE INSERT BUFFER.
OUTPUT PARAMETERS: (RA) <- ELEMENT REFERENCED OUT-OF-BOUND
(RA+3) <- ILLEGAL ELEMENT ENCOUNTEREDr (RA+6 <- ELEMENT 
SUCCESSFULLY INSERTED INTO ARRAY FILE.
IE LDA IBr LXI HrlEDIR? CALL SUD
JMP SCL
" I N S E R T  E L E M E N T "  D I R E C T O R Y .
IEDIR IEOC? 
IEOF r 
lEOIf 
IEOL? 
IEOO? 
IEOP? 
IEOS 5
i e o t ;
IEOZ?
<IE0C6 
<IE0F6 
(IEOI& 
<IE0L6 
<IE006 
<IE0P6 
(IE0S6: 
<IEOT 6; 
<IE0Z6
F+ASC 
F+ASF 
F+ASI 
F+ASL 
F+ASO 
F+ASF* 
F + ASS 
F+AST 
F+ASZ
L COARSE CO-ORDINATE IN THE MAIN ARRA 
C FINE CO-ORDINATE IN THE MAIN ARRAY. 
C INTERLOCK INPUT CONTROL ELEMENT.
C LOOP CONTROL ELEMENT.
C INTERLOCK SET OUTPUT CONTROL.
C CO-ORDINATE ELEMENT IN A SUBARRAY.
C SUBARRAY CONTROL IN THE MAIN ARRAY. 
C TIME-OUT ELEMENT.
C INTERLOCK RESET OUTPUT CONTROL.
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C IEDIR ELEMENT SERVICE ROUTINES IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER.
I ---------------------------------------------------------------
IEOC CALL SK? JMP SCL? JMP IE1C? JMP SR3X
PUSH D? LXI BrDF*2+1? CALL MV
MVI H rDF*2+1 
IE3I POP H? LXI By IB
IE2C LDAX B? STAX D
DCR H? JZ IE3C 
INX B? INX D? JMP IE2C 
IE3C CALL GC4 C CALL GARBAGE COLLECTOR.
IE2L LXI HyENG? INR M? JMP SR6X
C EXITS FOR ERROR CONDITIONS.
IE1C=ER0
IEOF=IEOC
IEOI CALL SK? JMP SCL? JMP IE1I? JMP SR3X
PUSH D? LXI By2? CALL MV
MVI Hr2? JMP IE3I
IE1I=:IE1C
IEOL CALL SK? JMP SCL? JMP IE1L? JMP SR3X? LDAX D? CPI 'L? RZ
XCHG? PUSH H
CALL SVSO? XCHG? POP H? PUSH D? PUSH H
CALL SECA? XCHG? POP B? POP H? MVI A r ’L
STAX B? INX B? CALL GC1? JMP IE2L C GARBAGE COLLECT.
IE1L=IE1C
IEOO=IEOI
IEOP=IEOF
IEOS=IEOI
IEOT=IEOI
IEOZ=IEOO
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E R O U T I N E  TO M O V E  THE E L E M E N T S  IN A R R A Y S  U P W A R D  IN RAM F ROM
E A S P E C I F I E D  A D D R E S S  HEL D  IN THE (D r E > R E G I S T E R  P A I R  TO
E M A K E  ROO M  FOR T H E  I N S E R T I O N  OF A NEW E L E M E N T  OF A L E N G T H
E S P E C I F I E D  IN T H E  <B*C> R E G I S T E R  PAIR.
MU L D A X  D
CPI ?L 5 J N Z  MVI
E "LOOP" E L E M E N T ;  L A S T  IN A R R A Y  F I L E ?
inx d; l d a x  n; ncx d; cpi o; jz m vz
m v i  p u s h  d ; p o p  h ; p u s h  b ; p u s h  d ? c a l l  s v s o ; p o p  d ? p o p  b
p u s h  h ; p u s h  d ; p o p  h ; d a d  b ; p o p  b
E T HE M O V E  P I V O T S  ARE NOW P R E P A R E D .
M V 2  P U S H  B
MV3 MOV A*C; CMP E r  JN Z  MV4
m o v  A t b ; c m p  d ; j z  m v s
MV4 L D A X  Br INX B» S T A X  B
D CX B; DCX B? J MP MV3 
MV5 L D A X  Br INX D5 S T A X  D? P OP B
m o v  ArE; c m p  l ; j n z  m v 6 
m o v  ArD; c m p  h ; r z
M V6 INX Bf JMP M V2
C A M O V E  TO BE M A D E  AT THE L O O P  E L E M E N T  OF THE
E U L T I M A T E  A R R A Y  E L E M E N T  IN RAM.
MV 7  p u s h  d ; p o p  h ; d a d  b
L D A X  B r  M O V  M>A; INX H? MVI M*0 
RET
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E EDITOR ARRAY GARBAGE-COLLECTOR ROUTINES.
I ------------------------------------------------
E INPUT PARAMETER: (Hr L) <- HEAD OF ARRAY TO BE ERASED
E FROM THE ARRAY FILE.
GC P U S H  H
E PREPARE THE MOVE PIVOTS.
GCO CALL SVSO? XCHG? POP H? PUSH D? PUSH H
CALL SECA? XCHG? POP B? POP H
E MOVE ARRAYS TO BE RETAINED OVERLAYING ARRAY TO BE
E ELIMINATED.
GC1 INX D? MOV ArE? CMP L? JNZ GC2
MOV Ar D? CMP H? JZ GC3 
GC2 LDAX Dr STAX B
INX B? JMP GC1 
GC3 LDAX D? STAX B
E RE-ESTABLISH ALL ARRAY FILES ON TABLES.
GC4 LXI HrANC? SHLD MAV? LXI DrSAL? LXI HrAF
GC5 MOV ArM
CPI yA? JZ GC6 E SUBARRAY HERALD.
CPI 0? JZ GC8 
SHLD MAV? JMP GC7 
GC6 CALL GCOLF ? CALL GC1LF ? JMP GC5
GC7 CALL GC1LF ? JMP GC5
GC8 MVI Artt? STAX D? RET
E GARBAGE COLLECTOR SERVICE ROUTINES TO ESTABLISH THE ARRAY
E LIST FILE INFORMATION.
GCOLF PUSH H? INX H? MOV ArM? STAX D? INX D? POP H
MOV ArH? STAX D? INX D? MOV ArL? STAX D? INX D 
RET
GC1LF PUSH D? CALL SECA? INX H
POP Dr RET
E OT
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C*******#*#*#*###********************#***#******##***#**##**##*3 
E 3
E EDITOR - SUBARRAYS 3
E 3
E * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * a * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * 3
E SUBARRAY ACCESS ROUTINE.
XOS LXI H r M9 r CALL MSG
LXI HrSXDIR? CALL KI 
CALL ERR3 5 JMP XOS
C SUBARRAY ACCESS DIRECTORY.
SXDIR SXOEr <SXOE&:F+ASE C SUBARRAY EDITOR ACCESS.
SXORr <SXOR&:F+ASR E RETURN TO SCL.
SXOTi <SXOT&:F+AST E SUBARRAY TEACH MODE.
C ROUTINE TO RETURN FROM SUBARRAY ACCESS TO SCL.
SXOR=SCL
C THE SUBARRAY ARGUMENTi 0=< ARG < NSr MUST FIRST BE
C KEYED-IN FROM THE SYSTEM CONSOLE.
SXOE CALL SARGr JMP SXlEr JMP SXOE
E SERVICE ERROR CONDITION.
CALL ERR8 r JMP SCL
C INITIALISE THE ELEMENT COUNTER TO ZERO, THE LOOP
C ELEMENT FLAG AND THE EDITOR ARRAY VECTOR.
SX1E XRA A y STA ENO? STA LEF •
INX H? MOV DrMr INX Hr MOV ErM
INX Dr INX Dr INX D
XCHG r SHLD EAV
\
E INITIALISE THE REPLAY MODE FUNCTIONS.
CALL IRMFr* STA SLF
E PROMPT THE SYSTEM CONSOLE AND KEY-IN THE REQUIRED COMMAND.
SX2E DI? LXI HrMllr CALL MSG
LXI HrSEDIRr CALL KI
E IF CHARACTER KEYED IN ERRORr DISPLAY DIAGNOSTIC ERROR CODE
E AND AWAIT ANY CHARACTER INPUT ON KEY-BOARD TO CLEAR.
CALL ERR3r JMP SX2E
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C
C
C
L
C
SEOD
SE1D
SE2D
SE3D
C
C
SDDIR
C
C
C
SDOL
C
"SUBARRAY EDITOR" DIRECTORY
NOTE: C.R. = CURRENTLY REFERENCED.
S E D I R  SEOD? < S E O D & : F + A S D
SEOE? < S E O E & : F + A S E
SEOI ? < S E O I & : F+ASI
SEO Q  ? < S E O Q & : F + A S Q
SEOR? < S E O R & :F + A S R
t r r
C DISPLAY NEXT ELEMENT IN ARRAY.
C ERASE THE C.R. SUBARRAY ELEMENT, 
C INSERT ELEMENT IN C.R. SUBARRAY, 
C QUASH THE C.R. SUBARRAY.
C RETURN CONTROL TO SCL.
SUBARRAY EDITOR COMMAND SERVICE ROUTINES IN ALPHABETICAL 0
ROUTINE TO DISPLAY ON SYSTEM CONSOLE THE CURRENTLY 
REFERENCED ARRAY ELEMENT. THIS ROUTINE SIMULATES 
THE STEP MODE ON THE HARDWARE.
CALL EDI? JMP SE3D? JMP SE2D? JMP SE1D
PUSH D? LDAX D? LXI HrSDDIR5 CALL SUD
SERVICE ERROR CONDITIONS.
CALL ERRS? JMP SX2E 
CALL ERR6 ? JMP SX2E 
CALL ERR7? JMP SX2E
"SUBARRAY DISPLAY" DIRECTORY.
SDOL? < SDOL&:F+ASL 
SDOP ? <SDOP&.: F+ASP
jr. • j l  tt f  r
C LOOP CONTROL ELEMENT. 
C CO-ORDINATE ELEMENT.
SDDIR ELEMENT SERVICE ROUTINES IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER
LOOP CONTROL ELEMENT.
POP H? CALL DYL? JMP SX2E 
CO-ORDINATE ELEMENT.
SDOP POP H? PUSH H? CALL DYC
POP H? LXI BrFNM? CALL ICE? CALL SRMAE? JMP SX2E
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C SUBARRAY EDITOR COMMAND SERVICE ROUTINES (CONTINUED).
c  ;--------
C ROUTINE TO ERASE THE CURRENTLY REFERENCED ELEMENT FROM
C THE SUBARRAY.
SEOE CALL ERASE? JMP SE1E? JMP SE2E
LXI HrENO? DCR Mr MVI Ar yC? STA CHF 
JMP SX2E
SE1E=SE2D
SE2E=SE1D
C ROUTINE TO INSERT AN ELEMENT IN THE CURRENTLY SPECIFIED
C SUBARRAY. THE INSERTION IS MADE BEFORE THE CURRENTLY
C SPECIFIED ELEMENT.
SEOI LXI HrM12? CALL Eli
LXI HrSIDIR? CALL KI? CALL ERR3 
SE1I CALL EIT? JMP SX2E
C "SUBARRAY INSERTION" DIRECTORY.
C ------------------------------- ----
SIDIR SIOL? <SIOL&:F+ASL C LOOP ELEMENT.
SIOP? <SIOP&sF+ASP L CO-ORDINATE ELEMENT.
JL • JL
TT 7 TT
C SIDIR ELEMENT SERVICE ROUTINES IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER.
L
SIOL LXI BrIB? MOV ArC? STA IB
CALL IE? JMP SI1L? JMP SI2L? JMP SE1I
SI1L=SE2D 
SI2L=SE1D
SIOP LXI Dr IB? CALL RCA
CALL IE? JMP S U P ?  JMP SI2P? JMP SE1I
SI1P=SE2D 
SI2P=SE1D
C ---- - --
C ROUTINE TO QUASH THE CURRENTLY REFERENCED SUBARRAY.
SEOQ LHLD EAV? DCX H? DCX H? DCX H
CALL GC? JMP SCL
C ROUTINE TO RETURN CONTROL TO SCL.
SEOR=SCL
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C************************************************************** 3 
C 3
C SUMOS "HELP" FACILITY 3
C 3
t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ]
XOH LXI H rHMOr CALL MSG
X1H LXI HrHRDIR? CALL KI
CALL ERR3 
X2H LXI HrHM1? CALL MSG
JMP X1H
C SUMOS "HELP" REPLY DIRECTORY.
HRDIR HROBr <HROD&:F+ASD C SUMOS DIAGNOSTIC CODES.
HROEr <HROE&:F+ASE C "MAIN ARRAY EDITOR" REQUEST.
HROHr <HROH&s F+ASH C REPEAT "HELP" DUMP.
HRONr <HRON&:F+ASN C "NO MORE DETAIL" REQUEST.
HRORr <HROR&: F+ASR C "REPLAY MODE FACILITY" REQUE
HROSr <HROS&:F+ASS C "SUEARRAY FACILITY" REQUEST.
HROTr <HROT&:F+AST C "MAIN ARRAY TEACH" REQUEST.
L HRDIR COMMAND SERVICE ROUTINES IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER.
I    —
HROD LXI HrHM6
HR ID CALL. MSGr JMP X2H
HROE LXI HrHM2r JMP HR ID
HROH JMP XOH
HRON JMP SCL
HROR LXI HrHM3r JMP HR ID
HROS LXI H r HM4 r JMP HR ID
HROT LXI HrHM5r JMP HR ID
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C*********************x*********************x***********x******3 
C 3
C SUMOS CASSETTE DUMPER AND LOADER 3
C 3
C*******************************************#***###*#**********3
C ROUTINE TO INPUT AN ARRAY FILE FROM THE CASSETTE
C DATA RECORDER.
XOI LXI HrM22; CALL MSG
CALL AFLJ CALL GC4 
LXI H yM23i CALL MSG 
JMP SCL
C ROUTINE TO OUTPUT AN ARRAY FILE TO THE CASSETTE
C DATA RECORDER.
XOO LDA AF? CPI 0, JNZ XIO
CALL ERR7 5 JMP SCL 
XIO LXI H yM22? CALL MSG
CALL SCI r CPI ’R m, JZ SCL 
LXI HrM25r CALL MSG 
CALL AFD
LXI H yM23r CALL MSG 
JMP SCL
EOT
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C 3
C SUMOS REPLAY MODE 3
C 3
C INTERROGATE RAM FOR A CONFIGURED ARRAY.
XOR LHLD MAUr MOV ArM? CPI £? JNZ X1R
CALL ERR7 ? JMP SCL
C INITIALISE REPLAY MODE FUNCTIONS.
X1R CALL IRMF? JMP X2R
L ROUTINE TO INITIALISE THE REPLAY MODE FUNCTIONS BY
C INITIALISING THE INTERLOCK INPUT* THE INTERLOCK OUTPUTr
C THE STOP LATCH FLAG* THE INTERRUPT COUNTERS TO THE
C APPROPRIATE POPULATION NUMBERSr RESET THE TIMING
C TEST REGISTER AND SET ALL SUB-ARRAY COUNTERS TO ZERO.
IRMF XRA A? STA II? STA 10? STA SLF
MVI ArN/3? STA ICO? MVI Ar2*N/3? STA IC1? MVI A * N ? STA IC 
MVI Ar$llll? STA TTSR 
LXI Hr SAL
IRMFO MOV ArM? CPI i? RZ *
INX H? MOV DrM? INX Hr MOV ErM 
XCHG
INX H? INX H? MVI MrO 
XCHG? INX H? JMP IRMFO
C OUTPUT MODE IDENTIFIER STRING.
X2R LXI HrM6 ? CALL MSG
C MANUALLY PLACE MANIPULATOR IN START ZONE.
LHLD MAV? PUSH H? MOV ArM? LXI HrRSDIR? CALL SUD 
CALL ERR5 ? JMP SCL
C "REPLAY START" DIRECTORY.
c -----------------------------
RSDIR RSOC ? < RSOC&:F+ASC 
RSOF ? <RSOF&:F+ASF
C COARSE CO-ORDINATE ELEMENT. 
L FINE CO-ORDINATE ELEMENT.
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ROUTINE TO INITIALISE A CO-ORDINATE ELEMENT ACTION 
INPUT PARAMETERS: HrL <- CO-ORDINATE HERALDr
B rC <- CO-ORDINATE MASK.
ICE
ICEO
ICE1
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
SHLD 
PUSH 
RET 
INX Hr 
INX Hr
ICEO 
ICE1 
ICEO 
ICE1 
ICEO 
ICE1 
RAO
b ; p o p
STA
STA
STA
STA
STA
STA
PSO
PSO+1
PS1
PS1 + 1
PS2
PS2+1
Hr SHLD RMK
MOV
MOV
AfM? 
A r M r
ANA
ANA
c;
B?
RET
RET
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C R S D I R  E L E M E N T  S E R V I C E  R O U T I N E S  IN A L P H A B E T I C A L  ORDER.
R S O C  P O P  H? LXI BfSZM? C A L L  ICE
C I N T E R R O G A T E  M A N I P U L A T O R  FOR Z E R O  E R R O R  C O N D I T I O N
C IN S T A R T  ZONE.
R S 1 C  C A L L  R S S T  C R E P L A Y - S T A R T  S T O P  TRAP.
C A L L  PEV
LDA ZEFO? CPI 0? J NZ R S 1 C
LD A  ZEF1? CPI 0? JNZ R S1C
LDA Z E F 2 y CPI 0? J N Z  R S1C
C A C T I V A T E  A L L  B R A KES.
MVI ArSBM? MVI B>SBM? C A L L  U BCS
R S O F = R S O C
M A N I P U L A T O R  READY.
LXI HrM14? C A L L  MSG 
LXI H * R P D I R ?  C A L L  KI 
C A L L  E R R 3
LXI HrM16? C A L L  M S G  
J MP R S 2 C
" R E P L A Y  P R O C E E D "  DIRE C T O R Y .
RPOP? <RPOP&sF+ASP C PROCEED COMMAND.
RPOR t < RPOR&i F+ASR C RETURN TO SCL.
5=? i
RPDIR ELEMENT SERVICE ROUTINES IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER.
A C T I V A T E  A L L  M A N I P U L A T O R  A C T U A T O R S  IN SAFE M O D E  F O R  
T I M E - O U T  P E R I O D .  ,
MVI ArSDMr MVI B»SDM? CALL U D C S  
MVI A r $ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ?  OUT M I O C H  
LXI H *M 1 5 5 C A L L  MSG 
LXI B f 2000? C A L L  TOD
P S T = R S S T O
R P 1 P  LDA TOF? CPI 0? JZ RP2 P
IN CONST? ANI RBR? JZ RP1P
C A L L  PST ? JMP RP1 P
R P 2 P  L H L D  MAV? DCX H? S H L D  RAV
El
C
R S 2 C
C
C
R P D I R
C
C
C
C
R P O P
SHEET
Z
Z
RF3F
RP4P
Z
Z
RSST
R S S T O
Z
Z
RSST1
R S S T 2
Z
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E N T E R  R E P L A Y  M O D E  U N T I L  R E Q U E S T E D  TO A B O R T  BY A C T I V A T I N G  
THE "STOP" KEY.
C A L L  CA 
JMP R P 3 P
JMP
JMP
JMP
JMP
L H L D
R P 3 P
R P 3 P
R P 4 P
R P 4 P
M AV
DC X  H? S H L D  
JMP R P 3 P  
LXI H r R P 3 P + 3  ? 
JM P  C AO
Z
Z
Z
C
Z
Z
R A V
C O - O R D I N A T E  E L E M E N T  S A T I S F I E D .  
I N T E R L O C K  O U T P U T  E L E M E N T  S A T I SFIED. 
I N T E R L O C K  INPUT E L E M E N T  SATISFIED. 
I N T E R L O C K  I N PUT E L E M E N T  N O T  S A T I S F I E D .  
S U B A R R A Y  C O - O R D I N A T E  E L E M E N T .
L O O P  E L E M E N T  E N C O U N T E R E D  IN ARRAY.
P U S H  H
" R E P L A Y - S T A R T "  S T O P  TRAP.
IN CONST? ANI R B R ? RZ 
IN CNIN? ANI :7F 
CPI 'S? R NZ
L O C K - O N  A LL B R A K E S r  R E L E A S E  D R I V E  A C T U A T O R S  A ND R E S E T  
THE I N T E R L O C K  O U T P U T  C H A N N E L  F OR T I M E - O U T  PERIOD.
DI
MVI A>SBM? MVI BfSBM? CAL L  UBCS
MVI ArSDM? MVI B>ZERO? CALL U DCS
MVI A>£? OUT M I O C H
LXI B r 2000? C A L L  TOD
L DA TOF? CPI 0? J NZ R S S T 2
C A L L  DPPS? J MP S CL
R P 0 R = R S S T 1 + 1
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c CONTROLLER ALGORITHM? THIS ROUTINE ACCESSES THE NEXT
c ELEMENT ON THE REPLAY FILEr DECODES THE ENTRY
c AND INTERPRETES THIS APPROPRIATELY.
c THE RETURN ADDRESS FROM THIS ROUTINE IS SET ACCORDING
c TO THE TYPE OF INTERPRETIVE ACTION ENGENDERED.
c NORMAL RETURN ADDRESS CO-ORDINATE ELEMENT SATISFIED
c NRA + 3 INTERLOCK OUTPUT SATISFIED
c NRA + 6 INTERLOCK INPUT SATISFIED
c NRA + 9 INTERLOCK INPUT NOT SATISFIED
c NRA + 12 SUBARRAY CO-ORDINATE ELEMENT
c NRA + 1 5 LOOP ELEMENT ENCOUNTERED IN ARRAY
c INTERROGATE NEXT ELEMENT IN ARRAY.
CA LHLD RAV? INX H
PUSH H? MOV ArM? LXI Hr CADIR r CALL SUD 
CALL ERR5 r JMP ERRS
C "CONTROL ALGORITHM" DIRECTORY.
CADIR CAOCr <CAOC&:F+ASC C COARSE CO-ORDINATE ELEMENT.
CAOFr <CAOF&: F+ASF C FINE CO-ORDINATE ELEMENT.
CAOIr <CAOI&:F+ASI C INTERLOCK INPUT CONTROL ELEMENT.
CAOLr <CAOL&:F+ASL C LOOP ELEMENT.
CAOOr <CAOO&:F+ASO L INTERLOCK SET OUTPUT CONTROL.
CAOSr <CAOS&:F+ASS C SUBARRAY ACCESS CONTROL ELEMENT.
CAOTr <CAOT&:F+AST C TIME-OUT ELEMENT.
CAOZr < CAOZ&s F+ASZ I INTERLOCK RESET OUTPUT CONTROL.-
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C C A D I R  E L E M E N T  S E R V I C E  R O U T I N E S  IN A L P H A B E T I C A L  O R D E R .
c     r_ . ------------------------------------------------------
C A C T I O N  FOR C O - O R D I N A T E  ELEMENTS.
C A O C  LXI B r C S M
C A1F POP H? C A L L  ICE
C A L L  BTS 7 JMP C AO 
C A O F  LXI BiFNM? JMP C A1F
C ---------
C R O U T I N E  TO P R O V I D E  A B R A K E  T I M E - O U T  S E T T I N G  OF
C F I V E  C L O C K  P U L S E S .
B TS C A L L  PEV
L DA Z E F O  7 CPI 0? JZ BTSO
MVI A r BMO 7 MVI SB M O & B M O ?  C A L L  U B C S
BTS O  LDA ZEF1? CPI 0? JZ BTS1
MVI AtBMI? MVI B y £ B M 1 & B M 1 7 C A L L  U B C S  
BTS1 LDA ZEF2? CPI 0? JZ BTS 2
MVI A 7 BM2? MVI B * S B M 2 & B M 2 ?  CALL U B C S  
B T S 2  MVI B>5
C R O U T I N E  TO P R O V I D E  A D E L A Y  OF X * 2 0  M I L L I S E C O N D  C L O C K
C P U L S E S  W I T H  I N T E R R O G A T I O N  OF THE S Y S T E M  C O N S O L E
C K E Y B O A R D  FOR THE S T O P  F U N C T I O N S .
C INPUT P A R A M E T E R : -  (B) <- X.
C KP PUSH D
C K P O  LXI D y 480
CKP1 DCR E? J NZ C K P 2
D C R  D? JNZ C KP2
D CR B? JNZ C K P O  ' .
POP D? RET 
C K P 2  IN C O NST 7 ANI RBR? JZ CKP1
C A L L  UIO? JMP CKP1
C A C T I O N  FOR " I N T E R L O C K "  ELEMENT.
CAOI POP H 7 C A L L  RIB? STA II
S H L D  RAV7 JMP CAO
C ---------
C R O U T I N E  TO R O T A T E  I N T E R L O C K  BIT TO C O R R E C T  P O S I T I O N
C F O R  P R O C E E D  MA S K I N G ?  A R G U M E N T  A C C E S S E D  F R O M  ARRAY.
R I B  INX H? MOV B>M? INR B? MVI A*1
R I B O  DCR B? RZ? R L C 7 JMP RIB O
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C CADIR SERVICE ROUTINES IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER (CONTINUED).
c    -------------
C ACTION FOR "LOOP" ELEMENT.
CAOL POP Hr JMP SR15X C LOOP ELEMENT SATISFIED.
CAOO POP Hr CALL RIB r MOV BrAr LDA 10? ORA B
CA1Z STA 10? SHLD RAV? CMAr OUT MIOCH
JMP SR3X C INTERLOCK OUTPUT ELEMENT SATISFIED.
C ROUTINE TO TREAT VECTORING TO CURRENT SUBARRAY ELEMENT.
CAOS POP Hr INX Hr MOV BrMr PUSH H
C LOOK FOR SUBARRAY IN RAM.
LXI HrSAL? CALL XL? JMP CA1S
C SUBARRAY NOT CONFIGURED IN RAM.
CALL ERR8 ? JMP ERRS
C ACCESS CONTROL DATA IN SUBARRAY FILE.
CA1S PUSH Hr INR Mr MOV BrM
CA2S INX Hr DCR B? JZ CA4S
MVI C r DF#2 
CA3S INX Hr DCR Cr JNZ CA3S
JMP CA2S
CA4S MOV ArMr PUSH Hr LXI HrSVDIR? CALL SUD 
CALL ERRS r JMP ERRS
C "SUBARRAY VECTOR" DIRECTORY.
n  ;   ---
C LOOP ELEMENT.
C CO-ORDINATE ELEMENT.
L SVDIR ELEMENT SERVICE ROUTINES IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER.
£   --------------
SVOL POP Hr POP Hr MVI Mr Or JMP SV1L
SV1L=CA1S
SVOP POP Hr POP D
LXI BrFNMr CALL ICEr POP Hr SHLD RAV 
CALL BTS
JMP SR12X C SUBARRAY'ELEMENT FOUND.
SVDIR SVOL? <SVOL^:F+ASL 
SVOPr < SVOP& s F + ASP
T? T
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C CADIR SERVICE ROUTINES IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER (CONTINUED).
c     -------------
C ROUTINE TO TREAT THE TIME-OUT ELEMENT. THE ARGUMENT
C OF THE ELEMENT IS TREATED AS UNITS OF 0.1 SECONDS.
CAOT POP H? INX H? SHLD RAV
MVI A r100? OUT DATA? XRA A? OUT DATA 
MOV ArM? OUT DATA? XRA A? OUT DATA 
MVI ArSMUL? CALL APUS 
IN DATA? MOV HrA? IN DATA? MOV L>A 
SHLD TOEC? MVI Ar£? STA TOEF 
JMP CAO
C ROUTINE TO RESET AN INTERLOCK OUTPUT BIT.
CAOZ POP H? CALL RIB? CMA? MOV B >A ? LDA 10? ANA B
JMP CA1Z
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C ROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE POSITIONAL ERROR VECTOR
C EPSILON<h> = PS < M > - P< M > FOR 0 <= M <= 2r
C AT THE CURRENT RESOLUTION AND TO FLAG THE BRAKE-ZONE
C STATUS FOR EACH DEGREE OF FREEDOM.
PEV LHLD BZMO ? SHLD BZMM
LHLD PSO? SHLD PSM 
IN ENCODEROL? ANI :FF? STA PM 
IN ENCODEROH? STA PM+l 
CALL CEM
LDA BZFM ? STA BZFO 
LDA ZEFM ? STA ZEFO 
LHLD EPSILONM? SHLD EPSILONO
C APPROACH AXIS.
LHLD BZM1? SHLD BZMM 
LHLD PS1? SHLD PSM 
IN ENC0DER1L; ANI = f e ? STA PM 
IN ENC0DER1H? STA PM+l 
CALL CEM
LDA BZFM? STA BZF1 
LDA ZEFM r STA ZEF1 
LHLD EPSILONM? SHLD EPSIL0N1
C ROTATION AXIS.
LHLD BZM2 ? SHLD BZMM 
LHLD PS2? SHLD PSM 
IN ENC0DER2L? ANI :F F ? STA PM 
IN ENC0DER2H ? STA PM+l 
CALL CEM
LDA BZFM? STA BZF2
LDA ZEFM? STA ZEF2
LHLD EPSILONM? SHLD EPSIL0N2
RET
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C
C
C
CEM
C
C
CEMO
CEM1
C
CEM2
ROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE VALUES OF EPSILON<M> AT THE
CURRENT RESOLUTION AND TO FLAG THE ZERO ERROR AND
BRAKE-ZONE STATUS.
LHLD PSM? XCHG 
LXI Br1 
LHLD PM
LDA RMK? ANA L? CMA ? MOV L 7A
LDA RMK + 1? ANA H? ANI :F? CMA? MOV H 7 A
DAD B C -P<M>.
DAD D C (F'S<M> - P<M>> .
SHLD EPSILONM
CALCULATE MODULUS (PS<M> - F*<M>> .
MOV A 7H 7 ANI :F0? JZ CEMO 
MOV A 7 L? CMA? MOV L 7A 
MOV A 7H? CMA? MOV H 7A 
DAD B
ESTABLISH STATUS OF ZERO ERROR FLAG.
XRA A
XRA L? JNZ CEM1 
XRA H 
STA ZEFM
ESTABLISH STATUS OF THE BRAKE-ZONE FLAG.
LDA BZMM? ANA L? JNZ CEM2 
LDA BZMM+1? ANA H 
STA BZFM? RET
n 
n 
n 
r-i 
n 
n
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C ROUTINE TO EXPLORE A LIST FOR A SPECIFIED ARRAY.
INPUT PARAMETERS:
(Hr L) <- HEAD OF LIST FILEr (B> <- ARRAY IDENTIFIER. 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS:
THREE SKIPS IN RETURN ADDRESS IF ERROR CONDITION
e n c o u n t e r e d ; no s k i p s  in r e t u r n  a d d r e s s  if a r r a y
FOUND AND (HrL) <- HEAD OF ARRAY+2.
XL MOV ArM? CPI £r JNZ XLO
DI? JMP SR3X
C ARRAY NOT YET FOUND IN RAM.
XLO XRA Br JZ XL1
INX H? INX Hr INX H 
JMP XL
C ARRAY FOUND ON LIST FILEr PREPARE VECTOR TO ACCESS
C CONTROL DATA.
XL1 INX Hr MOV DrMr INX Hr MOV ErM 
XCHGr INX Hr INX Hr RET
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C
CAO
C
C
CA1
CA2
CA3
C
TTTP
ROMO=
INTERROGATE THE SUMOS CONSOLE FOR USER INTERRUPTS.
CALL TTTP? CALL UI
CALCULATE THE POSITIONAL ERROR AT THE CURRENT RESOLUTION. 
CALL PEV
CALL THE CONTROL ALGORITHM.
CALL CAL
JMP TTTP C CO-ORDINATE ELEMENT SATISFIED.
JMP CA1 C CO-ORDINATE ELEMENT NOT SATISFIED.
JMP CA2 C INTERLOCK INPUT ELEMENT SATISFIED.
JMP CA3 C INTERLOCK INPUT ELEMENT NOT SATISFIED.
CALL TTTP? JMP CAO 
CALL TTTP? JMP SR6X 
CALL TTTP? JMP SR9X
ROUTINE TO TRIGGER THE TIMING TEST POINT.
LDA TTSR? XRI $1000? STA TTSR? OUT TEST 
RET
EOT
n 
n 
n 
r
n
r
i
m
n
n
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1
SUMOS CONTROL ALGORITHM D
3
****##**######***#*#*******#*#*#*********#*#*#**#****##3
THE CONTROL ALGORITHM CAL5 THIS AREA OF RAM MAY BE'. 
OVERWRITTEN BY ALTERNATIVE ROUTINES WHICH RETAIN 
SUMOS PROTOCOLS.
C CONTROL STRATEGY FOR EPSILON<M> = Or 0 <= M <=2.
C OUTPUT = 1 1 .
C THE CURRENT STATUS OF THE POSITIONAL ERROR IS FLAGGED
C TO THE CONTROL ALGORITHM AS ZEF<M>.
LOC CAL
LDA ZEFO? CPI Or JNZ CALI 
MVI ArBMO; MOV B r A ? CALL UBCS
mvi a^lift; mov b»a; call uncs
LDA ZEF1? CPI Or JNZ CAL5 
MVI ArBMl? MOV B»A? CALL UBCS 
MVI AtAPPR? MOV B r A ? CALL UDCS 
LDA ZEF2? CPI 0? JNZ CAL10 
MVI A iBM2? MOV BrA? CALL UBCS 
MVI A fROT? MOV B>A? CALL UDCS
C INTERROGATE INTERLOCK INPUT BYTE FOR WAIT MODE.
LDA II? CPI 0? JZ CALO . [ II = 0?
MOV ByA? IN IICH? CMA
C INTERLOCK INPUT BIT SET?
ANA B? JZ SR9X C INTERLOCK INPUT NOT SATISFIE
XRA A? STA II
C EXAMINE TIME-OUT ELEMENT FLAG.
LDA TOEF ? CPI 0? JZ SR6X 
JMP SR9X 
CALO LDA TOEF? CPI 0? RZ 
JMP SR9X
C PSO = PO? 
C PS1 = PI? 
C PS2 = P2?
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C C O N T R O L  S T R A T E G Y  FOR M O D U L U S ( E P S I L O N < M >) > Of 0 <= M <=2.
C
CALI
C
C A L 2
C A L 3
CAL4
E P S I L O N < M >' = EPS I L Q N <  M>- A L P H A <  M >*QCAP<M >-BETA<M >*RCAP< M > 
IF E P S I L O N < M > * > Of THEN O U T P U T  = DRPOS.
IF E P S I L O N <M > * < Of THEN O U T P U T  = D R N E G .
C O N T R O L  A L G O R I T H M  D R I V E  S I G N A L  A S S I G N M E N T  FOR M=0.
T R A N S F E R  P A R A M E T E R S  FOR C A L C U L A T I O N  OF E P S I L O N O ' .
LXI B f E P S I L O N O ?  LXI D r E P S I LONM? LXI H r B E T A O + 4  
C A L L  TUB? CAL L  CEP
O U T P U T  VIA S U M O S  D R IVE AND B R A K E  CHA N N E L S f  R E S P E C T I V E L Y .  
MOV Bf A? MVI Af LIFT ? CALL U DCS
LDA Q C A P O Y  ? CPI 0? JNZ C AL2 C IS V E L O C I T Y  Z E R O ?
LDA G C A P O Y + 1? CPI 0? JZ CAL3
LDA B Z F O ? CPI 0? JZ CAL4 C LIFT IN B R A K E  Z O N E ?
MVI B f £ B M O & B M O  ? JMP CAL4 + 2 C NO.
MVI BfBMO? MVI AfBMO? CALL UBCS
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C CONTROL ALGORITHM DRIVE SIGNAL ASSIGNMENT FOR M-l.
£    ---------------------------------------------
LDA ZEF1? CPI 0? JNZ CAL5 C PS1 = PI?
MVI ArBM1? MOV B>AI CALL UBCS 
MVI ArAPPR? MOV BrA? CALL UDCS 
JMP CAL?
C TRANSFER PARAMETERS FOR CALCULATION OF EPSIL0N1'.
CAL5 LXI BrEPSILON1? LXI DrEPSILONM? LXI Hr BETA1 + 4
CALL TDBr CALL CEP
C OUTPUT VIA SUMOS DRIVE AND BRAKE CHANNELSr RESPECTIVELY.
RLC? RLC? MOV BrA? MVI ArAPPR? CALL UDCS
LDA GCAP1Y? CPI Or JNZ CAL6 C IS VELOCITY ZERO?
LDA GCAP1Y+1? CPI Or JZ CAL7 
CALS LDA BZF1? CPI Or JZ CALS L APPROACH IN BRAKE ZON
CAL7 MVI BrSBMl&BMl? JMP CAL8+2 C NO.
CALS MVI BrBMlr MVI ArBMlr CALL UBCS
C CONTROL ALGORITHM DRIVE SIGNAL ASSIGNMENT FOR M=2.
c   ---------------------
CAL? LDA ZEF2 r CPI Or JNZ CAL10 I F*S2 = P2?
MVI ArBM2r MOV BrAr CALL UBCS
MVI A t ROT? MOV BrAr CALL UDCS
JMP SR3X
C TRANSFER PARAMETERS FOR CALCULATION OF EPSIL0N2’.'
CAL10 LXI Br EPSIL0N2 r LXI D r EPSILONM? LXI H r BETA2+4
CALL TDB? CALL CEP
C OUTPUT VIA SUMOS DRIVE AND BRAKE CHANNELSr RESPECTIVELY.
RLC? RLC? RLC? RLC? MOV BrA? m v i 
LDA QCAP2Y ? CPI 0? JNZ CAL11 
LDA GCAP2Y + 1 ? CPI 0? JZ CAL.12 
CAL11 LDA BZF2? CPI 0? JZ CAL13
CAL12 MVI B r £BM2&BM2 ? JMP CAL13+2
CAL13 MVI B r BM2 ? MVI A r BM2 ? CALL UBCS
JMP SR3X
ArROT? CALL UDCS
C IS VELOCITY ZERO?
C ROTATION IN BRAKE ZONE 
C NO.
T YES.
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C R O U T I N E  TO C A L C U L A T E  E P S I L O N < M > y -
c    -
C C A L C U L A T E  A L P H A <M >* G C A P < M >.
CEP LDA TTSR? XRI $0100? STA TTSR? O U T  TES T
LHL D  E P S I L O N M ?  MOO ArL? OUT DATA? M OO ArH? OUT DAT A  
MOI A t FLT S  ? C A L L  APIJS 
LXI H f A L P H A M  ? C A L L  TRAN
L H L D  Q C A P M  ? MOO A * L ? OUT DATA? MO O  A * H ? O U T  DATA 
MOI A f FLTS? C A L L  APU S  
MOI A r FMUL? C A L L  A P U S
C  C A L C U L A T E  E P S I L O N < M >  - A L P H A < M > * Q C A P < M > .
MOI A »F S U B  ? CAL L  A P U S
C C A L C U L A T E  B E T A < M > * R C A P < M > -
LXI H * B E T A M ? CAL L  T R A N
L H L D  R C A P M  ? MOO ArL? OUT DATA? M O O  A>H? O UT D A T A  
MOI A ^ F L T S ?  C A L L  A P U S  
MOI A ?FMU L  ? C A L L  A P U S
C C A L C U L A T E  E P S I L O N < M >  - A L P H A < M > * Q C A P < M >  - B E T A < M > * R C A P < M >-
MOI A » FSUB? CAL L  A P U S
C I N T E R R O G A T E  SIGN OF E P S I L O N ^ ) ' .
IN S T ATUS? ANI $ 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 ?  JZ CEP O  
LDA TTSR? XRI $0100? STA TTSR? O UT TEST 
MOI A r D R P O S ?  RET 
C E P O  LDA TTSR? XRI $0100? STA TTSR? OUT TEST
MOI A t DRNEG? RET
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I ROUTINE TO INTERROGATE SYSTEM CONSOLE FOR USER-INTERRUPTS.
£ ----------------------------------------------------------------------
ui in c o n s t ; ani r b r ; rz
UIO IN CNIN; ANI :7F
cpi rs; jz ui4
t ARREST REPLAY MODE AND AWAIT FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS.
DI
MOI ArSBMr MOO BrA? CALL UBCS
MOI ArSDM; MOO BrA; CALL UDCS
LXI H r M17; CALL MSG
uii in c o n s t ; ani r b r ; jz uii
IN CNIN; ANI :7F 
CPI *Pr JZ UI2
cpi 's; jz ui4+i
JMP UII
C PROCEED WITH REPLAY MODE.
UI2 LXI Hr M21; CALL MSG
MOI ArSBMr MOO BrA; CALL UBCS
MOI A r S D M ; MOO BrA; CALL UDCS
LXI B r 2000 r CALL TOD 
UI3 LDA TOF; CPI o; JNZ UI3
Ei; RET
C STOP REPLAY MODE AND RETURN TO SCL.
UI4 DI
LXI Hr M19; CALL MSG
ERRSO MOI A r SBM r MOO BrAr’ CALL UBCS
MOI A r SDM r MOO BrAr CALL UDCS
LXI Br2000’r CALL TOD 
UI5 LDA TOFr CPI Or’ JNZ UI5
MOI A r SDM r MOI BrZERO; CALL UDCS 
LXI Br5000r’ CALL TOD 
UI6 LDA TOF r CPI Or JNZ UI6
CALL DPPSr JMP SCL
C ERROR TRAP STOP-ACTION.
ERRS Dir’ JMP ERRSO
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C ROUTINE TO PROVIDE A TIME-OUT DELAY OF (B>C) MILLISECONDS.
c    .-------------------------------------
TOD MVI A > $11110111? OUT CRPA C PRESELECT RESPONSE MEMORY.
MVI A t CALL? OUT DRPA 
MVI A tTODO? OUT DRPA 
MVI A t <TODO? OUT DRPA 
MVI A tS? STA TOF 
El? RET
TODO PUSH PSU? OUT ITIMR-1 
DCX B
MOV ArC? CPI 0? JNZ T0D1 
MOV A tB? CPI 0? JNZ T0D1
MVI A t$11110111? OUT CRPA C PRESELECT RESPONSE MEMORY. 
MVI A t CALL? OUT DRPA 
MVI A tISR? OUT DRPA 
MVI A t<ISR? OUT DRPA 
XRA A? STA TOF 
POP PSU? RET 
T0D1 POP PSU? El? RET
E ROUTINE TO UPDATE THE BRAKE CHANNEL STATUS.
C ---------------------------------------------------
C INPUT PARAMETERS:- (A) <- BRAKE SIGNAL MASK? (B) <-
L APPROPRIATE BIT PATTERN FOR BRAKE SIGNAL.
UBCS LXI H tBRCHS? CMA? ANA M? ORA B? MOV M tA 
CMA? OUT MBRCH? RET
C ROUTINE TO UPDATE THE DRIVE CHANNEL STATUS.
C ---- ----------------------------------------------
C INPUT PARAMETERS:- (A) <- DRIVE SIGNAL MASK? <B> <-
C APPROPRIATE BIT PATTERN FOR THE DRIVE SIGNAL.
UDCS LXI H tDRCHS? CMA? ANA M? ORA B? MOV M tA 
CMA? OUT MDRCH ? RET
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C*#####**#*****##******#*#***###*#*##***#*##****#*##*###
n
C I N T E R R U P T  S E R V I C E  R O U T I N E S
C
L'****** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 3
ISR OUT I T I MR-1 I  R E - S E T  THE I N T E R V A L  TIMER.
C S T O R E  A P P R O P R I A T E  R E G I S T E R  P A I R  DAT A  ON STACK.
P U S H  P S U 5 P USH D ? PUS H  H
LDA TTSR5 XRI $0001? STA TTSR5 O U T  T E S T
C I N P U T  L I F T  A X I S  P O S I T I O N A L  DATA.
L H L D  SOK
IN E N C O D E R O L ?  MOV ErA 
IN E N C O D E R O H 5 MOV Dr A 
DAD D5 S H L D  SOK
C I N PUT A P P R O A C H  A X I S  P O S I T I O N A L  DATA.
L H L D  S1K
IN E N C 0 D E R 1 L ?  M OV ErA 
IN E N C 0 D E R 1 H  ? M OV DrA 
DAD D? S H L D  S1K
C I N P U T  R O T A T I O N  A X I S  P O S I T I O N A L  DATA.
L HLD S2 K
IN E N C 0 D E R 2 L ? MOV ErA 
IN E N C 0 D E R 2 H ?  M OV Dr A 
DAD D? S H L D  S 2K
C E X A M I N E  THE T I M E - O U T  E L E M E N T  F L A G  AND D E C R E M E N T
C THE T I M E - O U T  E L E M E N T  C O U N T E R  IF SET.
LDA TOEF? CPI O f  JZ ISRI 
L H L D  TOEC ? XRA A 
DCX, H
C MP L? JNZ ISRO 
CMP H? JNZ ISRO 
STA TOEF? J M P  ISR1 
ISR O  S H L D  TOEC
C D E C R E M E N T  I N T E R R U P T  C O U N T E R S  A ND EXIT.
ISR1 LXI Hr ICO? D CR M? JZ ISR2
INX H? DCR M? JZ ISR3 
INX H? DCR M? JZ ISR4
LDA TTSR? XRI $0001? STA TTSR? OUT TEST 
POP H? POP D? POP PSU
r~i 
n 
n 
n
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C ESTIMATIONS OF CURRENT VELOCITY AND ACCELERATION VECTORS.
C ESTIMATES FOR LIFT AXIS.
ISR2 LDA TTSR? XRI $0011? STA TTSR? OUT TEST
MVI MrN? INX H? DCR M? INX H? DCR M? PUSH B
C (1) VELOCITY ESTIM^TION:-
LHLD SOK? XCH6 C (D > E) <- SIGMAOK.
LHLD SOJ? CALL TCHL C (HfL) <--- SIGMAOJ.
DAD D
SHLD QCAPOY C <HrL> <- N**2*QCAP0Y*
C RE-INITIALISE SIGMAOJ AND SIGMAOK.
LHLD SOK? SHLD SOJ 
LXI HrO? SHLD SOK
C (2) ACCELERATION ESTIMATION:-
LHLD QCAPOY? XCHG C <D > E) <- QCAPOY.
LHLD QCAPOX? CALL TCHL C <H*L <--- QCAPOX.
DAD D C (HfL) <- RCAP.
SHLD RCAPO
C COPY QCAPOY TO QCAPOX.
LHLD QCAPOY? SHLD QCAPOX 
JMP ISR5
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C
ISR3
C
C
C
ESTIMATES FOR APPROACH AXIS.
LDA TTSR? XRI $0011? STA TTSR? OUT TEST 
MVI M? N ? INX H? DCR M? PUSH B
(1) VELOCITY ESTIMATION:-
LHLD S1K? XCHG C (DyE) <- SIGMAIK.
LHLD SIJ? CALL TCHL C (HyL) <- -SIGMA1J.
DAD D \ y  C (HyL) <- N**2*QCAP1Y
SHLD QCAP1Y C UPDATE QCAP1Y.
RE-INITIALISE SIGMA1J AND SIGMA1K.
LHLD S1K? SHLD S1J 
LXI HyO? SHLD S1K
(2) ACCELERATION ESTIMATION:-
LHLD 0CAP1Y? XCHG C (DyE) <- QCAP1Y.
LHLD QCAP1X? CALL TCHL C (HyL) <~ -QCAP1X.
DAD D C (HyL) <- RCAP1.
SHLD RCAP1
COPY GCAP1Y TO QCAP1X.
LHLD GCAP1Y? SHLD GCAP1X 
JMP ISR5
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C
ISR4
C
C
r.
c
c
ISR5
ESTIMATES FOR ROTATION AXIS.
LDA TTSR? XRI $0011? STA TTSR? OUT TEST 
MOI Mr Nr PUSH B
(1) VELOCITY ESTIMATION:-
LHLD S 2 K ? 
LHLD S2J? 
DAD D 
SHLD g c a p :
XCHG
CALL TCHL
C (DyE) <- SIGMA2 
C (HyL) <- -SIGMA 
C (HrL) <- N**2*GCAP2Y 
C UPDATE QCAP2Y.
RE-INITIALISE SIGMA2J AND SIGMA2K.
LHLD S2K? SHLD S2J 
LXI HyO? SHLD S2K
(2) ACCELERATION ESTIMATION:-
LHLD GCAP2YJ XCHG C (DyE)
LHLD QCAP2X? CALL TCHL C (HyL)
DAD D C (HyL)
SHLD RCAP2
COPY GCAP2Y TO GCAP2X.
LHLD GCAP2Y? SHLD QCAP2X 
RESTORE REGISTER PAIR VALUES AND RETURN TO CALLER.
<- Q C A P 2 Y . 
<- - G C A P 2 X .  
<- R C A P 2 .
LDA TTSR? XRI $0010? STA TTSR? OUT TEST 
POP B? POP H? POP D? POP PSU 
El? RET
LOC ROMO
oi
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SUMOS VARIABLES FOR THE REPLAY MODE. 
CONTROL ALGORITHM PARAMETER BLOCKS. 
CEP INPUT PARAMETER BLOCK.
EPSILONM=RAMO 
QCAPM^EPSILONM+2 
RCAPM=QCAPM+2 
ALPHAM=RCAF'M+2 
BETAM=ALPHAM+4
C CURRENT VALUE OF ERROR.
C CURRENT VELOCITY ESTIMATE.
C CURRENT ACCELERATION ESTIMATE. 
C ALPHA COEFFICIENT.
I BETA COEFFICIENT.
CEM INPUT PARAMETER BLOCK.
BZMM~BETAM+4
PM-BZMM+2
PSM=PM+2
I BRAKE ZONE MASK.
C CURRENT POSITION VECTOR.
C TARGET POSITION SET-POINT.
CEM OUTPUT PARAMETER BLOCK.
BZFM=PSM+2
ZEFM=BZFM+1
C BRAKE ZONE FLAG. 
C ZERO ERROR FLAG.
LIFT AXIS INPUT PARAMETER BLOCK FOR CEP.
EPSILONO=ZEFM+l C
GCAP0Y=EPSIL0N0+2 . C 
RCAP0=QCAP0Y+2 C
ALPHA0N=RCAP0+2 C
ALPHAOD=ALPHAON+2 C
ALPHAO=ALPHAON C
BETA0N=ALPHA0+4 C
BETAOD=BET AON+2 C
BETAO^BETAON C
CURRENT VALUE OF ERROR.
CURRENT VELOCITY ESTIMATE. 
CURRENT ACCELERATION ESTIMATE. 
ALPHA NUMERATOR.
ALPHA DENOMINATOR.
ALPHA COEFFICIENT IN F.P. FORMAT 
BETA NUMERATOR.
BETA DENOMINATOR.
BETA COEFFICIENT IN F.P. FORMAT.
LIFT AXIS INPUT PARAMETERS FOR CEM.
BZM0=BETA0+4
PSO=BZMO+2
C BRAKE ZONE MASK.
I TARGET POSITION SET-POINT.
LIFT AXIS OUTPUT PARAMETERS FOR CEM.
BZF0=PS0+2
ZEFO=BZFO+r
I BRAKE ZONE FLAG. 
C ZERO ERROR FLAG.
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CONTROL ALGORITHM PARAMETER BLOCKS (CONTINUED)
C APPROACH AXIS INPUT PARAMETER BLOCK FOR CEP.
EPSIL0N1=ZEF0+1 C
GCAPlY=EPSILQNl+2 C
RCAPl=GCAPlY+2 I
ALPHAlN=RCAPl+2 C
ALPHAlD=ALF*HAlN + 2 C
ALPHA1=ALPHA1N C
BETAIN^ALPHA1+4 C
BET AlD~BETAlN+2 I
BETA1=BETA1N C
CURRENT VALUE OF ERROR.
CURRENT VELOCITY ESTIMATE. 
CURRENT ACCELERATION ESTIMATE. 
ALPHA NUMERATOR. 
ALPHAN-JENOMINATOR.
ALPHA COEFFICIENT IN F.P. FORMAT 
BETA NUMERATOR.
BETA DENOMINATOR.
BETA COEFFICIENT IN F.P. FORMAT.
APPROACH AXIS INPUT PARAMETERS FOR CEM.
BZMl=BETAl+4 
F‘Sl = BZMl + 2
C BRAKE ZONE MASK.
C TARGET POSITION SET-POINT.
I APPROACH AXIS OUTPUT PARAMETERS FOR CEM
BZFl=PSl+2
ZEF1=BZF1+1
C BRAKE ZONE FLAG. 
I ZERO ERROR FLAG.
ROTATION AXIS INPUT PARAMETER BLOCK FOR CEP.
EPSIL0N2=ZEF1+1 L
QCAP2Y=EPSIL0N2+2 ■ L 
RCAP2=QCAP2Y+2 C
ALF'HA2N = RC AP2 + 2 C
ALPHA2D = ALF* HA2N + 2 C
ALPHA2=ALPHA2N C
BET A2N=ALPHA2+4 C
BETA2D=BETA2N+2 I
BETA2=BETA2N C
CURRENT VALUE OF ERROR.
CURRENT VELOCITY ESTIMATE. 
CURRENT ACCELERATION ESTIMATE. 
ALPHA NUMERATOR.
ALPHA DENOMINATOR.
ALPHA COEFFICIENT IN F.P. FORMAT 
BETA NUMERATOR.
BETA DENOMINATOR.
BETA COEFFICIENT IN F.P. FORMAT.
ROTATIONAL AXIS INPUT PARAMETERS FOR CEM.
BZM2=BETA2+4
PS2=BZM2+2
C BRAKE ZONE MASK.
I TARGET POSITION SET-POINT
ROTATIONAL AXIS OUTPUT PARAMETERS FOR CEM.
BZF2=PS2+2 
ZEF2-BZF2+1
C BRAKE ZONE FLAG. 
C ZERO ERROR FLAG.
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L SUMOS VARIABLES FOR THE REPLAY MODE (CONTINUED).
I      .------
C REPLAY ARRAY VECTOR.
RAV-ZEF2+1
I MANIPULATOR BRAKE AND DRIVE CHANNEL STATUS REGISTERS
L FOR ALL INDICES. v
BRCHS=RAV+2
DRCHS=BRCHS+1
C INTERLOCK INPUT AND OUTPUT BYTES.
II=DRCHS+1 
10= 11+1
C STOP LATCH FLAG.
SLF=IQ+1
C TIME OUT FLAG.
T0F=SLF+1
C TIME-OUT ELEMENT FLAG.
TGEF=TQF+1
T0EC=T0EF+1
C TIMING TEST STATUS REGISTER.
TTSR=T0EC+2
C INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTINE PARAMETER BLOCK.
ICO=TTSR+1 C INTERRUPT COUNTER FOR M=0.
IC1=IC0+1 C INTERRUPT COUNTER FOR M=l.
IC2=IC1+1 ' C INTERRUPT COUNTER FOR M=2.
RMK=IC2+1 C RESOLUTION MASK.
SOJ=RMK+2 ? S0K = S0J + 2 C SIGMAOJ AND SIGMAOK.
S1J=S0K+2JS1K=S1J+2 I SIGMA1J AND SIGMA1K.
S2J=SlK + 2 r S2K = S2J + 2 I SIGMA2J AND SIGMA2K.
QC AF’0X=S2K+a2 C PREVIOUS LIFT VELOCITY ESTIMATE.
QCAP1X=QCAPOX+2 C PREVIOUS APPROACH VELOCITY ESTIMATE
QCAP2X=QCAPlX+2 C PREVIOUS ROTATION VELOCITY ESTIMATE
RAMl=QCAP2X+2
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Z  S U M O S  P A R A M E T E R  B L O C K S  S T O R E D  IN ROM.
L ------
C L I F T AXI S  INPUT P A R A M E T E R S .
A L P H A O N R  I t 0 C A L P H A  N U M E R A T O R .
A L P H A 0 DR A t 0 z A L P H A  D E N O M I N A T O R .
B E T A O N R  I t 0 Z BETA NUM E R A T O R .
B E T A O D R  8; 0 Z BETA D E N O M I N A T O R .
B Z M O R  :FE? :F r B R A K E - Z O N E  MASK.
I T 0 = . z I N I T I A L I S A T I O N  T E R M I N A T O R .
Z  A P P R O A C H  A X I S INPUT P A R A M E T E R S .
A L P H A 1NR 1? 0 Z A L PHA N U M E R A T O R .
A L P H A 1DR A t 0 C A L PHA D E N O M I N A T O R .
B E T A 1 N R  I t 0 Z BETA N U M E R A T O R .
B E T A 1DR S t 0 Z BETA D E N O M I N A T O R .
B Z M 1 R  :FC; :F Z B R A K E  ZONE MASK.
I T 1 = « Z I N I T I A L I S A T I O N  T E R M I N A T O R .
Z R O T A T I O N A L  AXIS INPUT P A R A M E T E R S .
A L P H A 2 N R  I t 0 Z A L PHA N U M E R A T O R .
A L P H A 2 DR A t 0 Z ALPHA D E N O M I N A T O R .
B E T A N R 2  1J 0 Z BETA N U M E R A T O R .
B E T A 2 D R  8 5 0 Z BETA D E N O M I N A T O R .
BZ M 2 R  :F8 ? : F Z BR A K E  ZONE MASK.
I T 2 = . Z I N I T I A L I S A T I O N  T E R M I N A T O R .
EOT
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C a * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * # * * # # * # * * # * * # # # # # # * * * * * # * # * * * * # # # 3  
C 3
C MAIN ARRAY TEACH MODE 3
C • . 3
C**************************************************************3
C CHECK THAT AN ARRAY IS NOT ALREADY CONFIGURED IN RAM.
XOT LHLD MAO; MOO A*M» CPI S? JNZ ERR4
V /
C FIND SPACE IN RAM FOR THE NEW ARRAY ENTRYr STORE THE
C ADDRESS AT MAO AND OPEN THE SUBARRAY ACCESS FILE.
CALL SOS? SHLD MAO; XCHG; MOI Ar£? STA MAS
L PROMPT SYSTEM CONSOLE AND KEY-IN REQUIRED ARRAY ELEMENTS.
X1T LXI H*M2? CALL MSG
CALL DPPS
LXI H*TDIR? PUSH Df CALL KI
C IF CHARACTER KEYED IN ERROR» DISPLAY DIAGNOSTIC ERROR CODE
C AUAITND ANY CHARACTER INPUT ON KEY-BOARD TO CLEAR.
C
L
TDIR
POP d ; CALL ERR3; JMP X1T 
"MAIN ARRAY TEACH" DIRECTORY.
TOC < T 0C& 2 F + A S C C
TOF < T 0 F & :F + A S F C
TOI < T O I & :F+ASI C
TOL < T 0 L & :F + ASL C
TOO < T 0 0 & :F + A S O C
TOS < T 0 S & :F + ASS c
TOT < T 0 T & :F + AST c
TOZ < T 0 Z & •F + ASZ I
COARSE CO-ORDINATE ELEMENT. 
FINE CO-ORDINATE ELEMENT. 
INTERLOCK INPUT CONTROL.
LOOP CONTROL ELEMENT.
INTERLOCK SET OUTPUT CONTROL. 
SUBARRAY CONTROL ELEMENT. 
TIME-OUT ELEMENT.
INTERLOCK RESET OUTPUT CONTROL
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C TDIR ELEMENT SERVICE ROUTINES IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER.
I  _--------------------------
C COARSE CO-ORDINATE ELEMENT? STORE CO-ORDINATES
C AUTOMATICALLY.
TOC POP D? CALL RCA? JMP X1T
C -------
V/*
C ROUTINE TO READ CO-ORDINATES AUTOMATICALLY.
RCA MOV A»C? STAX D? INX D
IN ENCODEROL ANI FF STAX n INX D
IN ENCODEROH ANI OF STAX D INX D
IN ENC0DER1L ANI FE STAX D INX D
IN ENCODER1H ANI OF STAX D INX D
IN ENC0DER2L ANI FF STAX D I NX D
IN ENC0DER2H ANI OF STAX D INX D
RET
C
C FINE CO-ORDINATE ELEMENT? STORE CO-ORDINATES
t AUTOMATICALLY.
TOF=TOC
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C TDIR SERVICE ROUTINES IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER (CONTINUED)
L-------  :---------------
C INTERLOCK INPUT CONTROL ELEMENT; ARGUMENTr .
I 0 =< ARG < NBr MUST BE KEYED-IN FROM
C THE SYSTEM CONSOLE.
t o i p o p  d ; c a l l  i i o a ; j m p  x i t ; j m p  x i t
C INTERLOCK 10 ARGUMENT ROUTINE.
IIOA PUSH Dr CALL AR6S; JC IIOAO
SUI NB; JP II0A1 
ADI NB
SAA2 POP d ; INX d ; STAX d ; INX D
JMP SR3X
C IIOA SERVICE ERROR CONDITIONS.
IIOAO POP n; JMP ERRO
II0A1 POP d ; j m p ERRi
c - - - - -
C LOOP CONTROL ELEMENT; CLOSE FILE IN RAM AND EXIT TO SCL
t o l p o p d ; x c h g ; m v i M t 'l ; i n x h ; m v i Mro; j m p  s c l
C INTERLOCK SET OUTPUT ELEMENT.
TOO=TOI
C SUBARRAY CONTROL ELEMENT; ARGUMENTr
C 0 = < ARG < NSr MUST BE KEYED-IN FROM
I THE SYSTEM CONSOLE.
t o s  p o p  d ; c a l l  s a a ; j m p  x i t
c a l l  s a a c ; j m p  x i t ; j m p  x i t
c , -------------------------
C SUBARRAY ACCESS CHECK.
SAAC LXI HrMAS; DCX D; LDAX Dr INX D; MOV BrA
SAACO MOV A»M; CPI t; JZ SAAC2
c m p  'b ; JZ SAAC1 
INX h ; JMP SAACO 
SAAC1 CALL ERR9; DCX Dr DCX D; RET
SAAC2 MOV MrB'r INX H; MOV M r A ; JMP SR3X
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C T D I R  S E R V I C E  R O U T I N E S  IN A L P H A B E T I C A L  O R D E R  (CONTINUED).
I  :---------------
C S U B A R R A Y  A R G U M E N T  R O U TINE.
SAA P U S H  D? C A L L  A R G S  ? JC SAAO
SUI NS? JP SAA1 
ADI NS+'O? JMP S A A 2
C SAA S E R V I C E  E R R O R  C O N D I T I O N S .
S A A O = I I O A O  
S A A 1 - I I 0 A 1
C
TOT P OP D? C A L L  TOA? J MP XIT? JMP XIT
I --------
C T I M E - O U T  E L E M E N T  A R G U M E N T  RO U T I N E .
TOA P U S H  D? CAL L  ARGS? JC TOAO? JMP T0A1
T O A O = I I O A O  
T 0 A 1 = S A A 2
ARG S  M OV A>C? S T A X  D
LXI H i M 7 ? C A L L  MSG? JMP ARG
C ---------
C I N T E R L O C K  R E S E T  O U T P U T  ELEMENT.
T O Z = T O O
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£#********#*#*#*##*#***###**#**#**#**#####*###*##**###**###*#**3 
C 3
C SUBARRAY TEACH MODE 3
C 3
C#********#######*##***##*##*#*##*##*####**#**##*##***###*#*###3
C THE SUBARRAY ARGUMENT r 0 = < ARG < NSr MUST FIRST BE
C KEYED-IN FROM THE SYSTEM CONSOLE.
SXOT CALL SARG5 JMP ERR2 ? JMPSXOT
C FIND SPACE IN RAM FOR THE NEW ARRAY ENTRYj STORE THE
C ADDRESS ON THE SUBARRAY LIST AND CLOSE THE FILE.
m u i E t ’a ; c a l l  f e l
C PROMPT SYSTEM CONSOLE AND KEY-IN REQUIRED ARRAY ELEMENTS.
SX1T LXI H»M4? CALL MSG
CALL DPPS
LXI H tSTDIRi PUSH DJ CALL KI
C IF CHARACTER KEYED IN ERROR > DISPLAY DIAGNOSTIC ERROR
C CODE AND AWAIT ANY CHARACTER INPUT ON KEY-BOARD TO CLEAR.
CALL ERR3i JMP SX1T
C "SUBARRAY TEACH" DIRECTORY.
STDIR STOLJ <ST0L&:F+ASL C LOOP CONTROL ELEMENT.
STOP? <STOP&:F + ASP C CO-ORDINATE POSITION ELEMENT.
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C S T D I R  S E R V I C E  R O U T I N E S  IN A L P H A B E T I C A L  ORDER.
c ------------------------------------------------------
C L O O P  C O N T R O L ?  C L O S E  S U B A R R A Y  F I L E  IN RAM AND E X I T  TO SCL.
S T O L = T O L
C C O - O R D I N A T E  P O S I T I O N  R E Q U E S T E D ?  S T O R E  C O - O R D I N A T E S
C A U T O M A T I C A L L Y .
S T O P  POP D? CAL L  RCA? JMP SX1T
C R O U T I N E  TO INPUT THE S U B A R R A Y  A R G U M E N T .
SARG LXI H»M10? C A L L  MSG 
CAL L  ARG? JC S A R G O  
SUI NS? JP SARG1
ADI N S + ’O? MOV DrA C S T O R E  A R G U M E N T .
C C H E C K  THAT S U B A R R A Y  IS NOT A L R E A D Y  C O N F I G U R E D  IN RAM.
LXI H y S A L ? JMP ACK
C R O U T I N E S  TO S E R V I C E  E R R O R  C O N D I T I O N S .
S A R G O  C A L L  ERRO? JMP S R3X
SARG1 C A L L  E R R 1 ? JM P  SR3 X
C R O U T I N E  T O  C H E C K  T HAT A S P E C I F I E D  A R R A Y  F I L E  H AS NOT
C A L R E A D Y  B E E N  C O N F I G U R E D  IN RAM. INPUT P A R A M E T E R S :
C (D r E ) <- FILE I D E N T I F I E R ?  <H>L) <~ H EAD OF F I L E  LIST.
C O U T P U T  P A R A M E T E R S :  (RA) <- A R R A Y  F O U N D  ON LIST?
£ (RA+6) <- A R R A Y  N OT F O U N D  ON LIST.
ACK MOV A * M ? CPI S? JZ SR6X
CMP D? RZ
INX H? INX H? INX H? JMP ACK
C R O U T I N E  TO W R I T E  A NEW FILE E N T R Y  ON L I S T  A ND F I N D  S P A C E
C IN RAM FOR THE FILE. INPUT P A R A M E T E R S :  <H>L) <- T AIL OF
C C U R R E N T  FIL E  LIST? (D) FILE .I D E N T I F I E R ?  (E) F I L E  HERALD.
FEL PUS H  D
MOV MfD? INX H? P U S H  H? CALL SVS? P OP D? X C H G
MOV MrD? INX H? MOV M > E 5 INX H? MVI M>£
C OPEN N EW A R R A Y  F I L E  IN RAM.
XCHG? POP B? MOV M * C ? INX H 
MOV M t B? INX H? INX H? XCHG 
RET
EOT
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c
C SUMOS UTILITY ROUTINES
C
ROUTINE TO SEARCH THROUGH RAM FOR VACANT SPACE.
SYS LXI HrAF \  ^
SVSO MOV Ar Mr CPI Or RZ
CALL SECA t INX Hr JMP SVSO
ROUTINE TO SEARCH FOR THE END OF THE CURRENTLY VECTORED 
ARRAY.FILE.
SECA MOV ArMr PUSH Hr LXI HrSAFDIR? CALL SUD 
JMP SCL
C "SEARCH ARRAY FILE" DIRECTORY.
SAFDIR SAFOA <SAF0A6:F+ASA L
SAFOC <SAF0C6=F+ASC C
SAFOF < SAFOF & s F+ASF C
SAFOI <SAFOI&:F+ASI C
SAFOL <SAFOL&:F+ASL C
SAFOO < SAFOQ&'F+ASO C
SAFOP <SAFOP&:F+ASP C
SAFOS < SAF0S&: F+ASS C
SAFOT <SAFOT&=F+AST C
SAFOZ <SAFOZ&:F+ASZ C
£ r i
SUBARRAY HERALD.
COARSE CO-ORDINATE IN MAIN ARRAY. 
FINE CO-ORDINATE IN MAIN ARRAY. 
INTERLOCK' INPUT CONTROL.
LOOP CONTROL ELEMENT.
INTERLOCK SET OUTPUT CONTROL. 
CO-ORDINATE ELEMENT IN A SUBARRAY 
SUBARRAY CONTROL IN MAIN ARRAY. 
TIME-OUT ELEMENT.
 INTERLOCK RESET OUTPUT CONTROL.
C SAFDIR ELEMENT SERVICE ROUTINES IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER.
L — --------------------------------------------  ■-------
SAFOA POP Hr INX Hr INX Hr INX Hr JMP SECA
SAFOB=SAFOA
\
SAFOC POP Hr INX Hr INX Hr INX Hr INX Hr JMP SAFOA+1
SAFOF=SAFOC
SAFOI POP Hr JMP SAFOA+2 
SAFOL POP Hr RET
SAFOO=SAFOI 
SAF OP=SAFOC 
SAFOR=SAFOL 
SAFOS=SAFOI 
SAFOT=SAFOI 
SAFOZ=SAFOI
n 
m 
n 
n 
m
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C SYSTEM CONSOLE INPUT ROUTINE WITHOUT AUTO-ECHO.
C (A) <- INPUT CHARACTER.
SCI IN CONST? ANI RBR? JZ SCI
IN CNIN? ANI :7F? RET
C SYSTEM CONSOLE OUTPUT^ROUTINE.
L (C> <- INPUT CHARACTER.
SCO IN CONST? ANI TRDY? JZ SCO
MOO AyC? OUT CNOUT? RET
C MESSAGE DUMPER ROUTINE? THREE CHARACTER TABULATION
L CODE RECOGNISED.
MSG MOI By3
MSGO MOO ArM? CPI 0? RZ
CPI TAB? JZ MSG1 
CPI CRLF? JZ MSG3 
MOO CyM? CALL SCO 
DCR B? JZ MSG2 
INX H? JMP MSGO
MSG1 MOI CySPC? CALL SCO
DCR B? JNZ MSG1
MSG2 INX H? JMP MSG
L "CARRIAGE RETURNy LINE FEED" SEQUENCE REQUESTED.
MSG3 MOI CyCR? CALL SCO
MOI C y LF ? CALL SCO 
JMP MSG2
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C KEYBOARD INTERPRETER? ROUTINE TO ACCEPT A CHARACTER FROM
C THE KEYBOARDr INTERPRETE ITS FUNCTIONr VIA AN INTERNAL
C AND SYSTEM PROGRAMMER-DEFINED DIRECTORYr AND BRANCH TO
L THE APPROPRIATE SERVICE ROUTINE- INPUT PARAMETER:
C (HrL) <- ADDRESS OF PROGRAMMER-DEFINED DIRECTORY- OUTPUT
C PARAMETERS: SWITCH AUTOMATICALLY TO THE SERVICE ROUTINE
C OR RETURN CONTROL TO CALLER.
KI CALL SCI? MOV CrA? CALL SCO
JMP SUDO V /
C ROUTINE TO SEARCH A USER-DEFINED DIRECTORY FOR THE
C CHARACTER CONTAINED IN THE ACCUMULATOR ON ENTRY- INPUT
C PARAMETERS: (A) <- CHARACTER TO BE FOUNDr (HrL) <-
C ADDRESS OF DIRECTORY- OUTPUT PARAMETERS: SWITCH
C AUTOMATICALLY TO THE SERVICE ROUTINE OR RETURN CONTROL
C TO THE CALLER.
SUD MOV CrA
SUDO LXI DrSCD C FIND ASCIICODE ON SUMOS CHARACTER DIRECTOR
SUD1 LDAX D ? CPI 55 RZ
CMP Cr JZ SUD2 
INX D? INX D? JMP SUD1
C ASCII CHARACTER FOUND? FIND CORRESPONDING SUMOS CODE ON
C PROGRAMMER-DEFINED DIRECTORY.
SUD2 INX D? LDAX D? MOV BrA
SUD3 MOV ArM? CPI S? JNZ SUD4
INX H? MOV ArM? CPI S? RZ 
DCX H
SUD4 INX H? MOV ArM? ANI :F0? CMP B? JZ SUD5
INX H? JMP SUD3 
SUDS MOV ArM? ANI :F? ADI <ROM&:FO? MOV DrA
DCX H? MOV ErM? XCHG 
POP PSW? PCHL
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C
C
AFL
AFLO
AFL1
AFL2
AFL3
I
C
CDRI
C
C
BYTE
C
C
NIBBLE
NIO
ROUTINE TO LOAD AN ARRAY FILE VIA THE CASSETTE DATA 
RECORDER USART PORT.
LXI Hr0? PUSH H 
POP Hr PUSH H 
CALL CDRI
MOI B r ’:? SUB B? JNZ AFLO 
MOO Dr A? CALL BYTE? JZ AFL3 
MOO ErA? CALL BYTE? PUSH PSU 
CALL BYTE? POP B v ^
MOO CrA? DAD B? CALL bVt E
CALL BYTE
MOO Mr A ? INX H
DCR E? JNZ AFL1
CALL BYTE? JNZ AFL2
JMP AFLO
LXI HrM24? CALL MSG 
JMP SCL 
POP H? RET
ROUTINE TO READ A CHARACTER FROM THE CASSETTE DATA 
RECORDER USART PORT.
IN CDRCWR? ANI RBR? JZ CDRI 
IN CDRDP? ANI :7F? RET
ROUTINE TO READ TUO ASCII CHARACTERS AND TO DECODE AS 
8-BIT BINARY.
CALL CDRI
CALL NIBBLE? RLC? RLC? RLC? RLC? MOO CrA 
CALL CDRI
CALL NIBBLE? ORA C? MOO CrA 
ADD D? MOO DrA? MOO ArC 
RET
ROUTINE TO DECODE A S H  CHARACTER IN THE ACCUMULATOR INTO 
TUO HEXADECIMAL CHARACTERS.
SUI '0? RC 
ADI T0-'G? RC 
ADI 6? JP NIO 
ADI 7? RC
ADI 10? ORA A? RET
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C ROUTINE TO DUMP AN ARRAY FILE TO THE CASSETTE DATA
C RECORDER USART PORT.
AFD CALL SOS? XCHG
LXI HrAF 
AFDO MOO A r L ? ADI 16? M O O ‘CrA 
MOO ArH? ACI 0? MOO BrA 
MOO ArE? SUB C? MOO CrA 
MOO ArD? SBB B? JC AFD1 
MOI Ar 16? JMP AFD2 '
AFD1 MOO ArC? ADI 17
AFD2 ORA A? JZ AFD4
PUSH D? MOO ErA 
MOI DrO
MOI CrCR? CALL CDRO 
MOI CrLF? CALL CDRO 
MOI Cr':? CALL CDRO 
MOO ArE? CALL CDRB
MOO ArH? CALL CDRB
MOO ArL? CALL CDRB
XRA A? CALL CDRB 
AFD3 MOO ArM? INX H? CALL CDRB 
DCR E? JNZ AFD3 
XRA A? SUB Dr CALL CDRB
POP D? JMP AFDO
AFD4 LXI HrCMO
AFD5 MOO ArM? CPI 0? RZ
MOO CrM? CALL CDRO
INX H? JMP AFD5 
CMO TEXT < CR > < LF >/: 00/< CR > < LF > < 0 >
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L ROUTINE TO DUMP A CHARACTER IN THE C REGISTER
C TO THE SYSTEM CASSETTE DATA RECORDER.
CDRO IN CDRCUR? ANI TRDYr JZ CDRO
MOO ArC? OUT c d r d p ; r e t
C ROUTINE TO OUTPUT A BYTE AS TWO
C ASCII CHARACTERS TO THE SYSTEM
C CASSETTE DATA RECORDER.
CDRB PUSH PSW? RRC? RRC? RRC? RRC? ANI :F 
CALL CONO? CALL CDRO 
POP PSW? PUSH PSW? ANI :F 
CALL C0NU5 CALL CDRO 
POP PSW» ADD Dr MOO DrA 
RET
C ROUTINE TO CONOERT A FOUR BIT HEXADECIMAL
C OALUE TO AN ASCII CHARACTER.
CONO ADI :?0r DAA
ACI :40r DAA 
MOO CrA? RET
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C INITIALISATION OF SUMOS PARAMETER BLOCKS IN RAM.
L ---------------------------------------------------------
EP1 LXI B rALPHAONR ? LXI DrALPHAON? LXI HrITO? CALL TDB
LXI BrALPHAlNR? LXI D t ALPHAIN ? LXI HrITI? CALL TDB 
LXI B rALPHA2NR? LXI D yALPHA2N? LXI HrIT2? CALL TDB
C CALCULATE THE ALPHA AND BETA COEFFICIENTS.
LXI HrALPHAO-1? CALL GFPC 
LXI H rBETAO-1? CALL CFPC 
LXI H yALPHA1-1? CALL CFPC 
LXI H rBETA1-1? CALL CFPC 
LXI H iALPHA2-1? CALL CFPC 
LXI Hr.BETA2-l ? CALL CFPC 
JMP EP2
C ROUTINE TO TRANSFER A BLOCK OF DATA TO A RAM DESTINATION.
I --------------------------------------------------------------------
L INPUT PARAMETERS
C (BrC) -> HEAD OF SOURCE BLOCK? (DrE) -> HEAD OF
L DESTINATION BLOCK?
C (HrL) -> ADDRESS OF FINAL BYTE IN SOURCE BLOCK + 1.
TDB LDAX B? STAX D
INX B? INX D 
MOU ArC? CMP L? JNZ TDB
MOO ArB? CMP H? JNZ TDB
RET
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C ROUTINES HANDLING DATA FLOW BETWEEN SUMOS AND
c -------------------------------------------------------
C THE AM9511 ARITHMETIC PROCESSING UNIT.
c ---------------------------------------------
C ROUTINE TO TRANSFER A ARGUMENT FROM A FLOATING POINT
L FLOATING POINT BUFFER IN RAM TO THE AM9511 DATA STACK.
TRAN LXI Br4? DAD B
TRANO DCX H? MOV ArM? OUT DATA 
DCR C? JNZ TRANO 
RET
C ROUTINE TO OUTPUT THE APU COMMAND AND TO CHECK THE
C STATUS OF THE AM9511.
APUS OUT COMMAND
APUSO IN STATUS? ANI BUSY? JNZ APUSO 
RET
C ROUTINE TO CALCULATE A FLOATING POINT COEFFICIENT FROM
C THE CONTENTS OF FIXED POINT BUFFERS.
PUSH H
INX H MOV ArM? OUT DATA
INX H MOV ArM? OUT DATA
MVI A FLTS ? CALL APUS
INX H MOV ArM? OUT DATA
I NX H MOV .ArM? OUT DATA
MVI A FLTS? CALL APUS
MVI A FDIV? CALL APUS
POP H MVI Br 5
DCR B RZ
INX H IN DATA? MOV MrA
JMP CFPCO
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C
C
SCD
SUMOS CHARACTER DIRECTORY.
'A ASA ASA= 00
’C ASC ASC= 10
yrj ASD ASD= 20
'E ASE ASE= 30
’F ASF ASF= 40
’H ASH ASH= 50
71 ASI ASI = 60
7 L ASL ASL= 70
7 N ASN ASN= 80
7Q ASO ASO= 90
7F ASP ASP= AO
7Q ASQ ASG= BO
7R ASR ASR= CO
7S ASS ASS= DO
’T AST AST= EO
7 2
JLT
ASZ ASZ= FO
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C ARGUMENT INPUT? ROUTINE TO LOAD THE ACCUMULATOR WITH AN
C ARGUMENT INSERTED VIA THE KEYBOARD. HEXADECIMAL DIGITS
I ARE ANTICIPATED? ONLY THE LAST TUO ENTERED ARE ACCEPTED
C BY THE ROUTINE. THE INPUT STRING MUST BE TERMINATED
C WITH A CARRIAGE RETURN. OUTPUT PARAMETER: <C> <- lr
I ERROR CONDITION? .(C) <- 0, NO ERROR ON DECODING.
ARG LXI D r ’0*:100+’0
ARGO CALL SCI? CPI :D? JZ ARG1
MOV CrA? CALL SCO v 
MOV DrE? MOV ErC? JMP ARC30 
ARG1 MOV ArD? CALL HEX? RC
RLC? RLC? RLC? RLC? MOV Dr A 
MOV ArE? CALL HEX? RC 
ORA D? ORA A? RET 
HEX SUI 90? RC
ADI 'O-'G? RC 
ADI ’G-'A? JP HEXO 
ADI 9 A - 79-1? RC 
HEXO ADI 10? ORA A? RET
C ROUTINE TO CONVERT THE CONTENTS OF THE A REGISTER INTO
I TUO HEXADECIMAL DIGITS AND TO OUTPUT THESE TO THE
C SYSTEM CONSOLE.
LBYTE PUSH PSW? RRC? RRC? RRC? RRC? ANI :F? CALL HXD
POP PSW? ANI :F ? JMP HXD 
HXD ADI :90? DAA? ACI :40? DAA
MOV CrA? JMP SCO
L ROUTINE TO EXIT FROM A SUBROUTINE TO AN APPROPRIATE RETURN
L ADDRESS IN CALLER’S CODE. INPUT PARAMETER: (A) <- NUMBER
I OF SKIPS REQUIRED IN RETURN ADDRESS.
SR15X MVI Ar15? JMP SRX 
SR12X MVI Ar12? JMP SRX 
SR9X MVI Ar9? JMP SRX 
SR6X MVI Ar6? JMP SRX 
SR3X MVI Ar3
SRX POP B? INX B? DCR A? JNZ SRX+1
PUSH B? RET
C ROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE TWO7S COMPLEMENT OF THE CURRENT
C CONTENTS OF THE HrL REGISTER PAIR. THE RESULT IS RE-
C TURNED IN THE HrL REGISTER PAIR.
TCHL PUSH B? LXI Brl
MOV ArH? CMA? MOV HrA 
MOV ArL? CMA? MOV LrA 
DAD B? POP B 
RET
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C SUMOS RAM BUFFERS.
C INSERT BUFFER.
IB=RAM1
C ARRAY FILES.
c -------------
C MAIN ARRAY VECTOR.
MAV=IB+DF+1
C SUBARRAY LIST FILE.
SAL=MAV+2
C MAIN ARRAY SUBARRAY ACCESS LIST FILE.
MAS=NS*3+SAL+1
C AREA FOR RANDOM ENTRY OF ALL ARRAY FILES.
c   ---------
AF=MAS+NS+1
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C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
c
Z SUMOS DIAGNOSTIC ERROR CODES
Z 3
C**************************************************************3
C EACH ERROR IS DISPLAYED AS A NUMERIC CODE AND ALL ERROR
C SERVICE ROUTINES ARE TREATED AS NON-FATAL* CONTROL BEING
Z RETURNED TO CALLER* UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.
VV/
C CODE DIAGNOSTIC ERROR
Z ----  ------------------
C (0) ILLEGAL DIGIT SYNTAX.
ERRO MVI C r ’0? JMP ERR
C (1) ARGUMENT OUT OF RANGE.
ERR1 MVI Cr'lr JMP ERRO+2
C (2) SUBARRAY ALREADY CONFIGURED IN RAM. FATAL ERROR*
C RETURN TO SCL.
ERR2 MVI C * *2* CALL ERR* JMP SCL
Z (3) KEYED DATA NOT AN ENTRY ON DIRECTORY.
ERR3 MVI C*'3* JMP ERRO+2
C (4> MAIN ARRAY ALREADY CONFIGURED IN RAM. FATAL ERROR*
Z RETURN TO SCL.
ERR4 MVI C * M *  JMP ERR2+2
Z <5) AN ILLEGAL ARRAY ELEMENT ENCOUNTERED.
ERRS MVI C * *5* JMP ERRO+2
n 
n 
n
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C DIAGNOSTIC ERROR CODES (CONTINUED).
c ---------------------------
C CODE DIAGNOSTIC ERROR
C  — —  ------------- --------------------- •
C (6) ELEMENT REFERENCED OUT-OF-BOUNDS.
ERR6 MOI C r ’6r JMP ERRO+2
s
C (7) NULL ARRAY IN R&M.
ERR7 MOI Cr ?7r JMP ERRO+2
C (8) SUBARRAY NOT CONFIGURED IN RAM.
ERR8 MOI C r f8r JMP ERRO+2
C (?) DUPLICATED REQUEST FOR A SUBARRAY IN THE
L MAIN ARRAY.
ERR? MOI C r ’?? JMP ERRO+2
C ERROR DUMPER ROUTINE.
n   -------------
ERR PUSH B m, LXI H*Mi; CALL MSG
pop b; jmp sco
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Ca***********************************************3 
C 3
C SUMOS MESSAGE STRINGS 3
C 3
C************************************************3
L SUMOS MESSAGE STRINGS.
c -------------------------
MO TEXT <CL>/SUMOS S 8 0 R 1 2 r / < D Y 0 X D Y l X M T 0 X M T l X Y R 0 X Y R l >
TEXT <CL>/*/<0>
Ml TEXT / ERROR /<0>
M2 TEXT <CL>/MAT/<TAB><0>
M3 TEXT <CL >/SCL/<CL >/*/< 0>
M4 TEXT <CL>/SAT/<TABXO>
M5 TEXT < C L >/MAE/<TABXO>
M6 TEXT <CL>/START-UF* /<0>
M7 TEXT / ARG = /<0>
M8 TEXT / LOOF*/<0>
M9 TEXT /A CMD/<TABXO>
M10 TEXT / SA ARG= /<0>
Mil TEXT <CL>/SAE/<TABXO>
M12 TEXT <CL>/SAI/<TABX0>
M13 TEXT <CL>/MAI/<TABXO>
M14 TEXT / READY/<CL >/*/<0>
M15 TEXT <C L >/REPLAY /<0>
M16 TEXT <CL >/*/< 0>
M17 TEXT /ARREST REPLAY /<0>
Ml8 TEXT /OB CMD /<0>
M19 TEXT /STOP/<0>
M20 TEXT /RETURN/<TABXO>
M21 TEXT <C L >/PROCEED /<0>
M22 TEXT <C D /SUITCH ON CASSETTE DATA RECORDER/<C L X 0 >
M23 TEXT /ARRAY FILE TRANSFER COMPLETED/<0>
M24 TEXT / - CHECKSUM ERR0R/<0>
M25 TEXT /ARRAY FILE BEING TRANSFERRED/<CLX0>
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C SUMOS "HELP" FACILITY MESSAGE STRINGS.
c   --------------------------------
HMO TEXT <CLXCL>/SUMOS FACILITIES/<CL>
TEXT /----- ----- -------/<C L X C L >
TEXT /D - DEPRESSURISE ALL ACTUATORS/<CL>
TEXT /E - MAIN ARRAY EDITOR MODE/<CL>
TEXT /H - SUMOS "HELP" FACILITY/<CL>
TEXT /I - INPUT ARRAY FILE FROM CASSETTE DATA RECORDER/<CL>
TEXT /O - OUTPUT ARRAY\FI-LE TO CASSETTE DATA RECORDER/<C L X
TEXT /N - NO MORE DETAIL" REQUIREDr RETURN TO SCL/<CL>
TEXT /R - REPLAY MODE/CCL>
TEXT /S - SUBARRAY ENTRY TO/<CL>
TEXT / Cl) EDITOR MODE/<CL>
TEXT / (2) TEACH MODE/<CL>
TEXT /T - MAIN ARRAY TEACH MODE/CCL)
HM1 TEXT <CL>/MORE DETAIL? /<0>
HM2 TEXT <CLXCL>/MAIN ARRAY EDITOR FACILITIES/C CL >
TEXT /-------------------------------- /<CL ><CL>
TEXT /D - DISPLAY ARRAY ELEMENTS/C CL >
TEXT /E - ERASE CURRENT ELEMENT/CCL >
TEXT /I - INSERT SPECIFIED ELEMENT 9 AS LISTED UNDER MAIN AR 
TEXT / TEACHr BEFORE CURRENT ELEMENT/CCL>
TEXT /Q - QUASH CURRENT ARRAY/CCLX0>
HM3 TEXT <C L X C D / R E P L A Y  MODE PROCEDURES/<CL>
TEXT /------------------------- /<C L X C L >
TEXT /MOUE MANIPULATOR TO START-UP POSITION - "READY" INDIC 
TEXT /PROCEED./<CL >
TEXT /REQUEST "PROCEED" (P) OR "RETURN TO SCL" <R)./<CL> 
TEXT /ARREST REPLAY WITH ANY CHARACTER AT KEYBOARD? /
TEXT /STOP AND RETURN TO SCL WITH "S"./<CL>
TEXT /REPLAY WILL PROCEED AFTER AN ARREST BY USE OF "P"? /
TEXT /"S" WILL ENGENDER A RETURN/C CL>/TO SUMOS COMMAND LEVE 
TEXT < CL > < 0 >
HM4 TEXT <C L X  CD/SUBARRAY ENTRY PROCEDURES/< CL >
TEXT /------------ ------------- — /<CLXCL>
TEXT /IDENTIFY SUBARRAY COMMAND REQUIRED./<CL >
TEXT /IDENTIFY SUBARRAY TO BE ENTERED./<C L >
TEXT /ONCE ENTRY GAINED PROCEED AS APPROPRIATE./<C L X C L > 
TEXT /EDITOR FACILITIES/<CL>
TEXT /------------------- /<C L X C L >
TEXT /AS FOR MAIN ARRAY EDITING/<CLXCL>
TEXT /SUBARRAY TEACH FACILITIES/<CL>
TEXT /-------------------------- --/<C L > < CL>
TEXT /L - LOOP ELEMENT/<CL>
TEXT /P - CO-ORDINATE ELEMENT/<CLXO>
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L
L
HM5
HM6
SUMOS "HELP" FACILITY MESSAGE STRINGS (CONTINUED).
TEXT <C L ><CL>/MAIN ARRAY TEACH FACILITY/<CL>
TEXT /-----------------------------/< CL > <C L >
TEXT /C - COARSE CO-ORDINATE ELEMENT/<C L >
TEXT /F - FINE CO-ORDINATE ELEMENT/<CL>
TEXT /I - INTERLOCK INPUT ELEMENT/<CL>
TEXT /L - LOOP ELEMENT/<CL>
TEXT /O - INTERLOCK OUTPUT SET ELEMENT/<CL>
TEXT /S - SUBARRAY ENTRY ELEMENT/<CL>
TEXT /T - TIME OUT ELEMENT/<CL>
TEXT /Z - INTERLOCK OUTPUT RESET ELEMENT/< CL > < 0 >
TEXT <CL> < CL>/CODE/<TAB><TAB)/SUMOS DIAGNOSTIC/<CL>
TEXT / /(TABXTAB)/------------------ /<CLXCL>
TEXT / 0/<TABXTAB)/ILLEGAL DIGIT SYNTAX/<CL)
TEXT / l/<TABXTAB)/ARGUMENT OUT OF RANGE/<CL>
TEXT / 2/(TAB)<TAB)/SUBARRAY ALREADY CONFIGURED/<CL>
TEXT / 3/<TABXTAB>/KEYED DATA NOT AN ENTRY ON DIRECTORY/ 
TEXT / 4/<TABXTAB)/MAIN ARRAY ALREADY CONFIGURED/<CL)
TEXT / 5 / <TABXTAB)/ILLEGAL ARRAY ELEMENT ENCOUNTERED/<CL
TEXT / 6/(TAB)(TAB>/ELEMENT REFERENCED OUT-GF-BOUNDS/(CL)
TEXT / 7/(TAB)(TAB)/NULL ARRAY/(CL)
TEXT / 8 / ( T A B X T A B >/SUBARRAY NOT CONFIGURED/(CL)
TEXT / 9/(TAB)(TAB)/DUPLICATED REQUEST FOR A SUBARRAY IN
TEXT /MAIN ARRAY/(CL)(0)
END
APPENDIX A2
Specification of the SUMOS 
Mechanical Hardware, Computer System, 
Interface Units and Peripherals
1. Mechanical Hardware
2. ' The Computer System
3. The Interface Units 
Pocket Terminal
5. Cassette Data Recorder
6. SAMOS and DAOS
7. Velocity and Acceleration Estimator
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A2-1 Mechanical Hardware
The photograph gives a general impression of the mechanical hardware 
associated with the Surrey robot and details of some of the peripheral 
units. The upper sections are mounted directly on a Martonair pneumatic 
torque unit, whilst the approach and lift sections are driven by Kinetrol 
quarter turn pneumatic actuators. Each degree of freedom is fitted with a 
disc brake system driven seperately by compressed air to maintain 
compatability with the rest of the system.
Control of the air supply is provided by nine Burkert solenoid pneumatic 
valves (three per degree of freedom) plumbed in between the regulated air 
supply and the motor chambers and brake cylinders. The valves are of the 
3/2 way, direct-acting type with an inlet, an outlet and an exhaust 
port. In the de-energised state, the outlet is connected to the exhaust 
with the inlet isolated; in the energised state, the inlet is connected 
to the outlet with the exhaust isolated. On the robot, the inlet is 
connected to the air supply, the outlet to the motor chamber or brake 
cylinder, and the exhaust vents to atmosphere, in some cases via a 
restricting orifice. When-the valve is de-energised, the motor chamber is 
depressurised through the valve exhaust until it is at atmospheric 
pressure. When the valve is energised, the chamber or cylinder is 
connected to the supply and the pressure rises until it is equal to the 
supply pressure.
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Figure Al: Physical diaensions of the SYSTEM80
A2-2 The Computer System
The SUMOS computer system is housed in an Intel SBC 660 system chassis 
(SYSTEM80) which consists of a chassis and power supply unit designed for 
OEM applications requiring up to eight SBC series Single Board Computer 
and expander modules [42]. The SYSTEM80 is designed for 19 inch rack 
mounting (Figure A1) and the cardcage/backplane assembly conforms to the 
Intel Multibus specification [60].
For the current version of SUMOS, two circuit boards are installed in the 
SYSTEM80: an Advanced Computers AMC 95/4 005/21 Monoboard Computer
[67i68]; and an Intel SBC 104 Combination Memory and 1/0 Expansion Board 
[52], These two modules provide sufficient computing power, I/O interface 
(both parallel and serial) and memory to operate SUMOS configured for 
either ROM or RAM based operation.
A2-2. 1 The Monoboard Computer
The major features of the AMC95/4005 Monoboard Computer, which are used in 
the SUMOS hardware configuration, are as follows.
(a) The CPU utilised on this board is the Am9080A operating at 2 
MHz. This microchip is a high-speed, pin compatible version of the 
Intel 8080A [51].
(b) An Am9511A Arithmetic Unit [47,70] which operates concurrently with 
the CPU to provide both fixed point and floating point capability.
(c) Four kilobytes of high-speed static RAM (Am9114).
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(d) Sockets for eight kilobytes of E-PROM (12716).
(e) Eight fully-programmable vectored priority interrupt channels with 
provisions for software-generated interrupts (Am9519) [633.
(f) Forty-eight programmable I/O lines, driven by two Am9555 chips, with 
sockets for line drivers and terminators.
(g) One serial communication interface for EIA RS232C protocol capability 
driven by an Am9551 chip and with switch selectable baud rate (50 - 
9600 baud).
In addition, the Monoboard Computer carries a four channel DMA controller 
chip (Am9517A) with block memory-to-memory and memory-to-I/0 transfer 
capability; this feature could be configured to provide a bulk data 
transfer mechanism for SUMOS (cf. Section 4.5.2).
When the SUMOS hardware is powered up, the following programmable chips 
have to be initialised for correct operation: Am9519, Am9551, and
Am9555s; reference should be made to the SUMOS listing (Appendix A1) and 
References [52,63,673 for the appropriate initialisation procedures.
The Am9511 Arithmetic Processor Unit (APU) does not require special 
initialisation after power-up or system reset. The APU handles arguments 
(operands) in both fixed point and floating point formats (cf. Section 
4.5.4). The APU status register is read by executing an I/O read to the 
status register port. When the status "busy" bit (bit 7) is high, the APU. 
is processing a previously entered coranand and the balance of the status 
register is not valid. The definition of the status bits is given over­
leaf.
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STATUS REGISTER
UUSY SIGN ZENO
- n r . - r i -
_ --------------- tnnon ---------------- •*-! canoy
<1 3 | 2 1 ] 0
01 Nogative argument
10 Divido by zoro -----------
11 Argument too largo
L  Overflow  
------------- Underflow i
'•'••:. -iV. '
f.■'•ti ’- '*’.v :, * -v ; •'■
g;§W>flKt
A2-2.2 The Combination Memory and I/O Expansion Board
The SBC 104 Combination Memory and I/O Expansion Board interfaces directly
with the AMC Monoboard Computer (Section A2-2. 1) via the system bus. The
SBC 104 provides four kilobytes of RAM and up to eight kilobytes of E-PROM
capacity, as well as six parallel I/O ports and a serial I/O port. A full 
specification of the SBC 104 is listed in Table A2-1
During initialisation of SUMOS, the following programmable chips onboard 
the SBC 104 have to be initialised: 18251 and 18255s; reference should
be made to the SUMOS listing (Appendix A1) and Reference [52] for further 
details.
The interval timer for SUMOS interrupts (Section 4.3*3) is provided by the 
SBC 104 through appropriate linkages on the board, as detailed in
Reference [52]. Control of the operation of the interval timer is'
achieved through an interrupt mask register and an interval timer
interrupt latch. Thus, when an interrupt is acknowledged by the control
circuitry, it is necessary to re-initialise the interval timer interrupt
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SPECIFICATIONS
M E M O R Y  A D D R E S S IN G
R O M /E P R O M :
AKor 8K segments s la ilm g at any |umper-seiectabte base address on a 
4K byle boundary Refer to paragraph 2-10 lor further details.
Note.' A l l E P R O M /R O M  addresses m ust reside m the range o f
0 0 0 0 H to  7F F F h  or 8 0 0 0 h  to  P E F F H .
R A M
4K. 0K. or 16K segments starting at any jumper-selectable base address 
on a 4K byte boundary. Certain addresses are disallowed lor the 106 116 
modules Fteter to paragraph 2-9 for further details.
N o te : Base addresses 7 0 0 0 ^  and FOOOh  n o t a llow ed fo r  SBC
108. Base addresses 5 0 0 0 h  — 7 0 0 0 j-j and DOOOh  — 
FOOOh  n ° t  a llow ed fo r SBC 116.
M E M O R Y  RESPONSE T IM E
C O N N EC TO R S
Interface No. o f Pins
Centers
(in .) M ating  Connectors
Bus 86 0  156 CDC V P B O IE 43A 00A 1
Parallel I/O 50 0 1 3M  3415 000  or T l H 3 12125
Serial I/O 26 0.1 3M 3462 000  or T l H 3 1 2 1 I3
Aux Power 60 0  1 AM P PE5 M 5 5 9  or T l H 311130
M em o ry Access (nsl Cycle (ns)
R A M 575 m ax* 675 max *
E P R O M /R O M 465  max 6 8 5  max
N o te : Connector heights and wire-wrap pel lengths are not guaranteed
to conform to Intel OEM packagng.
P H Y S IC A L C H A R A C T E R IS T IC S
W -dth 12 0 0 .n  (30 48 cm ) D epth 0  50 m  (1 .27cm »
Height. 6 75 m (17.15 cm ) W eight 14 oz (397.3 gm l
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTIC#1 
Average DC C urrent.
•W ith o u t Refresh In te rru p tio n . 
I /O  A D D R E S S IN G
mAm eenou' 
VCC * * v -»% !cc 
V00 >00 •
Vi» - -s v  ss ■ „  ! -»
v*» • -l>v -S\ - so
*— ( 1st f  ooc-vr1
4 OA >NI *00 — A
«V) — A <WM < 0 0 * A
3- A  3 - A  aw.,
to -*A Hot
Port 1 2 3 4 S 6
8255 
No 1 
Control
8255 
No. 2 
Contro l
USART
Oata
USART
Control
Address X4 XS * 6 X8 X9 XA X7 XB XC XD
N o t*. X is any h* *  <3*g»t assigned by lumper selection. 
I/O  TR A N S F E R  R A TE
Parallel. Read or W rite  cycle tim e  760 ns max 
Serial: (U S A R T )
Frequency (kH z) 
(Jum per Selectable)
Baud Rate (Hz)
S ynchronous A synchronous (Program  Selectable)
r 16 r 64
153 6 ___ 9600 2400
76.8 --- 4800 1200
38.4 38400 2400 60 0
19.2 19200 1200 300
9 .6 9600 600 150
4 8 4800 300 75
6 .98 698 0 — 110
S E R IA L  C O M M U N IC A T IO N S  C H A R A C T E R IS T IC S  
Synchronous
N o tes: 1. A ll cu rren t values given here inc lude R A M  power
2. Does no t include pow er requ ired fo r  op tio na l EPRO M , 
I/O  drivers, and I/O  term inato rs.
3. W ith  fou r 8708 EPROMs and e.ght 220 11 /3 300  In p u t 
te rm ina to rs insta lled , all te rm in a to r in pu ts  tow
4. W ith  fou r In te l^  2716 EPROMs and e-ght 2 20 0 /33 017  
In p u t te rm inato rs insta lled , an te rm in a to r m puts low .
5. R A M  chips and R A M  co n tro l logic I powered via  A u x il­
iary Power Bus).
A U X IL IA R Y  POWER
An A u x ilia ry  Power Bus is p rov ided to  a llow  separate pow er to  
R A M  fo r systems leau irm g ba tte ry  backup o f read.'w nte m em ­
ory. Selection o f th is  A u x ilia ry  R A M  Power Bus is made via 
lum pers on the board.
M E M O R Y  PRO TECT
An active-low  T T L  com patib le  M E M O R Y  PR O TECT signal rs 
b rough t ou t on the A u x ilia ry  connecto r w h ich , when asserted, 
disables Read/W rite access to  R A M  m em ory on the boa rd . This 
m put is p rovided fo r the p ro te c tio n  o f R A M  contents du rin g  
system pow er-dow n sequences.
L IN E  D R IV E R S  A N D  T E R M IN A T O R S
I/O  Drivers
The fo llo w in g  Ime drivers and te rm ina to rs  are all co m p a tib le  
w ith  the I /O  driver sockets on the SBC 1 0 4 /1 0 8 /1 1 6 .
5 - 8  b it characters Sink S ink
in te rna l or externa l character synchron iza tion  
A u to m a tic  Sync Insertion
D river Characteristic C u rren t
I ff lA )
Driver Characteristic C u rre n t
Im A I
Asynchronous 7438 • I.OC 
1
48 7409 N I.O C 16
5 - 8  b it  characters 7437 48 7408 N l 16
Break characters genera tion 7432 N l 16 7403 I.OC 16
1. 1’A, or 2 stop b its 7426 I.OC 16 7400 1 16
False start b it  de tectors 
IN TE R R U P TS
E ight in te rru p t request Imes may o rig ina te  fro m  the Program ma­
ble Peripheral In terface (4 lines), the U S A R T (2 Imes) or user 
specified devices via the I/O  edge connecto r 12 lines) or In terval 
T im er.
IN T E R R U P T  R E G IS TE R  AD DR ESSES
N o te : I • inverting . N l >■ non-m vertm g, OC * open co lle c to r.
Ports 1 and 4 have 25 m A  to tem -po le  drivers and 1 k l l  te rm i- 
•nators.
I/O  Term inators.
Term inators 220 11 /3 300  d iv ide r or 1 kO  pu ll-up .
j Interrupt Mask Register XI
1 Interrupt Status Register XO
N o te : X is any hex d ig it assigned by jum per selection.
T IM E R  IN T E R V A L
1 003 ms ;0 .1  % when 110 Baud Rate is selected 
1 042  ms : 0 . 1 \  fo r all o ther Baud R a te i
IN T E R F A C E S
B u i: A l l signals T T L  com patib le
Parallel I /O  A ll signals T T L  com patib le
Serial I /O  RS232C
In te rru p t Requests A ll T T L  com patib le
W .:
— Mot:
1st;
Bus Drivers
F un c tion Characteristic S ink C u rren t Im A )
Oata Tn-State 50
Commands Tn-S ta te 25
E N V IR O N M E N T A L
O perating Tem perature 0 ‘ C to  aS S 'C .
Table A2-1: SBC 10^  Specifications
mode (cf. Section M.S.3 and SUMOS listing sheet 51).
A2-2.3 Assignments between Ports and Connections for the Intel SYSTEM80
The I/O structure for SUMOS is shown schematically in Figure A2, and the
detailed assignments between ports and connectors at the rear of the
SYSTEM80 are shown in Table A2-2. The SYSTEM80 and the various interface 
units (Sections A2-3) are enclosed in a sturdy 19 inch sub-rack cabinet,
as shown in the photograph of Figure 1. This cabinet is connected to the
robot by a system of multi-core cables, as indicated in Figure A2.
A2-3 The Interface Units
SUMOS is interfaced with the robot and the system peripherals via parallel
and serial ports brought out to connectors at the rear of the SYSTEM80
(Section A2-2.3). Signals derived from the various shaft encoders on the 
robot are decoded in modules which act as front-end processors which 
produce latched parallel binary data for direct transfer to the computer
system. The control actuation signals are routed to the solenoid valves
associated with the motors and brakes via modules which allow both 
automatic and manual modes of operation.
The system console and the cassette data recorder are directly compatible 
with the computer system serial ports and, therefore, do not require to be 
buffered with interface units.
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Table A2-2t Assignments betweenPorts and Connectors for.the Intel SYSTEM80
The D-type connectors at the rear of the SYSTEK80 have been given the 
following positional designations.
25-s/l
25-S/2
25-P/3
25-P/4
25-P/5
Connector 25-S/l is the system console terminator with standard RS232C 
pin assignments.
Connector 25-S/2 provides 3*8-bit output ports driven from appropriate 
Intel 8255 chips via Intel 8226 bi-directional bus drivers.
Connectors 25-P/3»^ and 5 provide input ports each driven from
appropriate Intel 8235 chips via SBC-902 1 kJi pull up terminators.
The following tables relate ports to connectors together with appropriate 
control word formats (CWF) and control register addresses (CRA).
Refer to the SUMOS listing (Appendix Al) for the significance of the 
symbolic assignments.
Table A2-2 (continued) 
OUTPUT PORTS
(1) Port E^t CWF- lOOOxxxx, CRA- E7.
(2)
Lift
Approach
Rotation
Data bit
GND
Port' D^ , CWF- lOOOxxxx, CRA- D7.
Lift
Approach
Rotation
t :
i:
Data bit
10
GND
Brake channel 
MBRCH-PORTA .
Actuator channel 
MDRCH=PORTG
Table A2-2 (continued)
(3) Port D8( CWF- lOOOxOxx, CRA- DB.
Data bit
20
22
GND
Interlock output
channel
MIOCH-PORTJ
INPUT PORTS
(1) Port E5, CWF- lxxxxOlx, CRA- E7.
IS
MS
Data bit 25-P/3
Do 1
D1
2
D2 3
D3
5
D5
6
d6 7
D7
8
GND 25
Lift axis least- 
significant data 
input port 
ENCODEROI^PORTB
Table A2-2 (continued)
(2) Port E6, CWF- 100x10x1, CRA- E7.
Data bits 25-P/3
Do 9
D1 10
DZ 11
D3 v . 12
\ 13
D5
14
d6 15
°7
16
GND 2 5
Lift axis most- 
significant data 
input port 
ENC0DER0H-P0RTC
(3) Port E9, CWF- lOOxxOlx, CRA- EB.
25-P/3Data bits
15
20
22
hS
GND
Approach axis least- 
significant data 
input port 
ENC0DER1L-P0RTE
Table A2-2 (continued)
(4) Port EA, CWF- 100x10x1, CRA- EB.
Approach axis most- 
significant data 
input port 
ENCODERlH-PORTF
(5) Port E8, CWF- lOOlxOxx, CRA- EB.
IS
Data bits 2 5-P/4
Do 9 Rotation axis least
D1 10 significant data
V 11 input port
D3
12 ENC0DER2L-P0RTD
\ 13
D5 14
d6 15
D7 16
GND 25
Data bits 25-P/4
Do 1
D1 2
D2 3
D3 \ ^
\ 5
D5
6
d6 7
D„ 8
7
GND 25
Table A2-2 (continued)
Port D5$ CWF- lxxxxOlx, CRA- D7.
Data bits
LS
MS
20
%-po©
go 22
+>o
GND
Rotation axis most- 
significant data 
input port 
ENC0DER2H-P0RTH
(7) Port D6, CWF- 100x10x1, CRA- D7.
Data bits 25-P/5
D0 1
D1 2
D2 3
D3
4
5
°5
6
d6 7
D7
8
GND 25
Interlock input
channel
IICK-PORTI
Table A 2-2 (continued)
(8) Port D9, CWF- lOOxxOlx, CRA- DB.
Data bits 25-P/5
Do 9
D1 10
D2 11
V \  . 12
13
d5
d6 15
D7 16
GND 25
Spare input port
OUTPUT/INPUT PORT
Port DA, CWF- 100x10x0, CRA- DB.
Data bits
OUTPUT
TP1
TP2
20
INPUT
22
GND
Test port assignments 
TEST-PORTL
Spare input port
Note: a x in the CWF indicates a "don*t care" bit.
A2-3. 1 The Shaft Decoding Circuits
The robot has two basic types of shaft encoder: the coded pattern form
and the incremental pattern type. Each shaft encoder requires a decoding 
circuit to translate the angular displacement into a natural binary 
representation for direct entry to SUMOS.
The coded pattern type makes use of a coded wheel and a direct reading 
technique utilising mechanical brushes. The encoder contains a disc 
having a series of concentric, coded tracks formed of conducting and 
insulating surfaces, as illustrated in Figure 4. A problem associated 
with coded pattern devices is the ambiguous reading which may result when 
two or more bits are required to change at the same time. The technique 
used to eradicate this problem on the SUMOS hardware is to make use of a 
dual set of brushes set in the form of a "V"; the disadvantage of this 
antiambiguity method is that external logical circuitry is required, as 
shown in Figure A3.
Incremental pattern converters generate a signal each time the angular
position is changed by an incremental amount. A binary representation of
the position is obtained by summing these incremental signals by means of
a counter circuit, as illustrated in Figure A4. Photoelectric diodes
sense the movement of a slotted disc inside the encoder casing, and the
interpreting circuit determines whether the number in the counter should
be increased or decreased by one increment. One position of the encoder 
o
in 360 is regarded as the index from which all other measurements are 
calculated, and is detected by the preset facility in the counter chips.
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A2-3.2.1 The Single-level Solenoid Valve Interface
The solenoid valves which switch the power signals to the pneumatic
#•
actuators on the robot are Burkert devices rated for operation at 24 volts 
d.c. but with differing port dimensions, the size selected being
V.
dependant on the maximum air flow required. The minimal interface design 
utilises a Teledyne solid state relay, operating from a TTL voltage level,
ll
for each pneumatic signal line; the relay switches powsr to the Burkert 
valve at a nominal 24 volts d.c. level. Such a unit is referred to as 
the single-level solenoid valve interface and is used principally to 
operate those channels for which the time required to energise the 
actuator is not critical (Section A2-3.2.2).
The interface unit is capable of handling a maximum of twelve solenoid 
valve channels, either- operating from an external signal source or via 
manually keyed push buttons on the front panel. The relay circuits are 
buffered from the external sources by TI7404 inverters and the current 
state of each channel is monitored by an LED; in the manual mode, , all 
relay circuits can be set or reset by means of an ambient change-over 
switch.
The circuit for a single channel is shown in Figure A5.
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A2-3.2.2 The Two-Level Solenoid Valve Interface
The Burkert solenoid-actuated pneumatic valves utilised in this project 
can be modelled at the electrical interface as an iron-cored inductor with 
a large value for the inductance, L. When the solenoid is energised, the 
steady state current, i, flowing through the coil represents a stored 
energy, E, given by the expression E = (Li )/2. If the voltage driving 
the current through the solenoid is withdrawn, the energy stored in the 
coil is dissipated as a back E M.F. causing the voltage across the 
solenoid to decay exponentially to zero.
As described in Reference [80], the armature in a Burkert valve has only
one of two positions. When it is in the de-energised position, a specific
current has to flow in the coil before the armature will move to its
energised position; this current is produced by applying a voltage across
the solenoid coil. Sneddon assigns the symbol V to the minimum d.c.on
voltage which produces this movement. When in the energised position, the 
armature is being drawn back by a return spring; the steady state current 
through the coil prevents the armature from returning. If the current is 
removed, however, the spring will be free to return the armature to its 
de-energised position. The minimum voltage that holds the armature
stationary against the pull of the spring Sneddon calls
Since the solenoid coil is inductive, the current collapses exponentially
when the voltage across the coil disappears. This exponenial drop in the 
current causes the voltage induced across the coil to decay exponentially 
as well. The solenoid armature will not be released until the voltage
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across the coil drops below
Most solenoid valves are designed to operate at a fixed voltage
level. This voltage has to be greater than'V , and hence it is much
on
larger than V When the voltage is removed, the back e.m.f. holds the
OXi
solenoid against the stop until the e.m.f. falls below the V
v O i l
Y „  ✓ '
value. This delays the release of the solenoid, often by a large 
amount. Similarly, the current rise as the voltage is applied to drive 
the armature is also exponential. The dead time between the application 
of the voltage and the current reaching a large enough value to move the 
armature is quite substantial.
; OrJ VCAtO "Tit+G off dead
<A
The off and on dead time shown in the diagram can be reduced quite 
considerably by the use of a two-level solenoid interface. In the case of 
the rise time, this can be reduced by increasing the voltage applied to 
the coil. The exponential curve is steepened, and so the on current is 
reached more quickly. The larger current also increases the magnetic 
force driving the armature and so speeds up the movement, as well as 
reducing the dead time delay.
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The problem with simply increasing the solenoid drive current is that it 
will burn out the coil if left on for too long, as the coil has been de­
signed for a low, continuous current rating. This high voltage needs to 
be applied only when the valve is to be opened, however. A simple mono­
stable pulse generator can be used to supply a fixed length pulse on the 
rising edge of the solenoid "on" signal.
To prevent the valve from closing again after the pulse is finished,
another holding voltage must be applied. This latter voltage can-be 
selected by the "on" signal level which enables a relay that supplies the 
holding voltage (this being greater than V to a summing junction
constructed using diodes. When the pulse triggered on the rising edge of 
the signal has decayed, the holding voltage will still be present at the 
summing junction. When the signal changes to "off11, the holding voltage 
can be removed, and the current in the coil will then decay until the 
armature releases. .
Note that this voltage holding the armature mechanism on need not be the 
standard rating of the solenoid. It is only required to be greater than
Voff; if a holding voltage only slightly larger than V0ff is used, then
when the signal changes to "off", the exponential decay has only to drop a 
small amount before the armature disengages. This decreases the "off" 
dead time delay quite dramatically, reducing both the power required to 
hold the armature in its energised position, and also the energy involved 
in the back e.m.f. pulse, which could damage the switching system. 
Because of the lower power dissipation, devices which could become too hot 
to touch run cool, and so are less likely to fail while operating.
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Figure A6 shows a single channel for a two-level solenoid valve interface 
unit based on TTL level signals and chips operating from similar sources 
described in Section A2-3.2.1 for the single-level solenoid valve inter­
face.
A2-4 The Pocket Terminal
V
The pocket terminal utilised in SUMOS [40] is an hand-held device capable 
of sending and receiving data in eight-bit serial ASCII. It has a 40-key 
positive tactile response keyboard comprising two single function and 38
multi-function keys which give internal control of the .unit and allow
transmission of all 128 ASCII codes.
The terminal has a simulataneous display capacity of eight characters in
line on 16 segment "starburst" LEDs which can generate all 64 ASCII upper
case alphanumerics and symbols clearly and legibly.
An internal memory is provided, with capacity for the last 30 characters
received. These may be accessed for display in blocks of eight adjacent 
characters. The unit is interfaced for operation at V24/RS232C
levels. The terminal requires a regulated power supply of +5 volts 45% at
400mA, derived from the SYSTEM80 PSU.
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A2-5 Cassette Data Recorder
The type 7 16 data recorder [393 writes and reads data to a cassette tape 
making use of frequency-shift keyed (FSC) recording, in which the digital 
information is recorded by switching between either of two distinct
frequencies. A mark is recorded as a frequency of 4.8 kHz and a space at
\
6.4 kHz. An advanced design of phase" lock loop circuitry is used in the
demodulator of the recorded signal. The recorder is capable of operating
at speeds of up to 2 400 baud.
There are five piano key controls on the front of the recorder which have
the following functions.
( 1) Write - this control is used in conjunction with the read/write 
control to read data. Both keys must be pressed simultaneously to 
record.
(2) Rewind - this control rewinds the tape onto the left hand, reel of the 
cassette.
(3) Fast forward - this control is used to advace the tape forward to 
locate a particular section.
(4) Read/write - this control is used both to read data from the cassette
and also, in conjunction with the write control, to record data. To
replay data this control is used alone.
(5) Stop/eject - this control will stop the motion and restore any active
control key. If no control keys are depressed, the key will cause
the cassette to be ejected.
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The interface chosen for operation of the cassette data recorder with
SUMOS is at the CCITT V24/EIA RS232C communication levels.
A2-6 SAMOS and DAOS
It was realised at an early stage during the research programme that there
was a requirement for a minimal version of the robot hardware together 
with an accompanying software operating system. Such an experimental test 
bed could be used to explore various configurations of the hardware and 
the control algorithm.
To accomplish this objective a mechanical rig was constructed which 
represents accurately a single degree of freedom on the robot, and this is 
controlled by a derivative of SUMOS without the considerable overhead of 
the teach and edit modes.. This latter package is known as SAMOS: Single
Arm Manipulator Operating System and has been configured so that 
modifications can be achieved relatively swiftly to enable, in particular, 
detailed investigation of the effect, of different control algorithms to be 
observed with a low turn-round time at the assembly and load stages.
SAMOS enables the investigator to test transients between two fixed target 
positions. The dynamic changes of the control and monitored signals, such 
as position and pressures in the actuator motor, are obtained by a 
specifically configured microcomputer system controlled by firmware 
entitled as the Data Requisition Operating System (DAOS): the data files
stored within DAOS can be transferred to the University mainframe PRIME 
system for further processing to generate various graphic plots.
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F ig u re  A7: The SAMOS and DAOS Hardware
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The hardware associated with SAMOS and DAOS are shown in Figure A7» and • 
the following sections detail the various features of these operating 
systems which were utilised in this research programme.
A2-6. 1 SAMOS
The mechanical part of the test bed -consists of a Kinetrol 070 quarter 
turn pneumatic vane motor mounted rigidly in a frame with the drive shaft 
vertical. An aluminium alloy bar approximately 750 mm long and with a 
cross-section of 25 by 25 mm is clamped horizontally at one end to the 
upper drive shaft of the motor. This provides an inertial load for the 
motor; if required, extra weights can be added to the end of the bar to 
increase this inertial loading.
A disc brake system is fitted to the bottom of the drive shaft, and the 
caliper assembly is fixed to the support frame. The brake unit is driven 
by compressed air, to maintain compatibility with the SUMOS hardware 
(Section A2-1). As with SUMOS, control of the air supply is provided by 
solenoid pneumatic valves.
The SAMOS rig is fitted with a Gray-code rotary encoder geared to the 
bottom drive shaft of the pneumatic motor. It has a ten-bit resolution 
per revolution, which implies an overall resolution of 1:1024. The motor 
is a quarter turn type: to allow the encoder to be used over its full
resolution range, a 4 to 1 ratio gear pair is used to transmit the shaft 
rotation to the encoder shaft.
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Figure A8: Interconnections for the SAMOS Rig
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The Gray code is transmitted through a cable to an interface which’
transforms the input data to parallel binary code. As the encoder has a
range of 2 ^  , this value varies between 0 and 3FF hexadecimal. The 
output from the decoding interface is accessed by SAMOS and DAOS
simultaneously on a split cable pair. All interconnections for SAMOS are 
shown in Figure A8.
V
\ _ ^ '
As in the case for SUMOS, the drive signals generated by SAMOS have to be 
interfaced to the solenoid valves; the two types of single- and
dual-level interface units are provided on the experimental rig (Section. 
A2-3*2.1 and A2-3.2.2). The microcomputer used to operate the SAMOS 
software is based on a standard Intel SYSTEM80 as described in Section 
A2-2 for SUMOS.
SAMOS drives the experimental rig between two fixed target positions, a
and 3. When it is stationary at either a or 3, it waits for a TTL signal
before proceeding to the other position. Before starting this cycle, the 
arm must be positioned in a "safe” starting zone, close to one of the
target positions. On the command to proceed, it waits for the interlock
signal before moving. Another conmand will stop it immediately, as a
safety feature. The commands available are as follows.
SAMOS Facilities Available to User
D - de-activate all pneumatic power signals
DP - display controller parameters
E - exit to system monitor
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H - request for help 
MAD - modify alpha denominator 
MAN - modify alpha numerator 
MBD - modify beta denominator 
MBN - modify beta numerator 
MEZM - modify brake zone mask
V
MCRM - modify co-ordinate resolutioriMnask 
R - replay mode
May be aborted by pressing MSn before ready state flagged.
When SAMOS in ready state will proceed to replay mode by 
use of "P” key or may be aborted by use of "R1 key.
i ■
In replay state, any key activated at the console keyboard wil 
arrest this mode. The Q trace array is accessed 
by use of the appropriate key; "S" will abort the replay 
or arrested modes and return control to SCL.
A2-6.2 DAOS
The Data Acquisition Operating System has been designed to provide a 
flexible means of acquiring, in a controlled manner, both analogue and 
digital information in an experimental enviroment. DAOS is configured 
with a maximum of sixteen analogue input channels and a maximum of eight 
8-bit digital input channels. The resultant data structures may be 
accessed for display on the system console, dumped to a bulk storage 
device or offloaded to the University PRIME computer system.
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The system is designed to operate as a stand-alone package and is based on. 
an Intel 8080-type microprocessor. A typical hardware configuration 
consists of an Intel fully packaged computer such as the SYS-80/10 with a 
16 kilobyte RAM combination board (SBC-116) and an analogue input board 
such as the SBC-711 or the Eurr-Brown MP8417.
The various facilities in DAOS are accessed from the command level (DCL) 
by keying in the required command string at the system console. Incorrect 
command requests are flagged by explicit diagnostic messages which 
indicate the nature of the causal error. Once a particular function is 
accessed, explicit requests for further information are displayed. 
Numeric information is entered as decimal digit strings terminated by 
carriage return. In-line editing of the input string is achieved by 
sequential use of the rub-out key.
On power-up, DAOS must be initialised by the operator to configure the 
required operating mode. The package requests the following information.
( 1) number of analogue channels
(2) number of digital * channels
(3) array populations 
(*0 sampling interval
Once acceptable responses have been made to these requests, a sampling 
session can commence. DAOS will automatically map out all available RAM 
so that the resultant data arrays can be accomadated.
DACS is clocked, during data acquisition, by internally generated 
interrupts operating at approximately one millisecond intervals (1.003
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milliseconds, as configured above); sampling interval is entered as an 
integer value of time in milliseconds.
Once the sampling mode has been entered, DAOS initiates data acquisition 
only after receiving an externally generated falling-edge trigger. In
addition, there is an optional facility by which sampling will commence
\ _
only after a specified delay from the appearance of the trigger. Thus a 
sampling session corrmences with a request for the delay from trigger which 
is entered as integer values of time in milliseconds; a default value of 
zero will be entered if a null response (carriage return) is made at this 
stage.
At the completion of data acquisition, the total time for which is a 
function of sampling interval, array population and the number of input 
channels, DAOS will allow access to all of its data file dumping 
routines. A full list-of DAOS facilities are given as follows.
DAOS Facilities Available to User
C - display channel identifiers 
D - display array contents
H - request for help
I - initialise current session
K - "kill" current array data
L - list contents of specified data channels
M - monitor specified analogue channel
Q - quit current session
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RFSP - read from serial port 
S - sampling request 
WTSP - write to serial port
WTP - write data array to PRIME communication channel:
key control P to enter this mode; key control D to return to DCL
Note: during listings, keying control S will arrest output to system
console; control Q will recorunence listing; control A will abort 
listing, returning control to DAOS command level (DCL).
A2-7 Velocity and Acceleration Estimator
The estimator system (entitled QR) is based on an Ithaca Intersystems
DPS-1 computer with "a front panel controller for ease of hardware
debug. This computer is constructed around the S-100 bus architecture and 
consists of the following boards.
(1) 4 MHz Ithaca Audio Z80 CPU board.
(2) 8kx8-bit static RAM board manufactured by Godbout Electonics.
(3) Cromemco TU-ART digital interface board.
The estimator was written in INTSEM80 assembler code and a listing of the 
program is shown elsewhere in this Appendix. QR is supported by firmware 
extant within the Ithaca DPS-1 system, in particular the Z80 system 
monitor, supplied by Crcmemco Incorporated, is used to control the 
operation ofQR and to gain access to various system facilities.
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A schematic diagram of the experimental set-up is shown in Figure A9. 
The estimator is interrupt driven from a TTL square wave signal generator 
with a continuously adjustable frequency output in the range DC - 100 
kHz. The interrupts are serviced by a TMS 5501 chip onboard the Crcmemco 
TU-ART card, which produces an enviromental transfer to RAM address 10 
hexadecimal. The interrupt service routine produces estimates of velocity 
(QCAP) and acceleration (RCAP), utilising the algorithms developed in 
Section 3.2, and taking the positional information from the two 8-bit 
digital input ports on the TU-ART card. The resultant QR information is 
stored on two 128x16-bit cyclic stacks within the system RAM memory bank 
and is also output via the two TU-ART digital output ports, together with 
a negative-going strobe pulse for synchronisation purposes; the stack 
information can be accessed by executing the routines starting at QT/6 and 
RT/6.
The positional data source can be either the output of a shaft .encoder 
decoder circuit (Section A2-3.1) or from electronic generators. The 
latter procedure was selected for the experiments carried out for the 
current research programme since this enabled the experimenter to select 
the characteristics of both the velocity and acceleration under test. To 
achieve this aim a 12-bit up/down counter circuit was constructed from 
three TI 7^93's chips connected in series and driven at a frequency 
determined by an external square wave signal generator, as shown in Figure 
A9. The 7^93 is a U-bit binary ripple counter consisting of four 
master-slave flip-flops internally and externally connected; the input 
pulses, are applied at the first stage and outputs are available at Qq, Q^, 
Q ^  and Q^.
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igure A9: Schematic Diagram of the Velocity and Acceleration Estimator.
A FG601 function generator, manufactured by Feedback Instruments Limited, 
was selected as the external driving source because this equipment 
includes a voltage controlled frequency (VCF) facility enabling the 
operator to generate positional data with various velocity and 
acceleration characteristics. In particular, by driving the FG601 with a 
linear ramping voltage the positional information supplied to QR will 
incorporate a velocity characteristic with constant acceleration. The 
FG601 was set up to operate at a nominal 5 kHz and with a linear voltage 
ramp applied to the VCF terminal in the range -5 volts to +10 volts. This 
generates a frequency output ranging from 0.5 kHz to 14.35 kHz within the 
time period of the forcing function; this latter parameter was set at the 
equivalent of 1.25 seconds, thus producing a rate of change in frequency 
of 11 kHz sec"*.
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SHEET 1 QR ESTIMATOR
C 1
C 1
C QR 3
L 3
C VELOCITY AND ACCELERATION ESTIMATOR 3
C 3
C 3
c* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
SHEET 2 QR ESTIMATOR
QR
AN EXPERIMENTAL VELOCITY AND ACCELERATION ESTIMATOR F'ACKA
PROJECT LEADER: P.J.DRAZAN* DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING* UNIVERSITY OF SURREY* 
GUILDFORD* SURREY* GU2 5XH.
PROGRAMMER:
CROSS-ASSEMBLER: 
SUPPORT FIRMWARE: 
HARDWARE:
VERSION NOTES:-
M.F.JEFFERY* DEPARTMENT OF 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING*
UNIVERSITY OF SURREY*
'GUILDFORD* SURREY GU2 5XH.
INTSEM80 M120880.
CROMEMCO Z80 MONITOR.
ITHACA INTERSYSTEMS DPS-1 S-lOO BUS 
COMPUTER SYSTEM + RS232C COMPATIBLE 
VISUAL DISPLAY UNIT.
THIS PACKAGE IS DESIGNED TO RUN IN REAL TIME WITH 
INDEPENDANT* EXTERNALLY-GENERATED INTERRUPTS GIVING 
ACCESS TO THE VELOCITY AND ACCELERATION ESTIMATION 
ROUTINES.
C THIS VERSION IS DESIGNED AS AN EXPERIMENTAL PACKAGE
C INTERACTING WITH THE SYSTEM MONITOR. THE RUNNING
C MODE OF THE PACKAGE MAY BE INTERRUPTED BY THE USER
C VIA THE SYSTEM CONSOLE KEYBOARD. ANY KEYED
C CHARACTER WILL RETURN CONTROL TO THE CROMEMCO MONITOR.
C THIS VERSION ASSUMES 12-BIT DATA INPUT.
SHEET 3 QR ESTIMATOR
C SYMBOLIC ASSIGNMENTS.
Z -----------------------
CIP=1 C CONSOLE INPUT PORT.
CL= 5 80 C "CARRIAGE RETURN» LINE FEED" SEQUENCE COD
C0=:A1A5 C CONSOLE OUTPUT ADDRESS.
CRLF=sA1EF Z "CARRIAGE RETURNr LINE FEED" SEQUENCE ADD
CSF-0 C CONSOLE STATUS PORT.
ENC0DERH=:54 Z QR MOST-SIGNIFICANT INPUT CHANNEL.
ENCODERL=:04 Z QR LEAST-SIGNIFICANT INPUT CHANNEL.
I N T = H O Z ENTRY POINT FOR INTERRUPTS.
MSG=:A18E Z SYSTEM "MESSAGE DUMPER" ADDRESS.
N=16 Z QR PO'PilLATION NUMBER.
QCAF‘=: 04 Z QCAF* OUTPUT PORT.
QTS=51900 Z Q TRACE STACK.
RAM=21800 Z QR RAM SPACE DEFINITION.
RCAF*=: 54 Z RCAF* OUTPUT PORT.
ROM=s1000 Z DEFINITION OF QR ROM SPACE-
RTS=QTS+slOO Z R TRACE STACK.
SF*C=: 20 Z ASCII "SPACE" CHARACTER CODE.
STACK=:2000-1 C DEFINITION OF QR MAIN STACK.
Z ENTRY POINT.
LOC ROM
EF* DI
LXI SPtSTACK 
LXI HrMO; CALL MSG 
LXI H yQTS5 SHLD QTV 
LXI HrRTS» SHLD RTV 
MVI A>N7 STA IC 
MUI Ar8? OUT :02 
MVI Af4? OUT :03 
El
JMP .
R0=
SHEET 4 QR ESTIMATOR
C#*****##**####*#*##*##***#*###**##**##*#*###**####a######*###*
c
C INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTINE
C
*******#####;]
LOC INT 
JMP ISR 
LOC RO
C STORE APPROPRIATE REGtSJER PAIR DATA ON STACK.
i s r p u s h  p s w ; p u s h  Dr p u s h  h
C ESTABLISH THE PRIMARY INTERRUPT PARAMETER.
LHLD SK
C INTERROGATE .POSITIONAL AXIS.
IN ENCODERLr MOV ErA C INPUT LS POSITIONAL DATA.
IN ENCODERHr MOV DrA C INPUT MS POSITIONAL DATA.
DAD Dr SHLD SK C UPDATE SIGMAK.
C DECREMENT INTERRUPT COUNTER AND EXIT.
LXI H rICr DCR M5 JZ ECVA 
POP Hr POP D? POP PSW 
El 
RET
i
u 
u 
u 
u
SHEET 5 QR ESTIMATOR
C
C
ECVA
C
C
C
C
L
I
C
C
C
ESTIMATIONS OF CURRENT VELOCITY AND ACCELERATION.
MVI My N? PUSH B
IN CSP? ANI $01000000? JNZ MON
Cl) VELOCITY ESTIMATION:-
LHLD SK? XCHG C (DrE) <- SIGMAK.
LHLD SJ? CALL TCHL C (HyL) <--- SIGMAJ.
DAD D? XCHG \  x C (DyE) <~ N^*2*QCAP.
PLACE QCAP ONTO TRACE STACK.
LHLD QTV? MOV M rD 
INR L? MOV M»E 
INR L? SHLD QTV
UPDATE QCAP.
MOV AyE? OUT QCAP 
MOV AyD? OUT RCAP
RE-INITIALISE SIGMAJ AND SIGMAK.
LHLD SK? SHLD SJ 
LXI HyO? SHLD SK
(2) ACCELERATION ESTIMATIONs-
LHLD QCAP? CALL TCHL L (HyL) < QCAP (PREVIOUS).
DAD D C (HyL) <~ RCAP.
XCHG? SHLD QCAP C UPDATE QCAP.
PLACE RCAP ONTO TRACE STACK.
LHLD RTV ? MOV MyD 
INR L? MOV MyE 
INR L? SHLD RTV
RESTORE REGISTER PAIR VALUES AND RETURN TO CALLER.
POP B? POP H? POP D? POP PSW 
El? RET
SHEET 6 QR ESTIMATOR
C QR UTILITY SUBROUTINES.
c --------------------------
C ROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE TWOS COMPLEMENT OF THE CURRENT
I CONTENTS OF THE HyL REGISTER PAIR. RESULT RETURNED IN
C THE HyL REGISTER PAIR.
TCHL PUSH By LXI Byl
MOV A y H y CMA y MOV HyA 
MOV AyL? CMA y MOV LyA 
DAD By POP B 
RET <
C RETURN TO SYSTEM "MONITOR".
MON DI? JMP 3 E008
C ROUTINE TO DISPLAY "Q" TRACE ARRAY.
QT LXI HyMly CALL MSG
LHLD QTVy JMP QTO
C ROUTINE TO DISPLAY ~R~ TRACE ARRAY.
RT LXI H y M2 y CALL MSG
LHLD RTV
QTO MOV Ey L y CALL DYA? JMP MON
C ROUTINE TO DISPLAY A TRACE ARRAY CURRENTLY VECTORED BY
C THE HyL REGISTER PAIR.
DYA MVI Dy s10
DYAO MVI CySPC? CALL CO
MOV A y M y CALL DHC 
INR L? MOV A y My CALL DHC 
INR L? MOV AyL? CMP E? RZ 
DCR D? JNZ DYAO 
CALL CRLF? JMP DYA
C ROUTINE TO DUMP TO THE SYSTEM CONSOLE THE CURRENT
C CONTENTS OF THE A REGISTER AS TWO HEXADECIMAL
C CHARACTERS.
DHC PUSH PSUy RRC? RRCy RRCy RRC *
CALL DLSD
POP PSWy JMP DLSD
C ROUTINE TO DUMP TO THE SYSTEM CONSOLE THE CURRENT
C LEAST SIGNIFICANT HEXADECIMAL DIGIT OF THE A REGISTER.
DLSD ANI :F y ADI z ? O i DAA
ACI :405 DAA 
MOV CyA? JMP CO
SHEET 7 QR ESTIMATOR
C QR MESSAGE STRINGS.
c ----------------------
MO TEXT < CL >/QR/ .
TEXT < CL >/#/< 0 >
Ml TEXT < CL > < CL >/VELOCITY TRACE:-/<CLXCL><0>
M2 TEXT < CL >< CL >/ACCELERATION TRACE:-/<CL X  CL X 0>
C DYNAMIC PARAMETER BLOCK FOR GR-
l ------------------------------------
C Q AND R TRACE VECTORS.
GTV=RAM7 RTV=QTV+2
C INPUT PARAMETERS.
SJ=RTV+2 C SIGMAJ.
SK=SJ+2 C SIGMAK.
C MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS.
IC=SK+2 I INTERRUPT COUNTER.
APPENDIX A3
INTSEM80: Symbolic Cross-Assembler
1. Operating Instructions
2. Source Code Syntax
3. Assembler Directives
*1. Instruction Mnemonics
5. . Reserved Symbols
6. Diagnostics
7. Binary Object Output
8. Support Utilities
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A3-1 Introduction
INTSEM80 is a two-pass cross-assembler for translating symbolic source 
programs into object code destined for operation in an Intel 8080-type 
microprocessor computer system. A source program consists of statements 
coded in even-parity ASCII with a syntax described in the following 
sections of this Appendix. The resultant object code is non-relocatable 
and complies with the format for the standard Intel system loader 
described in Section A3-7.
The Assembler runs under the standard multi-user disc operating system 
[82] in a Minic-M, one of the mini-computers manufactured by Micro 
Computer Systems Limited (MCSL), a former subsidiary Company of the Kent 
Group. INTSEM80 (INTel asSEMbler 8080) is written in Minic-M machine code 
and occupies approximately. 8 kilobytes of memory, but in addition requires 
sufficient storage to contain all user-specified symbols and the contents 
of certain input buffers. Typically, a source program containing 400 
three-character symbols will require a total of 12 kilobytes of memory; a 
source program containing 900 three-character symbols will require 16 
kilobytes. N.B. The latter core size is required to assemble SUMOS.
The source code must be scanned twice by the Assembler: during the first
pass, a symbol table is constructed which contains information regarding 
all user-defined symbols; during the second pass, each source statement 
is converted into the corresponding object code values, on a one-to-one 
basis, utilising the information stored on the symbol table. In addition, 
the Assembler constructs a map specifying the memory to be occupied in the 
destination microcomputer system; this map may be optionally output to
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the listing file at the end of pass one. During both passes, each 
statement is checked for syntactic errors and a coded diagnostic 
two-letter flag is output to the system listing file if an invalid 
statement is encountered. Very few diagnostic traps are fatal to the 
assembly which normally- continues with default values after an error is 
detected.
The Assembler will optionally provide, during pass two, a listing file of 
the source program together with an hexadecimal representation of the 
object code dump. In addition, at the end of assembly, an autosort of the 
symbol table may be requested which outputs to the listing file all 
user-specified symbols as an alphabetically ordered list.
During the assembly, INTSEM80 generates a symbolic disc file named 
INTSEM80.LST.user on the current work surface. This file is used by the 
Assembler as the listing file for all error diagnostics and for optional 
dumping of a memory map, a second pass listing of the source code and a 
dump of the symbol table. Once generated, this listing file may be 
accessed by other system facilities such as TYPE, P(rint) and LIST(er).
If an object code dump is requested, then the Assembler will generate an 
appropriate symbolic disc file named INTSEM80.BIN.user containing the 
hexadecimal representation of the object code.
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A3-1.1 Operating Instructions
INTSEM80 is provided as a general utility for operating under a disc-file 
orientated system. It can be accessed by any system user with sufficient 
system access rights, and it is called at the DOS executive ($) level by 
issuing the command "180” without any parameters. Once loaded, the 
Assembler will identify itself on the user's console together with a 
request for an ordered list of source files.
INTSEM80 Mddmmyy 
SOURCE FILE(S):
The identifying string "Mddmmyy" refers to the fact that the Assembler is 
designed to run on a Minic-M, followed by the creation date "ddmmyy" for 
the current version of the software package. The source files are 
disc-based symbolic files previously generated by the use of the system 
editor: these files constitute the program to be translated intoobject
code. Each subfile must end with an "end-of-file" (EOF) directive 
(Section A3-3). and the final file in the list must terminate with an END 
statement. Each item on the list must be seperated by a space code; the 
default disc volume is the current work surface, otherwise the surface 
containing a specific subfile must be declared in the standard format 
[82], During the keying in of this list, the user may make use of the 
rubout key to erase previously entered characters, and may verify the 
current list by pressing CONTROL V at the console keyboard.
Once the source file list is completed, the user must terminate the string 
using the carriage return key. INTSEM80 will then scan all user files to 
identify the requested subfiles; if any files are missing from the user 
directory, then an appropriate message to this effect is dumped to the
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user console and a return to DOS executive ($) level results. If a list 
of extant files is established, then INTSEM80 will output a message string 
specifying the order of the control statement: a title for the user file
to be assembled and the assembly options.
OUTPUT FILE TITLE AND ASSEMBLY OPTIONS:
The control statement, to be entered by the user at his console keyboard, 
consists of two sub-statements seperated by the delimiter character "/" 
and terminated by the carriage return code. The sub-statement "file 
title” will appear as a header for all assembly dumps including each 
listing and symbol-table sheet, and the object code file; the length of 
this sub-statement string is not restricted. The sub-statement "assembly 
options" consists of one or more of the following characters, keyed in any 
order, specifying the type of output required.
B binary file, dumped during the second pass
L assembly listing, generated during the second pass
M memory map, output at the end of pass one
S alphabetically autosorted symbol table listing, output at the end
of the assembly 
For example: SUMOS M241280/MBLS
If no options are specified by the user, the two-pass assembly will 
proceed with source-statement diagnostics flagged on the listing file as 
these are encountered.
An erroneous control statement will result in another display of the 
Assembler identification string. Keyboard editing of the corrcnand
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statement may be accomplished by the repeated use of the RUBOUT key, or by
use of CONTROL A to abort keyboard entry and to discard the current
conmand statement. CONTROL V will produce a verification list of the
current command string. N.B. INTSEM80 will prevent the user erasing 
characters beyond the start of the command string.
A3-2 Source Code Syntax
In the following, all explicit references, to 8-bit, even parity ASCII 
charaters will show the hexadecimal representations, eg: ASCII "X" is
shown as :D8.
INTSEM80 processes lines of source text, where a line is a string of 
8-bit, even-parity ASCII charaters terminated by a carriage return 
code. Most non-printing, non-escape character codes are ignored on input, 
the exceptions being TAB (ASCII 9) and CONTROL D (ASCII :84), the latter 
signifying the physical end of the input file.
A line may contain a single statement starting at the left hand margin and 
terminated by carriage return, or it may contain several statements
seperated by semi-colons and terminated by carriage return, thus:
<statement 1>;<statement 2>;<statement 3>;...... ;<statement n>
N.B. There, are some exceptions to the use of the semi-colon as a 
statement seperator; these are noted in the appropriate sections of this 
Appendix.
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A3-2.1 Statements and Fields
A statement may be regarded as the basic unit of information handled by 
INTSEM80. Statements consist of fields coded in a fixed order:
LABEL OPERATOR ARGUMENT
Fields may be seperated by at least one space or tabulation 
character. The label field, if not used, must consist of at least one 
space or tabulation code.
(a) Label field
The label field is used for the definition of symbols referred to in the 
source program. Symbols defined by the user must be unique, must commence 
with an alphabetic character and may be of any length. The character set 
consists of all alphanumeric characters (A -Z, 0-9) but the symbol may 
not be any of those listed in Section A3-5. For example:
INT=:38 C Interrupt entry point defined.
EP   [ Entry point to program.
  [ Unlabelled statement.
SCL   [ SUMOS command level.
N.B. The first statement defines the value of a program constant for 
internal use by the Assembler; the next three will cause absolute code to 
be generated.
(b) Operator field
In general, the operator field defines the contents of the current memory 
location. It contains an instruction mnemonic, an assembler directive, a
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symbol or an expression. For example:
LOC :2000 [ Commence assembly at location hexadecimal 2000.
BZM :FE [ Location BZM contains hexadecimal FE.
HLT [ Location BZM+1 contains the instruction HLT.
CL2 ENCODER3+2 C Location CL2 contains the constant ENCODER3+2.
(c) Argument field
The contents of the argument field will be null or finite depending on the 
instruction specified in the operator field. If finite, the argument can 
be a symbol, an expression or a complex argument consisting of more than 
one sub-argument. For example:
LABEL DI [ Disable interrupts; no argument.
ANI MASK [ AND (A) with MASK.
MOV A,B [ Move (A) -> A.
MVI C,’Z-'A [ Load (ASCII "Z" - ASCII "A") -> C register.
JMP EXIT [ Unconditional jump to location EXIT.
The symbols MASK and EXIT must be defined somevAiere else in the program.
A3-2.2 Comments
Comments may be placed in the source code to provide textual annotation of 
the pogram. Comments are prefixed by a left square bracket, "[", and may 
be used freely in the source program as follows:
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<statement>[ canment 
<statement> [canment
<statement 1.; <statement 2>;...... [ canment
N.B. A canment herald is equivalent to a line delimiter; all character 
codes following 11 [M are ignored by the Assembler until carriage return is 
encountered.
A3-2.3 Numbers
A number is a string of digits, d ...... d^  , appropriate to the radix
n 0
specification for the number. Number strings may be interpreted by 
INTSEM80 as binary, octal, decimal or hexadecimal. The default radix is 
decimal and the following right associative unary operators herald an 
appropriate, local radix conversion.
$d ...n
@d ...n
d ...n 0
:d ...
n 0
There should be no charater (including space.or tabulation) seperating the
operator and the number digits d ...... d^  . The appropriate character set
n 0
for'these digits are shown below:
0 - 1  binary
0 - 7  octal
0 - 9  decimal
0-9, A - F hexadecimal
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No other charaters may be used for the appropriate radix otherwise a 
diagnostic error flag will be displayed (IN). The number digit string may 
be of any length but numbers are converted to binary modulo 2, 
ie: 0 - 65 535; thus :FFFF is the largest integer in hexadecimal.
A3-2. H Symbols
A symbol is an alphanumeric character name (the first character must be 
alphabetic) defined by placing it in the label field. The symbol may be 
represented by any number of alphanumeric characters but it should be 
noted that INTSEM80 will only autosort on the basis of the first eight 
characters. A symbol may be equated to a number or an expression. If not
so equated, it will be assigned the current value of the location
counter. In the former case, the symbol is said to be a program constant,
and in the latter case a label.
A symbol is entered into the Assembler symbol table together with its 
appropriate value stored to 16-bit precision. The format of each entry is 
as follows;
ol^ j »•••»•.; cLq * 3; v; ^ v
where an..... is the symbol string stored as one byte per
character, 3 an internal string delimiter 0 or :80, and v the 16-bit value 
of the symbol, <v being the most significant byte.
A special symbol is that used for the current value of the location
coulter (.), ie: the address of the location currently being
assembled. Typical use of the symbol is for recording the current 
location counter value for use at another point in the program by use of
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the LOC directive. For example;
R6=.
LOC :2000 [ Set location counter value to :2000.
LOC R6 [ reset location counter to R6.
A3-2.5 Operators and Expressions
The operator and argument fields may contain expressions constructed by 
use of the following arithmetic and Boolean operators:
+ addition
- subtraction
* unsigned multiplication
/ unsigned division
! Boolean INCLUSIVE OR
& Boolean AND
C Boolean NOT EQUIVALENCE (A//B = A EOR B)
Spaces are not allowed between an operator and its arguments. Expressions 
are evaluated to 16-bit precision from left to right. For example:
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A+B/C
A/B+C
is evaluated as (A+B)/C 
is evaluated as (A/B)+C
Arguments may be symbols or numbers. Numbers are always treated to 16-bit 
precision, but symbols are evaluated to 8-bit. This will be the least 
significant byte, or the most significant byte if the unary operator ”<” 
is used. The set of unary operators recognised by the Assembler is as 
follows:
< the most significant byte of the following symbol
# one’s complement
- two’s complement (minus)
1 7-bit ASCII for the single following character
(eg: ’C would be assembled as :43)
♦ 7-bit ASCII for the control-code equivalent of
the single following character (eg: C would
be assembled as 3)
The following are examples of the use of operators and expressions.
G= 32768 [ Define 16-bit decimal constant G.
H=G+ 40 [ Define 16-bit constant H where H = G + 40 octal.
X=. [ Define X to be current value of location.
CTRA=U [ Define CTRA as ASCII control ”A”.
LXI B.L5+300 [ Load register pair B,C with L5+3QO decimal.
ADI K*40+:20 [ Add the constant 40K+:20 to the accumulator A.
CPI 'K [ Compare (A) with ASCII ”K”.
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LXI SP,-1 [ Load the stack pointer with -1 (:FFFF).
MVI H#<DATA [ Load register H with ms byte of address DATA.
MVI L,DATA [ Load register L with Is byte of address DATA.
A3-3 Assembler Directives
Assembler directives are coded in the operation field and are used to 
control the assembly process. The INTSEM80 directives are as follows:
form feed request to listing file; generates 
sheet throw on printers 
end of program segment, start address = n 
end of source file 
location counter set to argument n 
7-bit ASCII packing of "string"
This directive causes a form feed to the system listing file; listing at 
the system printer recommences at the head of the next sheet. This 
facility provides a convenient means for controlling the listing of a 
program to produce modular segments.
END n
The END directive signifies the end of source program, where n is the 
program start address. This address, which is optional, will be 
communicated to the loader in the destination microprocessor system. For 
example:
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EJECT
END n 
EOF 
LOC n
TEXT string 
EJECT
LOC :2000
ST [ Start of program.
END ST
EOF
For convenience of editing, the source program may be divided into 
seperate files. Each sub-file, except the last, should end with EOF as 
indicated in the following example.
LOC :8000
EOF
END
>  FILE 1
FILE 2 (last)
J
LOC n
The LOC n directive sets the location counter to the value of the argument 
n which may be expressed numerically or as any complex 
expression. However, Ihn*SEM80 must be able to assign a definable value to
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n at each pass of the assembly; an undefined argument will cause an error 
flag output and a default value of zero to be assigned.
Note: it is essential to use a LOC n directive before any program code
producing object output is assembled.
TEXT string
This directive packs the text string given as argument into contiguous 
locations upwards in memory, one character per location, according to the 
following conventions:
( 1) String is a string of characters delimited by a pair of charcaters 
defined by the first character code to appear in the string. In 
practise, it is recommended that a convenient punctuation mark should 
be used (eg: /) but it should be noted that the chosen mark cannot
be used in the following string.
(2) Several strings of characters ' may be given with the one 
directive. Different delimiters may be used for this purpose.
(3) Non-printing or control characters may be specified by the use of 
<n>, where n is any expression, simple or complex.
The TEXT directive may have a label field attached so that the symbol 
specifies the address of the first character to appear in the string.
For example:
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M24 TEXT <:D><: A><I>/MESSAGE 2V<0>
TEXT /TYPE YES/+/+/N0/<0>
A3-^ Instruction Mnemonics
INTSEM80 converts an instruction mnemonic in the operation field, togetner 
with any associated parameters in the argument field, to a one-, two- or 
three-byte microprocessor instruction. In general, the mnemonic will- be. 
assembled to generate the corresponding operation code and parameters (if 
any) converted under the conventions for symbol evaluation given in 
Section A3-2. In some cases, parameter checking is performed and the 
instruction will be flagged with a diagnostic if found to be invalid 
(diagnostics are listed in Section A3-6).
A full description of the Intel 8080 instruction set is given in Reference 
[58] and a convenient reference card, supplied by Intel, provides a list 
of the instruction codes in numerical order. The mnemonics used for the 
instruction set in INTSEM80 are those- recommended by Intel in the Company 
literature.
Where a parameter is expected during assembly but none found, INTSEM80 
provides a default value of zero. For example:
MOV is assembled as equivalent to MOV B,B
MVI A or MVI A, is assembled as equivalent to MVI A,0
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A3-5 Reserved Symbols
The symbolic names in this section are permanently resident in the symbol 
tables of INTSEM80 and may not be re-defined by the programmer. The 
reserved symbols fall into three groups:
Instruction mnemonics 
Microprocessor hardware registers 
Assembler directives
(a) Instruction mnemonics
A Cl ADC ADD ADI ANA ANI
CALL CC CM CMA CMC CMP CNC CNZ
CP CPE CPI CZ
DA A DAD DCR DCX DI
El
HLT
IN INR INX
JC JM JMP JNC JNZ JP JPE JPO
LDA LDAX LHLD LXI
MOV MVI
NOP
ORA OR I OUT
PCHL POP PUSH
RAL RAR RC RET RLC RM RNC RNZ
RPE RPO RRC RST RZ
SBB SB I SFHL STC SUB SUI
XCH3 XRA XRI XTHL
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(b) Microprocessor hardware registers
A B C D E H L M  PSW SP
(c) Assembler directives
EJECT END EOF ■
LOC
TEXT
A3-6 Diagnostics
During both passes of the assembly, INTSEM80 traps errors due to illegal
syntax in the source code. If such an error is detected, an appropriate
diagnostic message is output to the listing file. Two classes of
diagnostic are recognised:
Non-fatal
Fatal
(a) Informative, non-fatal diagnostics
The diagnostic is printed as a two-character flag in the left hand margin
of the source line giving rise to the error: 
ee pppp wwwwww source line 
where
ee is the error flag, as given in the accompanying table
pppp is the value of the location counter, in hexadecimal
wwwwww is the assembled one, two or three byte word
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INTSEM80 Error Flags
FLAG ee SIGNIFICANCE
AN Symbolic assignement not evaluated
AO Arithmetic overflow
AR Argument out of acceptable range
DA INTSEM80 directive used as an argument
DL Attempt to use an INTSEM80 directive as a label
DS Attempt to use an INTSEM80 directive as a symbolic
assignment
DX INTSEM80 division operation error
IA Illegal argument field syntax
IC Illegal combination of operator codes
IF Illegal field present in current statement
IL Illegal label syntax
IN Illegal numeric digit
10 Illegal operator character code found
LD Attempt to duplicate a user-defined symbol as a
label or as a symbolic assignment 
ML Attempt to use an operation mnemonic as a
label
MS Attempt to use an operation code mnemonic as a
symbolic assignment 
PA Attempt to duplicate a user-defined pre-assignment
mnemonic as a label or as a symbolic assignment 
RP Register pair error; value must be even
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INTSEM80 Error Flggs
FLAG ee SIGNIFICANCE
SX Illegal symbolic assignment syntax in argument field
TE Text directive syntax error
UA Undefined argument in argument field of an operation
code
UC Undefined code used as a sub-argument in an expression
held in the operation code field
UN Undefined non-alphanumeric code
ZF Zero field encountered where zero default value
not allowed
(b) Fatal diagnostics
There are three fatal diagnostics associated with INTSEM80:
TABLE FULL
Indicates lack of symbol table space. Remedies are to use fewer symbols 
in the source code or to shorten these, or to divide the program into two 
or more segments. Examination of the memory map will give an indication 
of the action required.
PREMATURE EOF
This occurs when ASCII control D (code :84, end of physical medium) is 
read without having encointered an ECF or END assembly directive. Program 
source files will automatically receive a control D end-of-medium 
terminator when created using the Minic-M program EDITOR.
DISC PARITY ERROR
Each character in the input source file is checked for 8-bit, even 
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parity. If an odd-parity character code is detected, assembly is 
terminated and the above diagnostic displayed at the system console.
A3-7 Binary Object Output
The non-relocatable binary object program is output as a disc file in a 
format recognised by the standard Intel monitor loaders. The hexadecimal 
program file format is a modified memory image, blocked into discrete 
records. Each record contains record length, record type, memory address 
and checksum information in addition to data.
The object code dump is initialised by a LOC directive in the source 
code; each succeeding record is dumped as a maximum of sixteen data 
blocks so that if the final block prior to the next LOC directive is less 
than sixteen, the Assembler will dump an appropriate record length. Two 
record types are recognised, 0 and 1: the former is a standard memory
image dump; the latter allows a transfer address to be transmitted to the 
destination microcomputer system loader. A frame by frame (byte) 
description of record type 0 is as follow:
Frame 0 Record Mark. Signals the start of a
record. The ASCII colon character 
(,f:M, :3A) is used as the record mark.
Frames 1 and 2 Record Length. Two ASCII characters
representing a hexadecimal number in 
the range 0 to :FF. This is the count 
of actual data bytes in the record. A 
record length of 0 indicates end-of-file.
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Franes 3 to 6 Load Address. Four ASCII characters
that represent the initial memory location 
where the data following will be loaded. 
The first data byte is stored 
where the data following will be loaded. 
The first data byte is stored in the 
location pointed to by the load address; 
succeeding data bytes are loaded into 
ascending addresses.
Record Type. Two ASCII characters 
representing Record Type 0.
Data. Each 8-bit memory word is 
represented by two frames containing 
the ASCII characters representing a 
hexadecimal value in the range 
0 to :FF.
Checksum. The checksum is the negative
of the sum of all 8-bit bytes in the
record since the Record Mark
8evaluated to binary modulo 2 .
Note: R^  is Record Length.
A similar description of Record Type 1 is as follows:
Frame 0 Record Mark.
Frames 1 and 2 Record length. Zero for end-of-file.
Frames 3 to 6 Transfer Address. Zero by default.
Frames 7 and 8
Frames 9 to 9+2*R^-1
Frames 9+2*R. to L
9+2*Rl+1
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Record Type. Type 1 for end-of-file. 
Checksum.
A3-8 Support Utilities
In addition to the cross-assembler, a number of utility support programs 
have been written for operation in conjunction with INTSEM80. These 
include the following.
(a) D Uti PER
This routine accesses a specified binary file created by INTSEM80 and 
dumps its contents to a destination microcomputer over a 2 400 baud serial 
communication link.
(b) LISTER
The Assembler includes an option to dump a listing file consisting of the 
object code translation . and the original source code (Section 
A3—1.1). This disc-based file can be accessed and dumped to the system 
printer using the utility LISTER.
(c) TRANSLATOR
The listing file generated by INTSEM80 is lengthy and is of greatest value 
during a debug session. As a record of the source program it was decided 
that a listing of the source code only would be sufficient providing the 
paging protocols were preserved. To this end a utility program called 
TRANSLATOR was coded on the Minic-M which interpretes a source file
Frames 7 and 8 
Frames 9 and 10
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destined for INTSEM80 as a simple listing file without recognising any 
assembly procedures apart from the listing directives - EJECT, EOF or 
END.
Once the translated file has been generated, the LISTER program can then 
be used to transfer this to the system printer; this utility has been 
used to generate the program listings in this thesis.
M F Jeffery February 1981
APPENDIX A4
Listing of INTSEM80 Source Code
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